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CHAPTER 1: PROBLEM DEFINITION AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Computers are part of our lives. In most countries world-wide computers

are used to support the day-to-day operations of governments and

business enterprises. This, in effect, affects the lives of everybody

dealing with those institutions.

Most people know that a computer should be programmed to execute

instructions in order to produce what is required by the user. The

problem, however, is that people tend to focus only on a single program,

without realising that a single program is one component of something

much broader. Someone must have planned not only the program, but

the entire environment in which the program exists. This 'something

broader' is what is referred to as a system. In information technology, "a

system is a collection of men, machine and methods organized to

accomplish specific functions" {Davis, 1983:4}.

The process of planning such a system is called systems analysis and

design. "Systems analysis and design is a systematic approach to

identifying problems, opportunities and objectives; to analysing the

information flows in organizations; and to designing computerized
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information systems to solve a problem" (Kendall, 1992:12).

"It is often difficult to explain what is achieved by systems analysis and

design - especially when talking to a user who wants the system

tomorrow. After all, their 14-year old son can knock together a quick

program on his PC in a couple of hours. Surely, a larger system is just

the same - just a little bit bigger. Why, then, should it take so long to

design a system" (Ashworth, 1990:6).

Furthermore, what is the difference between a systems analyst (or a

systems developer) and a programmer? Surely, they perform the same

tasks - writing programs. This is the perception of many users, the

systems developer's clients.

The above two perceptions of developing information systems constitute

the main problem in bu'siness today. People using information systems

are not aware of all the effort that is required to develop information

systems. Most users know that programs need to be written. That is

most probably the reason why users often approach a systems developer

with a statement such as: "I want you to write a computer program to

...... ". Users are not able to differentiate between programs and

systems.

Some more computer-literate users believe that building systems is
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exactly the same as building a bridge. Therefore, it can be regarded as

an engineering process. It should be admitted that bridges collapse, but

far less frequently than, for example, accounting systems. This causes

what is termed as the software crisis.

All the above are symptoms of problems. Most of the real problems still

need to be properly defined, analyzed and hopefully, solved.

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

A problem is a question or situation that presents uncertainty, perplexity

or difficulty. It is therefore difficult to handle and is an obstacle.

Most of the symptoms described in the previous section are usually the

-
result of problems caused by ineffective training. Some of these

problems are described in section 1.3.

Ineffective training is the major problem, but it is caused by obstacles

experienced during Systems Development training. These problems are

described in section 1.4.
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1.3 SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS CAUSED BY INEFFECTIVE

TRAINING

For the purpose of this study, the general problems in systems

development that can to a large extent be eliminated by proper training,

are as follows:

1.3.1 LACK OF KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING

One of the major problems experienced in systems development is

the lack of knowledge and understanding of the basic principles,

procedures, techniques and methods being used when systems are

built.

1.3.2 LACK OF PROPER COMMUNICATION

Developers and users do not communicate properly. Confusion

even amongst developers themselves exist. Goldsmith (1993:5)

states that "people involved in software development tend to come

from a huge range of backgrounds - you do not just get 'trained

computer scientists' as in a number of other areas of engineering.

As long as someone is numerate, they can end up doing software

development. As these people have different backgrounds and

have been trained in different ways, they will do development
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differently. n

1.3.3 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SYSTEMS DEVELOPER AND USER

A further problem is that people do not really know what is meant

by a systems developer (or systems analyst) and a systems user.

It is therefore necessary to define these two terms right at the

outset:

According to Whitten (1994:8) "the systems analyst studies the

problems and needs of an organization to determine how people,

data, processes, communications and technology can best

accomplish improvements for the business. When computer

technology is used, the analyst is responsible for the efficient

capture of data from its business source, the flow of that data to

-
the computer, the processing and storage of that data by the

computer, and the flow of useful and timely information back to

the business and its people."

Edwards (1993: 10) states that "the systems analyst is the person

(or persons) who guides the analysis, design, implementation, and

maintenance of a given system. In performing these four tasks,

the analyst must always match the information system objectives

with the goals of the organization."
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Modell (1988:8) describes the systems analyst as "one who

engages in the study of, and separation of, a group of interacting,

interrelated, or interdependent business functions, processes,

activities or elements forming a complex whole into its constituent

parts for individual studY·"

For the study purposes, a systems analyst is a person who

"

"

"

"

"

identifies, defines and studies business problems to

determine if it can be solved by a computer system,

studies the current system in detail to determine if it is

worth solving the problem,

identifies, describes and designs alternative solutions to the

problem,

communicates these alternatives through to the user so that

the user can select the best alternative,

-
designs the selected alternative in detail,

writes the specifications for the programmers to construct

the solution in computer terms,

trains users to use the new system and

assists users when the new system is in production.

On the other hand "system users are the people who use (and

directly benefit from) the information system on a regular basis -

capturing, validating, entering, responding to and storing data and
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information." (Whitten, 1994:42).

Kendall (1992:3) defines a system user as "anyone who interacts

with an information system in the context of his or her work in the

organization. "

For the purpose of this study a system user is anyone using an

information system for the purpose of doing his work in the

organization.

1.3.4 RATE OF INCREASING NEED FOR SYSTEMS

The need for computer systems has increased at an alarming rate.

"Our society has adopted the use of computers at a rate that

staggers the imagination. Every segment of society has discovered

programs that seem to make its job more productive. This demand

for programs has required a tremendous amount of code to be

written by a population of producers whose training and tradition

are recent." (Goldberg, 1986:334)

Although the above statement by Goldberg in respect of

programmers was made in 1986, the same can be said of systems

analysts today. In 1986 programs were needed; today systems

are needed to solve users' problems.
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Time is of the essence. User acceptable systems must be

developed quickly and correctly. It is therefore of vital importance

that the systems analyst has the right approach to problem-solving,

and be able to apply the best available tools and techniques to

analyze, design and implement a system as quickly as possible.

1.3.5 DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

There are numerous approaches, principles, tools and techniques

(APTTJ. It is up to the systems analyst to decide which of these to

apply in a given situation. For the systems analyst to make such a

decision, he should know and understand as many as possible of

these APTT's.

It is therefore necessary to investigate all the different APTT's and

then select those that should be taught to prospective systems

analysts so as to equip them sufficiently for a career as a systems

analyst.

1.3.6 VARIETY OF SKILLS REQUIRED TO BECOME A SYSTEMS ANALYST

Systems analysts should be "people who communicate with
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management and users at the management/user level; document

their experience; understand problems before proposing solutions;

think before they speak; facilitate systems development, not

originate it; are supportive of the organization in question and

understand its goals and objectives; use good tools and approaches

to help solve systems problems; and enjoy working with people"

(Whitten, 1994: 19).

Therefore the following skills and attributes are most frequently

cited by practising systems analysts:

* Working knowledge of information systems and technology.

Computer programming experience and expertise.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

General business knowledge.

Problem-solving skills.

Interpersonal communications skills.

Interpersonal relations skills.

Flexibility and adaptability.

Character and ethics.

Systems analysis and design skills.
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1.4 SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT TRAINING PROBLEMS

1.4.1 GENERAL TRAINING PROBLEMS

It is very important that systems developers and systems users are

trained properly in all (or at least most) of the aspects required to

communicate and understand information systems. The training,

however, is very difficult due to the following:

1.4.1.1

1.4.1.2

1.4.1.3

1.4.1.4

1.4.1.5

1.4.1.6

There are several approaches to systems development.

The most popular systems development process (the Systems

Development Life Cycle) has not been standardised as yet.

Technology changes and improves at a tremendous rate. This

causes new tools and techniques to be developed at an alarming

rate.

Trainers are not always experienced in all the different approaches

and processes of systems development.

It is extremely difficult to obtain literature that covers all the

aspects of systems development in a single volume for use by

students and trainees.

Prospective systems analysts and users should be trained to

perform tasks and duties in industry. Sometimes the industry

requires skills that cannot be acquired from a textbook or in a class

situation. These skills can only be acquired by exposure and
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experience.

1.4.2 TRAINING PROBLEMS AT TERTIARY INSTITUTIONS

The following problems are experienced in training prospective

systems analysts at an institution such as the Technikon:

1.4.2.1

1.4.2.2

1.4.2.3

INEXPERIENCED STUDENTS

The majority of students never had any working experience before

they started their studies. Students do not really appreciate the

complexities of the industry and therefore regard many of the

terms used in systems analysis and design as pure theory. Many

students cannot visualise the industry environment; therefore

having a limited framework to draw from.

LACK OF EXPOSURE TO COMPUTERS

Large numbers of students never had exposure to any type of

computer-related environment before they started their studies.

STUDENT EVALUATION

It is very difficult to evaluate students' performance as systems
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analysts when one is restricted to tests, examinations and

customized projects only. At a tertiary institution every student

should be asked the same set of questions and be given a

performance mark (e.g. 65% or 70%). One cannot simply pass or

fail a student on work performed on a project. A specific mark

should be awarded for the work. Students are not exposed to real-

life industry problems; therefore a realistic evaluation cannot be

made.

LARGE GROUPS

There are sometimes more than 100 students in one class. That

means that a student cannot be exposed to the use of modern

technology such as computer-aided software engineering (CASE).

The reason being that it is too expensive to acquire 100 CASE-tool

-
workstations so that each student can develop a system using this

technology.

PRESCRIBED MATERIAL

The training institution should prescribe a text book for the student

to use as a reference. The lecturer is not always sure that the

prescribed book is generally accepted in the industry.
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1.4.2.8
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EXCESSIVE INTERRUPTIONS

It is not always possible for a student to work on a system problem

until it is solved due to the fact that he has to stop at the end of a

period to attend classes in other subjects. Working on this problem

can only be continued during the next period which sometimes

takes place 3 to 5 days later. The result of this is that the student

forgets what was done in the previous period.

LACK OF INTEREST

Students have to do Systems Analysis and Design as part of a

diploma or degree course. A large number of students are not

really interested in Systems Analysis and Design and therefore

regard this subject as pure theory and sometimes frustrating. This

attitude is often found among programming students who are used

to getting evaluating results after a relative short period of time

(the time it takes to build a program).

CHANGING TECHNOLOGY

It is generally accepted that technology changes very regularly and

rapidly in Information Technology. This tendency causes a major

problem in teaching the latest technology to students due to the
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following:

" It is very difficult to obtain proper prescribed material that

covers the latest technology sufficiently for studying

purposes.

"

"

The lecturer most often lacks practical experience in the new

technology.

Courses cannot be adjusted rapidly to be in line with the

latest technology.

Hardware and software required for the new technology

cannot be acquired easily.

1.5 PURPOSE OF RESEARCH

The purpose of this research is to determine

"

"

"

Which APTT's and skills should be taught to undergraduate

students so as to equip them sufficiently for starting a career as a

systems analyst

Whether the topics covered by the course are sufficient for the

needs of industry and how to ensure that the most acceptable

books and/or publications will always be prescribed

Which organizations in the industry can assist the Cape Technikon

in the training of systems analysts. This support is required in

terms of equipment, expertise, finance and real-life projects.
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How the industry can support the Cape Technikon in

accommodating the changing technology.

1.6 DISSERTATION STRUCTURE

The first part of the research contains an overview of the aspects that are

taught to undergraduate students at the Cape Technikon. This part

consists of:

*

*

Chapter 2: a brief overview of the Systems Development Life

Cycles (approaches),

Chapter 3: the various basic tools and techniques used in systems

development,

Chapter 4: systems development principles and skills required to

become a successful analyst.

This part also contains many references to the prescribed books for

this course. These books are:

WHITTEN, JEFFREY L, BENTLEY, LONNIE D, BARLOW, VICTOR M.

1989. Systems Analysis and design methods. 2nd ed.

Homewood, Boston: Richard 0 Irwin.

WHITTEN, JEFFREY L, BENTLEY, LONNIE 0, BARLOW, VICTOR M.
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1994. Systems Analysis and design methods. 3rd ed.

Homewood, Boston: Richard Dlrwin.

SCHACH, STEPHEN R. 1992. Practical Software Engineering.

Homewood, Boston: Richard 0 Irwin.

The method of application of the various techniques and tools as

taught at the Technikon are illustrated in detail. The reason for this

is that in a number of cases the methods had to be slightly

adjusted to make it easier for students to understand and

remember. From experience a student finds it easier to be taught

how to use a tool or technique when he has to do it stepwise or

according to an algorithm.

The second part of the research (chapter 5 and 6) describes -

*

*

the survey in various sectors of the industry to determine the most

popular APTT's and skills, books and publications being used. This

survey also includes the determination of the popularity of various

programming languages used by industry for implementation

purposes. For survey purposes a questionnaire containing relevant

questions is used and

the analysis of the responses and the subsequent conclusions

regarding those aspects that should be taught to prospective

systems analysts with special reference to tertiary institutions such
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as the technikons.

1.7 LIMITATIONS

The first problem encountered during the research was to determine a

valid and acceptable study population due to the large number of

businesses and institutions in the country using computer-based

information systems. The study population had to be that part of the

industry to which the Cape Technikon can supply qualified systems

analysts.

A large number of the selected study population were not prepared to

participate in the research. The majority of this group felt that they had

not enough time to pay attention to anything else but their own work.

The response from a large portion of those who were willing to

participate was very slow. The closing date for the return of the

completed copies of the questionnaire had to be extended by more than a

month. There were still many copies received more than one month after

the extended closing date.

The questionnaire was also sent to a substantial part of the study

population by internet (e-mail). The response to this method was very

low (less than 5%).
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Another limitation of this research was the difference in interpretation of

the terms by researcher and respondent used in the questionnaire.

Although most of the terms were defined in an annexure to the

questionnaire, many respondents connoted a different meaning to the

term.
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CHAPTER 2: SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLES

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter deals with the most important concept that prospective

systems analysts should understand; namely the systems development

life cycle (SOLC). The building of computer-based information systems to

serve the management and operation of organizations is a complex,

expensive and time-consuming process. It is therefore of vital importance

that a guideline is needed to execute the required tasks for building

systems in the correct sequence, using the right methods. This is exactly

what the SOLC is all about.

Unfortunately, there is not only one SOLC being used by systems

developers. It is therefore necessary to describe some of the most basic

SOLC's found in the literature. These SOLC's then need to be briefly

compared with the purpose of illuminating the problem in the training of

prospective analysts.

For the purpose of this research a SOLC is defined as wa systematic and

orderly approach to solving business problems, and developing and

supporting resulting information systems, a process by which systems

analysts, software engineers, programmers, and end-users build
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information systems and computer applications, a project management

tool to plan, execute and control systems development projects·

(Whitten, 1994:11, 91). Synonyms for the SDLe can be software

process model, software model, software process, project life cycle or

simply life cycle. Schach (1992:47) refers to the SOLe as "the process

model" .

The SOLe is firstly an approach to solving problems. The term 'problem'

in system~ development can be regarded as anyone of the following:

An undesirable situation that prevents the organization from fully

achieving its purpose, goals and objectives.

An opportunity to improve the organization even in the absence of

a specific problem.

A directive which is a new requirement imposed by management,

government or some external influence.

Whitten (1994:92) describes the seven steps of the classical approach to

solving problems as follows:

*

*

Identify the problem.

Understand the problem's environment and the problem's causes

and effects.

Define the requirements of a suitable solution.
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Identify alternative solutions.

Select the 'best' solution.

Design and implement the solution.

Observe and evaluate the solution's impact. Refine the solution

accordingly.

It was therefore necessary to establish a process by which systems can

be developed based on a proper problem-solving approach. Although

there are major differences in the SOLC's found in the literature, all of

them basically satisfy the requirements of the above problem-solving

approach.

2.2 SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLES

Before individual SOLe's are discussed, two general remarks about all the

SOLC's inspected need to be mentioned:

Most of the SDLe's found in the literature agree that the systems

development process should

" be broken down into phases and tasks,

"

"

establish standards for consistent development and documentation,

establish the scope of the project in accordance with user

involvement and that it should be revised from time to time,

get the user involved during the whole process,
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allow that the system can be designed for growth and change.

Although the SDLC's have sometimes completely different names for the

various phases and tasks, most of them agree on the tasks that should be

performed during the systems development process. The major

differences, however, are in the grouping of these tasks into phases.

The various life cycles described in the prescribed books (refer page 131

are briefly discussed. These life cycles and the corresponding sources

are:

* Classic Life Cycle as described by Whitten (1989)

Modern Life Cycle as described by Whitten (1994)

Software Process Models such as the Waterfall Model, the Rapid

Prototyping Model, the Incremental Model and the Spiral Model as

described by Schach (1992).

Tables and diagrams are abundantly used to alleviate long narrative

descriptions of life cycles and the various phases, sub-phases and tasks.

Remarks and/or evaluations of the various life cycles are based on the

views by the above authors in the prescribed books, unless specific

reference is made to someone else.
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2.2.1 THE CLASSIC LIFE CYCLE

Sommerville (1982:3) says that "the initial model of the SDLC was

probably first proposed by Royce (1970) in his work Managing the

Development of Large software Systems: Concepts and

Techniques" and, since then, there have been numerous

refinements to and variations of this model.

Whitten (1989:100) is of the opinion that the Classic Life Cycle, in

its simplest form, consists of the following four phases:

*

*

Systems Analysis which is the study of a current business

system and its problems, the definition of business needs

and requirements, and the evaluation of alternative solutions.

Systems Design which is the general and detailed

specification of a computer-based solution that was selected

during systems analysis.

Systems Implementation which is putting the system into

operation and where computer programs need to be written

and tested, users trained to use the new system and the

operations converted to the new system.

Systems Support which is the ongoing maintenance of the

system after it has been put into operation.

Each of the first three phases can be divided into sub-phases which
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consist of various tasks (refer tables 2-1 to 2-3). Strictly speaking

these tasks need to be performed in a specific sequence although

many situations exist where tasks (and even phases) can overlap.

This depends on project sizes and resources committed to the

project.

The Systems Support phase consists of maintenance activities that

are essential to the system to correct errors and omissions. It also

includes activities aimed at improving the system.
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SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

SUB TASKS INPUT OUTPUT
PHASE

.

Survey Survey the Project request Feasibility survey
feasibility of the and facts report
project

Study learn how Approved Problem
current system feasibility survey statement
operates; Analyze report
problems,
limitations and
constraints;
Brainstorm
preliminary
solutions; Update
scope and
feasibility .

Definition Define system Problem Requirements
objectives and statement statement
priorities;
Outline
requirements for
new system;
Define detailed
requirements

-
Selection Specify Requirements System proposal

alternative statement (as
solutions; well as general
Analyze requirements)
feasibility of
alternative
solutions;
Prepare designs
and
implementation
schedules;
Sell the system

TABLE 2-1 (Based on Whitten, 1989)
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SUB TASKS INPUT OUTPUT
PHASE

Acquisition Research System proposal Contract with
technical criteria vendor
and options;
Solicit proposals
(or quotes) from
vendors;
Validate vendor
claims;
Evaluate and rank
vendor proposals;
Award (or let)
contract and
debrief
unsuccessful
vendors

Design Design computer System proposal Computer
files and hardware and
databases; software
Design computer specifications;
outputs; Implementation
Design computer plan;
inputs; Final Cost-
Design on-line Benefit analysis
user interface; -
Design methods

. and procedures;
Design computer
specifications;
Present and
review design

TABLE 2-2 (Based on Whitten, 1989)
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SYSTEMS IMPLEMENTATION

SUB TASKS INPUT OUTPUT
PHASE

Construction Install hardware Design specifica- Computer
and software; tions, and Programs
Plan for hardware and
programming; software
Build test data, configuration
test files and
databases;
Write and test
programs;
Install
applications
software;
Modify
application
software

Delivery Install hardware Design and Operational
and systems program information
software; documentation system
Train end-users
to use the new

. system;
Convert to the
new system;
Post-implement-a-
tion review

TABLE 2-3 (Based on Whitten, '989)
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2.2.2 THE MODERN LIFE CYCLE

In its simplest form, the Modern Life Cycle consists of the

following five phases (Whitten, 1994: 11):

'"

'"

'"

Systems Planning which is the ongoing study of a problem

environment to identify problem-solving possibilities with a

view to select those projects which will provide the greatest

long-term benefits to the organization. This function of the

life cycle seeks to identify and prioritize those technologies

and applications that will return the most value to the

business.

Systems Analysis which is the study of the problem

environment (the current business and information system)

and subsequent d!!finition and prioritization of the

requirements for solving the problem.

Systems Design which is the evaluation of alternative

problem solutions, and the detailed specification of the final

solution. These specifications are typically sent to

programmers for systems implementation. Systems Design

is often referred to as the physical design phase.

Systems Implementation which is the construction or

assembly of the problem solution, culminating in a new

environment based on the solution. Once implemented the
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new system is in operation.

Systems Support which is the ongoing maintenance and

enhancement of the solution during its lifetime.

Each of the first four phases can, similar to the Classic Life Cycle,

be divided into sub-phases which consist of various tasks (refer

tables 2-4 to 2-7). Strictly speaking these tasks also need to be

performed in a specific sequence although many situations exist

where tasks (and even phases) can overlap. This depends on

project sizes and resources committed to the project.
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SUB ACTIVITIES INPUT OUTPUT
PHASE

Study the business Establish the planning Business mission Business plans

mission team;
DefIne planning
scope and
expectations;
Identify business
performance
measures;
Develop a project
plan;
Review findings and
communicate
planning vision.

Definition of an Model the enterprise; Business plans Business areas (a

information Asses current group of logically

architecture business strategies; related business
Assess current functions and
information services activities)
and strategies;
Identify and prioritize
business areas;
Complete the new
information
architecture;
Identify and plan
subsequent projects;
Review findings and
approve plan.

Business Area Establish the analysis Business areas Planned application

Analysis team; development project

Identify business area
performance
measures;
Model the business
area;
Assess current
business area and IS
performance;
Identify and prioritize
development projects;
Plan application
development strategy
and projects;
Review findings and
approve plan.

TABLE 2-4 (Based on Whinen, 1994)
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SUB ACTIVITIES INPUT OUTPUT
PHASE

Survey project Conduct initial Unplanned application Statement of project
feasibility interview!s); development project scope and a

Define project scope; and existing system preliminary feasibility
Classify problems, limitations assessment
opportunities and
possible solutions;
Establish a proposed
project plan;
Present survey
findings and
recommendations.

Study and analyze Assign project roles; Statement of project New system

the current system leam about current scope as well as objectives and a
system; existing system business problem
Model the current limitations and details statement
system;
Analyze problems and
opportunities;
Establish new
system's objectives;
Modify project scope
and plan;
Review findings and
recommendations.

Definition of user's Identify requirements; New system Business

requirements Model system objectives and requirements

requirements; - requirements and statement
Build discovery priorities of users

prototypes;
Prioritize business
requirements;
Modify project plan
and scope;
Review requirements
specifications.

TABLE 2-5 IBased on Whitten, 1994)
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SUB ACTIVITIES INPUT OUTPUT
PHASE

Selection of a design Specify alternative Business Design requirements
target solutions; requirements and a system

Analyze feasibility of statement proposal
alternative solutions;
Recommend a system
solution.

Acquisition Research technical Hardware and Purchase orders and
criteria and options; software package contracts;
Solicit proposals lor requirements and Integration
quotes} from vendors; proposals and requirements
Validate vendor quotations
claims and
performance;
Evaluate and rank
vendor proposals;
Award (or letl
contract and debrief
unsuccessful vendors;
Establish integration
requirements.

.

Design and Analyze and distribute Design and Technical design

integration data; integration statement
Analyze and distribute requirements

processes;
Factor into design
units;
Design computer files
and/or databases; -
Design computer
outputs and inputs;
Design on-line user
interfaces;
Present and review
design

TABLE 2-6 (Based on Whitten. 1994)
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SYSTEMS IMPLEMENTATION

SUB ACTIVITIES INPUT OUTPUT
PHASE

Build and test Build and test Technical design Networks and
networks and networks; statement unpopulated
databases Build and test databases

databases

Build and test Plan for Technical design Uninstalled
programs programming; statement; computer

Write and test Networks and programs
programs unpopulated

databases

Install and test Install new Technical design Installed system
new system software statement,

package; uninstalled
Test package; computer
Conduct system programs
test; and software
Prepare packages
conversion plan

Deliver new Install files and/or Technical design Production
system into databases; statement and information
operation Train system installed system system and end-

users; - user
Convert to new documentation
system;
Evaluate project
and system

TABLE 2-7 (Based on Whitten, , 994)
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The Modern Life Cycle is very similar to the Classic Life Cycle

although there are many differences in the grouping of tasks into

phases. The biggest difference, however, is the addition of

Systems Planning as the first phase. The reason for this could be

that the development of computer systems has become such a

major function and integral part of businesses today that top

management has to plan carefully and budget for it. Another

reason could be that the importance of information technology has

been acknowledged to such an extent that separate departments

have been established for systems development and programming.

The manager or director in charge of this department forms part of

the top-structure of the business. Therefore systems development

is planned similar to the other functions such as marketing and

stores of the business.

The Systems Support phase again consists of maintenance

activities, essential to the system, to correct errors and omissions

in the system. It also includes activities aimed at improving the

system as well as recovering the system from system failures or

'crashes' .
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2.2.3 THE WATERFALL MODEL

The Waterfall Model of which a version appears as Figure 2-1, was

first put forward by Royce (Schach, 1993:49) in 1970. It consists

of the following phases:

+

+

+

Requirements phase:

The concept is explored and refined, and the user's

requirements are established, analyzed and agreed.

Specification phase:

The user's requirements are presented in the form of a

specification document indicating what the product (the

system) is supposed to do.

Planning phase:

A software project management plan detailing every aspect

of the proposed software development is drawn up.

Design phase:

During this phase the specifications undergo two

consecutive design processes. In the first place the

architectural model of the product is designed. This means

that the product as a whole is broken down into components

or modules. In the second stage each module is designed in

detail. This indicates what the product must do and how it

must be done.
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Implementation phase:

The various components are coded and tested.

Integration phase:

The various components of the product are combined and

tested as a whole. When the developers are satisfied that

the product satisfies all the requirements, the prOduct needs

to be tested by the user. This is called the acceptance test.

Once the user accepts the product, this phase ends.

Maintenance phase:

Maintenance includes all the updates to the product as a

result of changes, enhancements and implementation of

directives (as imposed by management or government).

Maintenance can be categorized in two groups, namely

corrective maintenance and enhancements. Corrective

maintenance is mflinly the correction of product errors, while

enhancements can be broken down into a further two types,

namely perfective and adaptive maintenance. The first type

includes changes to be made to the product because the

user thinks it might improve the situation, while the second

type refers to directives from management or government.

Retirement phase:

The product is removed from service.
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A critical point about the Waterfall Model is that no phase is

complete until the documentation produced during that phase has

been drawn up, agreed upon by all parties involved, confirmed by

the user and checked and approved by the quality assurance group.

The mere fact that this enforced discipline is built into the Waterfall

Model, makes it one of the main advantages of this software

process Model.

Another inherent aspect of the Waterfall Model phases is testing.

Testing is not a phase on its own to be done at the end of the

development process, it forms an integral part of each phase. Each

and every document should be checked and verified, and each and

every component should be tested individually and as part of the

whole.

Compared to the Classic and Modern Life Cycles, the Waterfall

Model caters only for the design and implementation processes of

the whole development process. It assumes that project planning

and the study and analysis of the current situation are excluded

from the software engineering process.

There is one shortcoming in the Waterfall Model (as is the case in

many other systems development life cycles and/or software

process models) and that is the difference between the way a user
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understands a product as described by a specification document

and the actual product. The user cannot understand a system

which is described as a specification on paper. It is therefore

possible that the product that is eventually delivered to the user

might not be what the user really wanted. It will be much better if

the user could be exposed to something more real - something like

a prototype.

2.2.4 THE RAPID PROTOTYPING MODEL

The strength of the Rapid Prototyping Model is that it can help to

ensure that the user's real needs are met. Prototyping enables the

system to be developed from the users' perspective.

Vonk (1990:20) r~fers t9 a prototype as fta working model of

(parts of) an information system, which emphasizes specific

aspects of that system. Therefore prototyping refers to an

approach for establishing a systems requirements definition which

is characterized by a high degree of iteration. by a very high degree

of user participation in the development process and by extensive

use of prototypes ft .

The reason for a high degree of iteration is ftthat the user cannot

indicate what requirements and wishes they have for a system
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with no first-hand experience of it. In the process, the prototype is

modified in an iterative fashion until the requirements and wishes

of the users with respect to the modelled aspect/subsystem are

clear. Each successive prototype forms a closer approximation to

the real requirements. On the basis of the prototype, new

requirements and wishes come to light, and it can be verified that

the user and the developer have understood each other correctly"

(Vonk, 1990:22).

"Participation in the prototyping process makes considerable

demands on the user's time. In prototyping, the user is an active

participant, evaluating prototypes, proposing improvements and, at

the same time, continuing to obtain a deeper insight into his own

requirements and wishes with respect to the information system.

Because the user has only a limited understanding of the language

in which system requirements definitions are drawn up, he will not

often become actively involved in the definition phase and its

conclusion" (Vonk, 1990:23).

The Rapid Prototyping Model of which a version appears as Figure

2-2, consists of a rapid prototyping phase as the first phase and

then all the phases of the Waterfall Model from specification

through to retirement. The only difference between the Rapid

Prototyping and the Waterfall Model is that the user's requirements
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are determined using prototypes in this model, while requirements

are determined in a more traditional way (interviews,

questionnaires, meetings! in the Waterfall Model.
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During the rapid prototyping phase a prototype is built, and the

current and future users are allowed to interact and experiment

with it. Once the user is satisfied that the rapid prototype does

most of what is required, the developers can draw up the

specification document knowing exactly what the users want.

What is very important in this phase, is that the prototype should

be built as ralJidlY as possible so as to speed up the development

process. It is also very important that the specifications produced

during this phase are evaluated and checked by a group of users

and systems analysts (called a quality assurance group) for quality.

Schach (1993:56) claims that rapid prototyping has had many

successes, but it has not been proved beyond all doubt that it is

the ultimate model for developing software. A solution could be to

combine the Rapid Prototyping and the Waterfall approaches.

Rapid prototyping can be used as a requirements analysis

technique to produce proper requirements that can serve as input

to the Waterfall Model. It is also possible that the rapid prototype

can serve as the specification. No time is then wasted drawing

specifications, and the difficulties with specifications such as

ambiguities. omissions and contradictions cannot arise. Instead,

the rapid prototype which constitutes the specification states that

the product should do what the prototype does. The only
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additional requirements that need to be documented in a separate

addendum to the specification are security, error handling, audit

trails, file and database sizes.

There can be, however, major drawbacks as well. If there is a

disagreement as to whether the developers have satisfactorily

discharged their obligations, it is unlikely that the rapid prototype

will be acceptable as an excuse for not producing the correct

product. A second reason why rapid prototypes should not totally

replace written specifications is potential problems with

maintenance. It should always be kept in mind that systems

analysts and programmers are very dependant on proper

documented specifications during the maintenance phase. If the

rapid prototype is the only 'specification' and it needs to be

changed, corrected or updated (especially when functionality needs

to be addressed), it might lead to a major effort in starting from

scratch with the system.

2.2.5 INCREMENTAL MODEL

nSoftware is built, not written. That is to say, software is

constructed step by step, in the same way that a building is

constructed. With a software product in the process of

development, each step consists of additional pieces that are'
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added to what has gone before. On one day the design is

extended, the next day another module is coded. The construction

of the complete product proceeds incrementally in this way until

the product is finished. The basic reality is that a software product

is built piecewise. The realization that in practice software is

engineered incrementally has led to the development of a model

that exploits this aspect of software development, the so-called

incremental mode'" (Schach, 1993:57). A version of this model is

shown in Figure 2-3.
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From Figure 2-3 it is clear that this model does not really consists

of phases. It is very important that a project should be broken

down into manageable units or components, each with a specific

deliverable product, when using this approach. Whereas the other

software models concentrated on the whole system, this model

concentrates more on individual units within the system. One can

also assume that each unit may be approached differently in that

each one can be developed using a different model (any of the

above models).

The main advantage of this model is that more than one product

are delivered to users at different times. Since at each stage the

user has an operational quality product that does a portion of what

is required, it is not necessary to wait for the final delivery date to

be able to use the product. Instead, portions of the product can be'

available within days or weeks. This contributes towards a more

gradual introduction of a changing environment for the user.

Although the user should be involved in the systems development

and should be very well trained before a new system is

commissioned, a whole new environment at once might be very

traumatic for the user.

Another advantage is that a phased delivery does not require a

large capital outlay at once. This contributes obviously to a better
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cash flow situation. It is also not necessary to complete the whole

project to get return on capital. It is possible for the user to stop

the project at any time if it seems that further development would

not render return on capital.

The major problem, however, with this model is that it can become

'untidy'. If separate units are not well incorporated into the already

built structure, it can destroy the whole system. Furthermore, the

existing structure should lend itself to extension in this way, and

the addition of each succeeding build should be simple and

straightforward.

One should be very careful not to degenerate this model into a

'build-and-fix' approach where a product is constructed without

proper specifications or a design. Instead, the developers simply

build a product which is reworked as many times as necessary until

the user is satisfied. Obviously this will lead to problems related to

project objectives such as final delivery date, the project budget

and the quality of the product.
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2.2.6 SPIRAL MODEL

Software development is expensive. It is therefore important to

plan the development of software properly. Risk is one of the

many aspects of software development that should be catered for

in the planning of a software development project.

"There is almost always an element of risk involved in the

development of software. Key personnel can resign before the

product has been adequately documented. The manufacturer of

hardware on which the product is critically dependant can go

bankrupt. Too much, or too little, can be invested in testing and

quality assurance. n (Schach, 1993:60).

A possible solution to th§ above problem can be to develop a Rapid

Prototype that satisfies the user's requirements and needs, and

determine if the system is going to be viable and feasible. This is

to minimize the risk.

"The idea of minimizing risk via the use of prototypes and other

means is the concept underlying the spiral model. A somewhat

simplistic way of looking at this process model is as a waterfall

model with each phase preceded by risk analysis" (Schach,

1993:61 J. An example of this is shown in Figure 2-4.
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The full Spiral Model is shown in Figure 2-5 where the radial

dimension indicates cumulative cost to date and the angular

dimension indicates progress through the spiral. Each cycle

represents a phase which begins by determining the objectives,

alternatives to achieve those objectives and the constraints

imposed on the alternatives. The next quadrant represents the

evaluation of alternatives, and the identification and resolution of

the risks. This is followed by the development and verification of

the product (via prototypes, if possible), and the planning of the

next phase (if required to proceed).

Although this process model supports the re-use of existing

software, it is clear that more than only systems analysis and

design needs to be done. It is a process model that requires a

variety of skilled people !o perform all the necessary tasks and

would as a result of this, take a long time to implement a system.

It is therefore only suitable for the development of very large

systems where the project can be terminated as soon as the risk

analysis ~eads to such a conclusion.
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2.3 COMPARISON OF PROCESS MODELS

Six different process models have been described and examined.

The Classic Life Cycle, the Modern Life Cycle and the Waterfall Model are

very similar. Most system developers use some or the other version of

these three models because they are easy to understand. Each phase is

clearly defined (especially when methodologies based on these models

are used) and it is also clear that the output of the one phase serves as

the" input to the next phase. If something goes wrong in one phase,

subsequent phases will be influenced by it. The problem is that a product

that does not meet all the requirements of the user may, in other words,

not be what the user really wants.

The Rapid Prototyping Model was developed to overcome the problem,

namely that the delivered product may not be what the user really needs.

The problem with this model, however, is that documentation can easily

be neglected and it could become difficult to plan and control the project

as it can lead to a repetitive trial-and-error process without knowing when

the final version will be accepted. This model can be used as part of the

phase where requirements are defined and finalised in the Waterfall and

similar models.

The Incremental Model is useful if the total project can be broken down
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into distinct deliverables or units. Each unit can then be developed using

anyone of the more classic models. It is, however, important to keep in

mind that the unit forms part of a broader system; therefore, interfaces

must be planned meticulously.

The Spiral Model is basically an expansion of each phase of the Waterfall

Model. More tasks were added to the existing phases. This proves to be

a sound approach for very large systems only, because it is, judging by

the tasks to be executed, by far the most expensive model.

2.4 CONCLUSIONS

The way in which systems development is taught depends on the

environment in which it is taught. In industry, the prospective systems

analyst is in the position to experience the use of process models in the

real world. If the organization he works for, uses, for example, one of

the classic approaches. he can be taught the tasks or activities of each

phase just before he is required to perfonm those tasks.

This is not the case with a student at a tertiary institution where the

focus is more on the theory. The student should be exposed to more

than one model which he can apply once he starts working.

The fact that people are taught the process models in different ways,
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constitutes a major problem. For the last 30 to 40 years almost every

organization tended to implement its own version of one of the process

models. This makes it almost impossible for the trainer to teach a life

cycle that can be applied to the letter from day one of the prospective

systems analyst's working career.

It is therefore necessary to establish from time to time the common parts

of life cycles that are used by various leading organizations in the region

being served by the training institution.

There are many systems development tools and techniques being used in

the various phases of any SDLe. Some of these tools and techniques are

discussed in the next chapter.
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SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT TOOLS, TECHNIQUES AND

METHODOLOGIES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

During the systems development process the systems analyst has to

record an enormous amount of facts to enable him to analyze the current

system and its problems, to identify the requirements for the new system

and to design and implement a new system that will be accepted by the

user. The specifications for the system and its programs should also be

drawn up in such a way that it is clearly understood by the applications,

software and database programmers.

It happens quite often that systems analysts try to remember important

facts without properly documenting it. The reason for this is that they

feel that the documentation of facts during systems analysis and design

takes up valuable time. In short, some feel that it is a waste of time.

One has to appreciate their argument because the process of

documenting facts can be very time-consuming. The problem, however,

is that it is impossible for a person to remember all the facts that are

required to develop a successful system. Some 'quicker ways' of

documenting systems are therefore required.

Fortunately, during the early 1970's and 1980's, many systems experts
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such as Yourdon, De Marco. Gane, Sarson and James Martin, identified

and defined this problem. They developed some systems development

tools, techniques and methodologies (SOTTM) in an attempt to minimise

the time used to document systems.

Another problem that led to the software crisis was that the process of

analysis and design was full of ambiguity. These SOTTM's had to cater

for this problem as well.

It was also important that systems analysts had to use these SOTTM's

within the systems development life cycle (SOLe) and not in place of the

SDLC. These SOTTM's had to be applied in one or more phases of the

SOLC.

There are many different SOTTM's being used by various organizations

today. New and more modern SDTTM's are frequently developed by

researchers, consultants and academicians. Some of these SOTTM's are

obviously more popular than others, but the concept of using it to

document systems (and even develop systems) has become widely

accepted. In this chapter some of the more popular SOTTM's (according

to the literature study) are described. It is, however, compulsory to

establish which of these SOTTM's (and others not found in the literature)

are mostly used in industry being served by the institution training

systems analysts.
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For the purpose of this chapter a systems development tool is something

that is used to automate some of the activities that are involved in

systems development (such as computer-aided software engineering). or

something used to support a given activity (such as an editor to

document specifications). A technique is "an approach that applies

specific tools and rules to complete one or more phases of the SOLC"

(Whitten, 1994:142). A methodology is fta comprehensive and detailed

version of an entire SOLC that incorporates (1) step-by-step tasks for

each phase, (2) individual and group roles to be played in each task, (3)

deliverables and quality standards for each task and (4) development

techniques to be used for each taskft (Whitten, 1994:143).

3.2 SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

Systems development tools and techniques (in the rest of this section

referred to as tools) range from very simple 'pencil and paper' diagrams,

charts or tables to very complex automated programs and hardware that

generate specific products such as diagrams, charts, tables, reports, etc.

Each tool has its specific objective and place in the SOLe. It is not

necessary to use all tools to develop systems. It depends on the system

itself, the size, the complexity, the technology to be used, etc. It is

therefore compulsory to plan the use of the appropriate tools properly. A

tool cannot be used just for the sake of using it - it must be applied in a
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beneficiary way.

It is very important for the prospective systems analyst to know how a

specific tool fits into the total process of systems development and why

it is used. It is also necessary to be able to validate the correctness of

each tool; therefore, the correct user skills for each tool should be

acquired. Too many systems analysts depend on a very sophisticated

CASE tool to do the work for them. It must be borne in mind that

systems analyst do not always perform analysis and/or design in a

computer-supported environment. Most systems analysts must be able

to draw some of the diagrams, tables, etc. while interviewing system

users. This chapter, therefore, concentrates only on those tools for

which a CASE tool or hardware and software are not required.

The various tools investigated are briefly examined and discussed.

Tables, diagrams and figures are again abundantly used to alleviate long

narrative descriptions. In some of the discussions, case studies and

possible solutions are used to clarify the use of the appropriate tool in

more detail.

It is also necessary to mention that the methods used in the illustrations

are the methods taught to the students at the institution where the

researcher lectures. These methods were found to be the most effective

in the application of the tools in students' projects.
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3.2.1 DATA FLOW DIAGRAMS

Data flow diagrams are primarily used to model the flow of data

into a system, within a system and from a system to its outside

environment. It is also used as a communication tool to clarify

ambiguities about a system's processes.

According to Whitten (1994: 350J a data flow diagram (DFD) is "a

process modelling tool that depicts the flow of data through a

system and the work or processing performed by that system.

Synonyms include bubble chart, transformation graph, and process

model".

There are various symbolic notations suggested by different

authors and experts for -drawing the DFD. The most popular and

widely used notations are the Gane-Sarson and the De Marco

Yourdon symbol sets. The only difference between these two

methods is the symbol set, but the approach is very much the

same.

A completely different and more structured method of drawing

DFD's was developed by learmonth and Burchett Management

Services (LBMS) in 1981 (Eva, 1992:3). This approach was

accepted by the Government in the UK to be incorporated in the
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Structured Systems Analysis and Design Methodology {SSADMj

used by all its departments as the de facto standard. This method

enforces certain strict rules that should be adhered to, as well as

steps which must be executed in a specific sequence to ensure the

correctness and acceptability of the eventual DFD.

The general rules for drawing DFD's are in all three cases the

same. These rules are:

A process must have at least one input and at least one

output.

A direct data flow between an external entity and a data

store is invalid.

+ A direct data flow between two data stores is invalid.

+ It is not necessary- to record a data flow between two

external entities.

For the purpose of illustrating the differences in the three methods

above in practice, a small case study is described and the different

models are shown in Appendix A.

3.2.2 ENTITY RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAMS

Whereas DFD's are used to model the flow of data, entity
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relationship diagrams (ERD'sl are used to depict the structure of

data. One can say that the process model (DFDl shows the

system in motion, whilst the ERD (also known as the data model)

shows the system's data structure at rest. Like the DFD, it is also

used as a communication tool - but in this case, to clarify

ambiguities about a system's structure.

An ERD is "a data modelling tool that depicts the associations

among different categories of data within a business or information

system - it does not imply how the data is implemented, created,

modified, used or deleted. Synonyms include entity model or

entity diagram, or entity relationship attribute diagram" (Whitten,

1994:3071. SSADM refers to ERD's as Logical Data Structures

(LDS).

In the case of the ERD or LDS, there are also various symbol sets

to depict the system's data structure. To illustrate the use of

these various symbol sets and approaches, the various data

structure models of the system described in Appendix A are also

shown.

3.2.3 DECISION TREES AND TABLES

Algorithms involving multiple nested decisions are very difficult to
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describe when using standard English or any other language.

•
According to Whitten (1994:437) some of the problems that can

be experienced when using for example English are -

+

+

+

Statements tend to have an excessive or confusing scope,

Compound sentences cause interpretation problems,

Multiple definitions cause misunderstanding,

Undefined adjectives confuse readers and

Conditional instructions confuse readers. This problem is

further complicated by combinations of conditions.

A decision table, consisting of a condition stub at the upper left, a

condition entry at the upper right, an action stub at the lower left

and an action entry at the lower right, is a tabular form of

presenting the specification with its conditions and corresponding

actions. A decision tree-is a graphic representation of the

specification.

To illustrate the use of these tools, a decision tree and a decision

table are shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2 for the following problem:

A basket ball coach is looking for full-time male students

who are at least 2,1 meters tall and weigh at least 95

kilograms.
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DECISION TREE

y

( )/
Accept

~n \N ( Reject )

~ \. ( Reject )

(0 \N ( Reject )

\ N ( )Reject

DECISIOIlS,

1. Is the student llal.?

2. Is It. '"II-tl.. s~udent?

3. Is the student bller than I.I ..tars?

4. Does the student .. Ish .are than 94 kg?

Figure] - 1: Decision tr•• (Day's. 1983:4I!)
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DECISION TABLE:

t. Identify the conditIons and values

Data attributes or conditions Possible values

Is the student 83of.? Y • Ves
N • No

Is It a full-tilU student? Y • Ves
M • Mo

Is the student bile'" than 2.1 _tars? Y • Yes
M • No

Does the student •• t gh aore than ,. kg? Y • Ves
M • No

2. Det.".ine the aaxJ.. n..-be ... of condition entries or rules

Condition o"".rs 2 values 2

Condition 2 offers 2 values x 2

Condition J offers 2 values x 2

Condition .. ol'fers 2 values x 2

N"'e... of rules 16

J. Identify the possible actions

I. Accept student for basket ball

2. Reject student

4. Table .11 possible rules and resulting actions

Condition st.ub: Condition entry/rules

Student ..J.? Y M Y M Y » Y M Y » Y MY M Y M

Ful'-tl..1 Y Y M M Y Y M M Y Y» M Y Y M M

» 2.e ..'1ars! Y Y Y Y » » M MY Y Y Y M M M M

» '4 kg? Y Y YY YY Y Y M M M M M M M M

AdI.., stub: AcU.., entry

Aceept st.wtent :r I
Reject. student :r :r :r :r :r :r :r :r :r :r :r :r :r :r :r

Figure 3 - 2: Decision tabl. (Adapted rraa Davls. 1983:416)
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S. Si~lify the tabl. by .Ii.inatlng and consolidating certain rules

Condition stub: Condition ent.ry/rules

Student .al.? y " I
Full-thae? y "
> 2~...tar's! Y

'"> 9-4 k~? y "
Act-ion st.ub :" Action entry

Ac~.pt student X

Reject student X X X X

Figure 3 - 2 (continued)
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3.2.4 INSPECTIONS AND WALKTHROUGHS

If the systems development process is to be effectively controlled,

some or other management and technical review should occur at

the end of each step in the process. Management reviews focus

on aspects such as costs, schedule and return on investment, but

lacks proper technical review. An inspection or walkthrough is a

formal review of the exit criteria which is conducted by technical

personnel. The intent of such an inspection or walkthrough is to

determine the technical accuracy of the documentation produced

during that step. Technical accuracy should be defined in the

organization's standards.

A walkthrough can be regarded as an informal inspection. It

usually takes place before the documentation is presented to an

inspection team or management for official inspection. There are,

however, major differences.

Firstly, for the inspection a formal team should consist of a

moderator (chairperson), an author (scribe) and at least two

inspectors (technical experts). For the walkthrough it is only

necessary to consult several colleagues (usually peer analysts and!

or programmers) to preview material for identifying wrough spots W

mainly to save the analyst considerable embarrassment.
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In the second place, the walkthrough (if formal) consists of only

two steps, namely preparation and a group analysis. Davis

(1983:258) describes the inspection as a six-step process

consisting of:

"

"

Planning

The permanent personnel on the team, the moderator and

the author select in consultation with management, the other

members of the team. The next step is to distribute all

relevant documentation to these elected members, and then

schedule the series of meetings.

Overview

This is the only optional step of the whole process. If the

material to be ins~ected entails very complex technical

concepts, it is the moderator's duty to present a brief

technical overview of the project and the documentation.

Care must be taken that this step does not end up in a

question-answer session. The presentation must stick to the

facts. The members may tender questions during meetings

after this session so that they have enough time to review,

research and understand the documentation.
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Preparation

This step requires of each member of the team to prepare

himself properly for the meetings to follow. It is possible

that members might confer with one another before

meetings take place. This can save time, but it can also

constitute a problem in that it might cause one member to

convince another member to agree with his statement even

before the problem is properly discussed at the meeting.

Participants should be aware of potential bias and should

avoid nonessential contact.

Inspection session

The objective of the inspection session is to find errors. The

documentation should be scrutinized by the team in detail.

A well-proven approach is that one of the members read the

paragraphs of the documentation aloud. 'After each

paragraph has been read, the team summarises the

paragraph to ensure that no interpretation problems exist.

All the errors found in the documentation should be logged

officially on a standard error log sheet (refer Figure 3-3 for

an example).
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INSPECTION ERROR LOG

PROJECT:
MODULE/COMPONENT:

INSPECTION LEVEL:
SESSION DATE:
TA.~GET DATE:
MODERATOR:
AUTHOR:
INSPECTOR:

=======================================================
No Error description Severity Est Act Date Check

time time

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

INSPECTION TIME USED BY:
Moderator
Author
Inspector/ s -

SIGNED BY:
Moderator

Author

Inspec'tor/s

•••••••••••••• • °
0
••••

•••• r • ••••••••••••••

Figure 3-3

DATE INSPECTION COMPLETED:

Inspection error log (Adapted from Davis, 1983:261)
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It is very important to note that the inspectors are not

allowed to correct the errors; merely to identify and report

the errors. It is the duty of the analyst who produced the

documentation to correct the errors.

There could be, of course, more than one inspection session.

It all depends on the amount of work to be done. It is

important that the work should be done properly and

completely.

Rework

After the inspection sessions, the moderator and the author

meet to discuss and estimate the rework time for each error

recorded on the error log. As each error is corrected, the

author should note the actual rework time. The purpose of

this is to build a database of estimated and actual rework

times with the view to improving the estimation process.

Follow-up

The moderator and author ensures that all the rework have

been done and that it is correct.
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3.2.5 FACT-FINDING TECHNIQUES

During the process of systems analysis and design, a systems

analyst collects facts. This is one of the most important

techniques that should be acquired.

Whitten (1994:792) defines fact-finding as "the formal process of

using research, interviews, questionnaires, sampling and other

techniques to collect information about systems, requirements and

preferences. It is also called information gathering or data

collection" .

Whitten (1994:793 - 806) cites the most common fact-finding

techniques as:

• Study existing documentation, forms and files .

It is necessary for the systems analyst to collect facts about

a system from existing documentation. It always gives a

very good background about the history that led up to the

systems that had been developed and implemented. At the

same time the analyst also familiarises himself with the

terminology of the system. The most important advantage

of collecting facts from existing documentation is that the

analyst can do research in his own time. It is usually not
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necessary to involve other people. It therefore saves time

and money.

The type of documentation needed to study are organization

charts (to ensure that the most appropriate people are

involved when meetings are arranged), minutes of meetings,

interoffice memoranda, systems analyst's reports,

information systems requests, systems, program and

operations specifications and manuals, etc.

* Research and site visits.

This type of fact-collecting is necessary when a system

which has never been developed before needs to be

designed. It is possible to consult other companies having

similar problems or study various computer trade journals.

* Observation of the work environment.

Observation is a fact-finding technique wherein the systems

analyst either participates in or watches a person perform

activities to learn about the system. When this technique is

used, care should be taken that workers do not feel

uncomfortable when being observed.
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* Questionnaires

Questionnaires are the best fact-finding technique to be used

when information needs to be collected from a large number

of users of the same system while maintaining uniform

responses. A questionnaire is a special-purpose document

with specific type of questions to achieve a specific

objective. One of the major advantages of questionnaires is

that they can be answered relatively quickly, and that the

results can likewise be rapidly tabulated and analyzed. The

problem is that it is not easy to prepare a questionnaire and

that the response is sometimes very low.

* Interviews

Interviews are generally recognized as the most popular and,

provided that it is-conducted in the correct way, the most

effective way of collecting facts. Interviews give the analyst

the opportunity to motivate the interviewee to respond freely

and openly to questions. It also allows the analyst to probe

for more feedback from the interviewee. If the interviewee

does not understand the analyst's question, the analyst can

reword the question without wasting much time. Another

great advantage is that the analyst can confirm his

understanding of the user's answer during the interview - in

other words, while the user and the analyst are in the right
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frame of mind. The main disadvantage of interviews is that

it is time-consuming and therefore costly.

Joint Application Design (JAD)

One shortfall of interviews is that an analyst sometimes has

to consult more than one user at different times about the

same matter. This usually leads to conflicting answers to

the analyst's questions. which, in turn. causes the analyst to

have a distorted idea about certain aspects of the system.

To overcome this problem. group work sessions, in which all

the system's users (including management) and the systems

development staff participate, are used. JAD is an example

of such a group work session. JAD sessions which are

highly structured usually take place over an extended period

-
of time. During these sessions specific problems and

requirements are discussed by selected participants in order

to come up with a solution. The main advantages of JAD is

that it reduces the amount of time it takes to get a system

implemented eventually, it improves the quality of systems

and it improves the relationships among system users,

developers and management. However, due to the number

of people involved at the same time, JAD is expensive. On

the other hand. much time can be saved eventually if a

matter gets solved during one session as compared to an
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analyst having to conduct several interviews to get the same

result.

3.2.6 FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS

An organization needs to know if a particular or proposed system is

worth implementing. Systems are used to improve the business; it

is therefore imperative to determine whether a system will be

practical and beneficial to the organization. Feasibility nis the

measure of how beneficial or practical the development of an

information system will be to an organization. The feasibility study

is the process by which feasibility is measuredn (Whitten,

1994:8121.

Whitten (1994: 81 61 groups feasibilitY into the following four

categories:

* Operational feasibilitY:

This is the measure of how well the proposed solution of the

problem will work in the organization. It is very difficult to

quantify and is therefore merely a list or report of various

people's opinions.
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Technical feasibility:

This is the measure of how well technically the solution will

work. Some questions to answer here, are: Do users

understand how to operate the system? Is there an

experienced technical support person available?

Schedule feasibility:

This measures the time at the developer's disposal to

complete the project. Is it reasonable?

Economic feasibility:

The bottom line of any project - is this going to be a good

investment? This measures the cost-effectiveness of the

solution. All the costs (development and operational) as well

as the benefits (tangible and intangible) should be recorded

and considered when a cost-benefit analysis (see 3.2.7) is

done.

During the systems development process there are many points

(called checkpoints) at which a feasibility analysis should be done.

As one progresses with the development of a system, more and

more information which has an effect on the feasibility of a

system, becomes available. It is therefore very difficult to do a

final feasibility analysis at the start of a project.
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3.2.7 COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS

The cost-benefit analysis is generally used to compare costs and

benefits in order to determine whether a system solution is

economically feasible. Present and future costs (such as personnel

costs, computer usage; training, hardware and software, etc.) and

benefits (fewer processing errors, increased throughput, increased

sales, improved customer goodwill, etc.) should be adjusted at a

reasonable discount rate to present value so as to determine the

economic feasibility. Three of the most popular techniques to

determine economic feasibility are, the payback period (the period

it will take the system benefits to break even with the amount

invested), the nett present value (the difference between the

lifetime costs and benefits) and the return on investment (the profit

on the investment). Figure 3-4 illustrates the method taught to

students for using these three cost-benefit analysis techniques.

From the table in this figure the results can be calculated as

follows:

• The Net Present Value (NPV) after 6 years can be read

directly from the table, i.e. in column J. The figure is

R8570.

• The Return On Investment (ROil after 6 years is equal to the

NPV divided by the accumulated costs at present value,

which is 8570 1335940 = 2,55%
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The payback period is after 5 years plus a portion of the 6th

year. According to the table the NPV after 5 years was

26920- (column Jl. The gain during year 6 was 35490

(column K). The portion of the year it took to reach the

break even point, is 26920 I 35490 = 0,76. Therefore the

payback period is 5,76 years.



A neW production scheduling information system for the
AOC company could be developed at a cost of R175 000,00.
The sstimated net operating costs and estimated net bene
fits over six years of operation would be as follows'

0 175000 0

1 50000 75000

2 45000 80000

3 40000 85000

4 35000 85000

5 30000 90000

6 25000 95000

Calculate the Net Present Value and the Return on Investment after 6 years, ss well as the oreakeven point. Discount the
cost and benefits at 14\ interest rate.

l\ 0 C D B P G 11 I J K

0 1 1 175000 175000 175000 0 0 0 -175000 0

1 1.12 0.893 50000 44650 219650 75000 66975 66975 -152675 22325.

2 1.2544 0.797 45000 35865 255515 00000 63760 lJOH5 -124700 27695

3 1.4049 0.712 40000 28460 263995 85000 60520 191255 -92740 32040

4 1.5735 0.636 35000 22260 306255 05000 54060 245315 -60940 31800

5 1.7623 0.567 30000 17010 323265 90000 51030 296345 -26920 34020

6 1. 9738 0.507 25000 12675 335940 95000 48165 344510 8570 35490

{Column lIeadings are ae follows,
A • Yearl 8 • IntereHt rate, C • Discount rate, 0 • Coat, E • Cost ~ present value, F • Accumulated coat ~ preBsnt value,
G • Benefit, 11 • Benefit ~ present value, I • Accumulated Benefit ~ present value, J • Net Present Value/ K • Improvement
during year)

Pigure 3-4, cost-Oenefit Ana1yeis (own example)
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3.2.8 SYSTEM FLOWCHARTS

System flowcharts are traditionally used to describe a physical

system. A physical system contains many different components

such as programs, files, databases, forms and procedures. Each

component of the system should be depicted by a specific symbol.

An example of a system flowchart is depicted in Figure 3-5.

A high-level syst.. flow diagra. of an inventory application

-
Inventory
process

Report.
generation

process

Inventory
progr..

f!lo

Figure 3 - 5: Syst.. flowchart <Oavls. 1943:)18)
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3.2.9 PSEUDOCODE

Pseudocode is a tool to describe the logic of a procedure or an

algorithm prior to real program coding. 'Pseudo' means similar to;

thus pseudocode is similar to real code. Most of the various

pseudocode structures are based on real program code such as

COBOl, FORTRAN, BASIC, PASCAL, etc. The main purpose of

using pseudocode is to describe in detail how the procedure or

algorithm should be coded without concerning oneself about the

syntax of a specific programming language. That means that

pseudocode is used to describe the executable code in a form that

a programmer can easily translate. It is therefore mostly used in

program specifications. The following problem is used to illustrate

the use of pseudocode:

The program has to read a file containing many student

records. Each record consists of a student number, a

student name, six occurrences of a subject taken by the

student and its corresponding mark obtained in the

examination. The purpose of the program is to calculate the

student's average mark obtained for all his subjects.

The pseudocode for the above problem should be as follows:
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Open input StudentRle.

Read StudentFile.

For each student record read:

Compute AverageMark =

(Mark1 + Mark2 + Mark3 + Mark4 + Mark5

+ Mark6) 16.

Display Student Name AverageMark (on screen).

At end: Close StudentFile.

If the programmer has to translate the above pseudocode into

COBOl, it will be as follows:

A01 -MainControl.

Open input StudentFile.

Read StudentRfe at end

move all 9 to StudNo.

Perform 801-Process until StudNo = all 9.

Close StudentRle.

Stop run.

801 -Process.

Compute AverageMark '"

{StudMark1 + StudMark2 + StudMark3 +

StudMark4 + StudMark5 + StudMark6l I 6.

Display StudName •• AverageMark.
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Read StudentFile at end

move all 9 to StudNo.

CROSS-REFERENCE: DATA AND PROCESS MODEL

The Cross-Reference Listing (CRL) is used, especially in the

SSADM method, to ensure that all data items required in a system

are accommodated both on the process and the data model. If any

discrepancies occur, it should be formally noted and solved before

the new system can be designed and implemented.

To illustrate the use of this tool, refer to the CRL for the system

described in Appendix A.

LOGICALlZATION

According to Eva (1992:3) Learmonth and Burchett Management

Services (LBMS) invented a methodology called Structured

Systems Analysis and Design (SSADM). In this methodology the

technique, logicalization, is prescribed. Logicalization refers to the

removal of all physical constraints from a set of DFD's. DFD is a

powerful tool to analyze the processing and the data flow, but it is

sometimes difficult to gain a true view of the functionality of a

system. The reason for this is that the DFD sometimes has to

show a lot of physical aspects so that the user can identify himself
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with the system.

In order to design a system, it is important to view a system from a

point of what the system must do irrespective of how it is done.

Logically, all information should be stored once, and all users

should have access to this information at all times.

The main purposes of logicalization is:

..

..

..

..

..

To identify further problems, such as duplication of

processes and information, in the current system.

To understand the basic functionality of the system.

To establish the system scope more precisely.

To force a switch in concentration away from the 'real

world'.

To act as a basis for proper system specification.

The steps for logicalization are as follows:

.. Logicalize the data stores.

Each data store on the process model represents either data

stored in a permanent base of data or transient data that is

held for a short time before being used by a process and

then deleted. Each of the main data stores should be related

to the entities on the data model as this is the structure of

the permanent data. It is therefore necessary to replace the
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data stores with data model entity names and remove the

transient data stores. This is illustrated in Figure 3-6.

Logicalize bottom-level processes and data flows.

A logical process is one that transforms or uses data

required for the business. A logical process also indicates

only what is to be done, and not how it should be

implemented. Therefore. processes that cannot be

automated or processes that only reorganize data should be

removed. All the activities for this step are illustrated in

Figure 3-7.

Group bottom-level processes to form top-level DFD.

The top-level process model should show only the logical

areas of a system. Useful guidelines for this step are to

minimise the data flows between top-level processes and to

group processes that use the same data together. Care

should be taken not to change the top process model to

such an extent that it becomes merely a process model copy

of the organization chart. In the majority of cases it is not

necessary to do this step as most of the requirements for

logicalization were attended to in the previous steps.
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u<::h cbu star.. :..to".$ pcr-anent or t,ran3Jant 4:.&t".. DaU star.: should also b. r.t~t.ed
t.o tUU entiUlls which shou.ld: in4ic;ate the p.r.an.nt data str'uc:tur... It. Is t.hcrd'o.re
necessary to:

,.. ~plac:....In eta" stores wlt.b lb:ta ~.J entities

~lnk copy
l;lnk. e;apy

order , order file
Cust-.r

~Ctlrd ",,,, copy
ot"ct.,.. JBII.I. copy-lord.,. fll.

pink. copy

oroer
Ct.IstQNr

blve top}"~C1)nt

order

~lnll: <:OIlY tr1nk copy
or4.,. -I arder- '1,.

Cu.sta.er
Record ~Iu. CO",.
order I~ hse copy-I order f'l h

orO.,. order
Cust.c.er

b.c:ord.
ordf;r-

or.,. ord.,.
Curt_r

I
Order

"c:~nt Tray
ol"dcr

.a.tc/\ or

proclue

OSlOd<
.aYes

R.cordFile
orlt.,.

orders

b~s

pr-ociuct.
order .,.yes

CAst...r Updale
Slodr.
File

[I SloekFUe
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A logical pro~.ss Is one that transfonBS or uses data because the business
requires It ~Q do so. Independantly of how It is 1~lement.d. It is thera
fore necessary ~a:

1. R.-o..,. processes that cannot. b. autcaated

Credit Credit Credit
request liait. Il.it

Custc.er Oet.,..ine Record
credit credit
II.it If.it.

becoaaes

Credit Credit
request I iai t

Custcaer Rec:ol"'d
credit.
II.it

2. Re.ove processes that only rrcf"pnl:zes dab

Cwltc.er Sort.ed Cuslt:*4lr
Cust~rs euste-er report.

datal Is Soct Print Manage,.
CustODe" det.alls Custc.er

FII. report
o

CustC8er Ctntc.cr
Cust.,.rs report

delalls Print Manager
Custa.er
report

o
becc.es

3. IMrge procuses that are Joined try ata flows only

Order Stoek
Order copy figures

Cust~r Record Record
order st.ca__t

Order
[I0Cdec

File

becc.es

Cust..-r

Slackf,guresD
Stock
FI J.-----

Figure 3 - 7: Loglcali:ze botta.-Ievel processes and da~ flews (own exa-plel
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4. "'rp processes per-fo,..i n9 lb. s .... 'unet Ion

D

C&&sta.er

Address enange

anged
Record

!addressaddress
change

Sa las
Cept.

Mdres

Changed
Custa.er FII. Record

address address
change

s ehange

beec.es

s change

FII.

Custe-.r Sal-as
Dept

Address c:hange Addres

~-
.

Record Deust...r
add.ress address
change

s. IUnl.is. data flaw content

order
DStock FlloRecord

stock.
..,.e

baea.es

stock
DSto~ FileReeord

stock figures
..,.e

6. Clbbln etab only wIIen n••dad

I~pllor I

st.ock Javels
Order Fila

Obtain
reorder
1.".ls

reorder I
lavels

Prapa,.. order
order •

D

stock + rdor
Oro.r Fi I. Prapa,.. Supplle,.

reorder I."al ordero
Figure J - 7 (continued)
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LOCATION CONNECTIVITY DIAGRAM

Many companies today are dependent on proper networks for the

effective running of business. It is important for the systems

analyst to design an understandable network model. It is therefore

necessary to have a tool to model the system geography

independent of any possible implementation. According to Whitten

(1994: 409) a location connectivity diagram (LCD) ·is a network

modelling tool that depicts the shape of a system in terms of its

user, process and data locations and the necessary

interconnections between those locations·.

There are basically four types of locations that need to be depicted

in a LCD. These types are:

+ Location with su~locations:

A building may have several floors, and a floor may have

several rooms. To indicate this situation, a circle

superimposed with a dotted plus sign is used.

Mobile locations:

Travelling agents of the business use the system while

moving from one location to another. This is shown by a

pair of concentric circles.

+ External locations:

Some companies link with external systems to reduce
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response time. This type of location is indicated with a

circle superimposed with a dotted 'Xl .

Primitive locations:

This type of location is internal to the business and can not

be divided into sublocations. This location is represented by

a circle.

The connection between locations is represented by a line

connecting the relevant locations. An LeD is illustrated in

Rgure 3-8.

Syst_ Locat i on Connect Iy Ity Di agra.

Explod.d ~ocatloft Connectivity Dlagr~

Figure 3 - I: Location a.nnect.lvlty dlagra.
(Adapt.~ ~ra. Whitten. 1994:418)
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DATA ANALYSIS

Once the initial data model has been finalised and balanced with

the process model (using cross-referencing as described in 3.2.101,

the data still needs to be normalized. This means that the data

attributes must be grouped in such a way that it eliminates data

redundancy and removes update anomalies.

Data analysis nis a procedure that prepares a data model for

implementation as a non-redundant, flexible and adaptable

database. Data analysis typically uses a procedure called

normalization to simplify entities, eliminate redundancy and to build

flexibility and adaptability into the data model. Normalization is a

data analysis method that organizes data attributes such that they

are grouped together to form stable, flexible and adaptive entitiesn

(Whitten, 1994:507).

Up to the 1970's computers were mostly used to automate manual

procedures. This resulted in a very ineffective way of storing data.

This was recognized by, among other, Edgar Codd of IBM, who,

based on the mathematical set theory, published material on

Relational Data Analysis (RDA). Eva (1992: 334) defines RDA as

na technique for analysing data to its logical groupings. A set of

'raw', i.e. unstructured data, is reduced through a set of
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transformations (normalization) to basic data groups in which each

item is grouped with its sole and full determinant.·

For the purpose of the discussion that follows, it is necessary to

define relation. A relation is "a group of data items under its

logical determinant. It is represented as a table of entries, each

row being an occurrence of that relation. In RDA each relation is

regarded as an entity for the purpose of validating the logical data

mode'" (Eva, 1992:334).

Normalization consists of the following three steps:

First Normal Form (1 NF)

A relation is in 1NF if it does not contain repeating groups.

.. Second Normal Form (2NFl

A relation is in 2NF if it is in 1NF and no non-key attribute is

dependent upon only part of the key.

.. Third Normal Form (3NFl

A relation is in 3NF if, in addition to being in 2NF, there are
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no non-key attributes which depend on other non-candidate

key attributes. This is expected to be in the most logical

grouping, not to be subject to update anomalies and to give

the teast data redundancy.

An example of normalization is shown in Figure 3-9.

EVENT ANALVSIS

Once the data model has been normalized, the effects of events

that can influence the business need to be validated against the

data model.

Event analysis is "a technique that studies the entities of a fully

normalized data model to identify business events and conditions

that cause data to be created, deleted or modified. A business

event is something that 'happens' and that causes business data to

change. Business events require processes to utilize or maintain

the data. These processes may include:

• Creating a new occurrence of an entity (sometimes called

add)

•

•

Reading an occurrence of an entity (sometimes called use or

add)

Updating an occurrence of an entity (sometimes called
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change or modifyl

• Deleting or archiving and occurrence of an entity"

(Whitten, 1994:524l.

An illustration of event analysis is explained and depicted in Figure

3-10.

Th. data on the following order ~st be analysed and nonaaJizad:

OIIDER FORll

CRC ER IIUIIlER, 13546 DATE, 1995-e5-29

SllI'PLIER, XYZ e->any SUPPLIER OODE: 34
~

P 0 Box 123

CAPE TO'Ill-
ITEll ITEII UNIT QUAlITITY AIIOUHT
HUIIlER DESOlIPTION !'RICE

123456 Clutch pencl J" 4." 2S ."."
234567 I'arker pen 1_." IS IS....

345678 Floppy disk 65." U 65'~'.

TOTAL: 9.'."
1. STEP h

Writ. down the unnonaallz.d entity as • relation In 'HF (zero nonaal fon-)

RCOrdMa. OrdDat.•• SuppCode. SuppJblH. SuppAddress.
OrderEntrles occurs' to n tI_s: (It....o. It..cesc. Unltrrlce. CtY• .t.t,).
QrdToul)

R-ov. rep.atlng groups to pt relation In tMF:

ReCOnUlo. OrdDate. SuppCocte. SuppJl:-... SuppAddress. It~. It..o.sc.
Unltl'rlc•• Q~y. 1oI~. OrdToul)

3. STEP 3:

R.-o"e partial dependencies to get to 2NF:

RI (OrdJlo. Oremate. OrdToul. SuppMo. Supp~. $u;ppAddrass)

RzUt.-lo. It..o.sc. UnltPrlc..l

R,(Onllo + It_o. CItY. AId)

4. STEP 4,

R~ attributes frea retaUon that depend on • d.t.r.inant that Is not a

c:an4ldale key. cr.ate a rMW relation with these attributes and .... the

det.er.ln.ant 'lbe prlaary key of this n.. relation to get to JifF:

R1 • t (OrdMo. OrdData. OrdTotal. $uppMo)

R1.z(SuppMo. SuppKa.e. SuppAddress)

Figure J - 9: Neraa) iut.lon. (own e:xa.plel
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The normalized data model for the order relationship in figure 3-9 is as
follows:

1.b ~a

Order Supplier

2a

2b
3b 3a

Order- Item
item

1a Each Supplier may have O:m orders
b Each Order must be for 1:1 supplier

2a Each order must contain 1:m order-items
bEach Orderltem must appear on 1:1 order

3a Each Item may appear as O:m order-items
bEach Orderltem must belong to 1:1 item

The entity-event matrix for this model is as follows:
(C = Create; 0 = Delete; U = Update; R = Read)

Entity Order Supplier Item Orderltem
Event

Create order C- C

Create supplier C

Create item C

Delete order D U D

Delete supplier U D

Delete item U U D D

Add extra item to U U C
order

Item not supplied U U D D
anymore

Supplier close D D D
business

Figure 3 - 10: Entity-Event Analysis (own example)
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PERT CHARTS (DIAGRAMS)

It is an important part of the systems analyst's job to plan and

schedule the various tasks to be performed when a new system

should be developed. The systems analyst frequently has to

assume the role of the project leader or coordinator. It is therefore

important that the incumbent of such a role possesses the skills to

plan and schedule properly. A proven technique for this purpose is

the PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) chart

(diagram) which was developed during the late 1950's by the US

Navy for controlling and scheduling the very high complex Polaris

missile project (Davis. 1983:376). PERT charts are very helpful to:

"

"

Reduce the uncertainty about the completion dates of

various tasks in a project.

Clearly indicate the interdependencies of the project tasks.

and

Control the duration of project by increasing of decreasing

resources where possible.

The following elements are found on a PERT chart:

" Event.

An event is ·a point in time that represents the start or

completion of a task or a set of tasks· (Whitten. 1994:772).

For the purposes of this discussion. an event is indicated on
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the PERT chart as a node.

.. Task.

A task is "a project activity (or set of activities)" (Whinen,

1994:772).

..

..

..

..

Optimistic Time {On .

The optimistic time refers to the minimum time it takes to

complete a task.

Pessimistic Time (pn.

The pessimistic time refers to the maximum time it takes to

complete a task.

Most Likely Time (MLn .

The most likely time refers to the time it usually takes to

complete a task.

Slack Time (Sn .

It is possible to start late or exceed the expected duration of

tasks not on the Critical Path without affecting the project's

estimated completion time. This property is called slack.

Earliest Completion Time (ECn •

The ECT represents the earliest time (in terms of the event)

that a task can be completed by and when the next task can

be started.

Latest Completion Time ILCn.

The LCT represents the latest time (in terms of the event)

that a task can be completed and that the next task can be
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started. It is very important to note that the ECT and the

LCT of the very last event (node) on the PERT chart should

be equal.

Critical Path (GP).

The critical path/s are those route/s through the PERT chart

on which all the ECT's and the LCT's are equal to each other

and where the total of the EO's on that route is equal to the

ECT and the LCT of the very last node.

Dummy tasks/activities.

A dummy task "represents a dependency between events.

However, because there is no activity to be performed, there

is no duration between the events" (Whitten, 1994:772).

Figures 3-11 and 3-12 illustrate a method that can be used to

produce a PERT chart. -



Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

Step 6:

Step 7:

Step 8:

Step 9:

Step 10:
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US! all tasks to be performed in the sequence of occurence (refer table 3 - 1)

Assign each task a task identity (an alphabetic character)

For each task, list the start event and the end event

Obtain from experts an optimistic, a pessimistic and a most likely estimation of the
time it takes to complete the task.

Calculate the expected duration of each task. The formula for this calculation is
ED = lOT + 14·MLT) + pn I 6

Draw the project network containing the following:
1 • Circles that represents the nodes or events
2. Arrowed lines representing the tasks
3. Dotted or dashed lines representing dummy activities. The task number for

a dummy task always start with a "0" followed by a numeric.

Calculate the ECT for each event using the following three rules:
1• Consider each task entering the node
2. For each one of these tasks, calculate an ECT:

ECT = ECT (start node) + EO (task)
3. Select the highest ECT obtained.

Calculate the LCT for each event using the following three rules:
1. Consider each task leaving the node
2. For each one of these tasks, calculate an LCT:

LCT = LCT lend nodel - EO (task)
3. Select the lowest LCT obtained.

Determine and mark the Critical Path or Paths

Calculate the Slack Time for the tasks not on the Critical Path/s using the following
formula:

ST = LCT (end node) - EO (Task) - ECT (start node).

Figure 3 - 11: Steps: PERT diagram (own example)
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T_k T_k c::Ieseription S,." End aT MlT PT EO

id node node

A EstabrISh planning team 1 2 1 2 3 2

8 Develop 11 project plan , 3 2 5 8 5

C Reyiew and agree pjan with 3 4 , , 1 ,
management

D Model enterprise 4 5 6 '0 16 "
E Identify areas to be investigated 4 6 4 5 8 6

F Establish analysis team 4 7 , 2 3 2

G Medel the business _« 6 8 5 10 16 11

H Pt... development strategy 8 9 2 2 3 3

I Review -m agree plan 9 10 1 1 1 1

J Collect relevant information 10 11 12 20 30 21

K Define project scope 10 12 1 2 3 2

l Classify problems and solutions 12 13 9 10 12 11

M Establish project plan 13 14 1 4 5 4

N Review and agree plan '4 15 , 1 1 1

a Analyz.e current system 15 16 20 40 50 39

p Model c:urn:nt system. 15 17 9 10 12 11

Q Analyze probiems S"Id opportunities 15 18 9 10 14 "
R Review findings 17 19 1 2 3 2

-
S Identify requirements 19 20 1 4 6 4

T Model .,d specify requirements 19 21 4 10 " "
U Mocfify project plan ,. 22 1 2 3 2

V Review requirements apecifiCBtion 21 23 2 3 5 4

Tabie 3 • ,: Project tMb (own exa'nPM)
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(6)

1. Nods (Ill/enl) klenUficallon
2. ECT (Earlles' comptol/on lime)
3. LeT (la lest comploUan Ume)

4. Task (AcUvlty) ktonUncallon
5, ED (Expected dwalion of 'Ilk)
6. sr (Slack IImo)

" "oa
0"

~(6j ""~@)I--~__.' 6 1£ G 8 23 H 9 ~f! _.;-.1--~n
12 11 23 3 2 1

(0) , (0) (0),

"

Figure 3-12: PERT diagram for the project tasks (own example)

....
o....

CP (Cnuca' Path) =B-C-E-G-H-I-J-D6-M-N-Q-D7-T-V

Tolal expecled duraUon for thes. lasks:

5'1'6'11'3'1+21.0'4.1+39'0'11'4 = 107
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From the PERT diagram in Figure 3 - 12 the following tasks must

be closely monitored and controlled by project management so that

the real duration of the project does not exceed the total expected

duration. If any of the following tasks fall behind schedule, the

whole project will be delayed:

Develop a project plan

Review and agree plan with management

Identify areas to be investigated

Model the business area

Plan development strategy

Review and agree plan

Collect relevant information

Establish project plan

Review and agree plan

Analyze current system

Model and specify requirements

Review requirements specification

To illustrate the existence of dummy tasks, focus on event 8 on

the PERT chart (Rgure 3-12), and note that events 5 and 8 are

linked by a dashed line. Event 5 marks the end of task 0 (Model

enterprise). Event 8 marks the end of task G (Model the business

area), but also the start of task H (Plan development strategy).

Before the development strategy can be planned, both the
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modelling of the enterprise and the business areas should be

completed. Therefore, there is a dependency relationship between

events 5 and 8. Task D3 shows this relationship, but consumes no

resources.

It is, however, important to note that a dummy task can form part

of the critical path.

3.3 SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGIES

Information technology departments can fully standardise by using a

systems development methodology. This means that all systems can be

developed in exactly the same way using the same tools, techniques and

CASE tools (if part of the methodology). It also follows the same steps

of a particular SDLe.

A Wmethodology is a collection of procedures, techniques, tools and

documentation aids which help the systems developers in their efforts to

implement a new information system n (Avison, 1990:4).

According to Whinen (1994:159) wcommercial methodologies are off-the

shelf, step-by-step procedures, individual and group roles, deliverables,

quality standards, preferred techniques and tools for completing the entire

systems development life cyclew.
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Avison (1990:5) lists the objectives of methodologies as:

*

To record requirements for an information system in such a way

that both developer and user understand.

To provide a systematic method of development in such a way that

progress can be effectively monitored.

To provide an information system within an appropriate time limit

and at acceptable costs.

To produce a system that is well documented and easy to

maintain.

To provide an indication of any changes which need to be made as

early as possible in the development process.

To provide a system which is liked by the people affected by that

particular system.

A methodology becomes particularly useful when inexperienced systems

analysts are employed. If these inexperienced systems analysts follow

the step-by-step procedures and related aspects of the prescribed

methodology to the letter, the risk of doing something wrong diminishes

almost completely. Although some regard this as a 'monkey-see,

monkey-do' method, the new systems analyst can only learn from the

exercise and at the same time gain confidence in doing things right.

When developing systems (especially commercial and administrative type

of systems), there are so many variables that need to be considered in

each and every system that time cannot be wasted on 're-inventing the
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wheel'. Furthermore, it can only benefit the whole company if developer

and user know exactly what to do, when to do it and how to do it.

Another very important benefit of methodologies is that it promotes

consistent. standardised documentation. This is very beneficial when it

comes to maintenance. The systems analyst responsible for the support

of the system knows exactly what to look for, as well as where to look

for it, when a problem needs to be identified, analyzed and corrected.

It is also important to note that the maintenance and improvement of a

methodology are the responsibility of the vendor. It is therefore not

necessary to allocate resources to keep up with the latest technology,

techniques and trends used in the methodology.

There are a large number of commercial methodologies on the market

today. Which one of these methodologies should a systems analyst

recommend as a standard for the business? Avison (1990: 278) issues a

list of features that need to be considered when comparing

methodologies. These have been condensed to the following:

• Does the methodology cover all aspects of systems development?

• Are all the steps well defined?

• Does each phase or stage require some understandable well

documented deliverable?

To what types of applications is it suitable?
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Are there built-in controls in the methodology and does each

control measure success?

Will users be able to understand the steps they need to do?

Does the methodology improve quality of analysis. design and

programming products and hence the overall quality of the

information system?

Does the methodology provide an effective communication medium

between analysts and users?

It is very imponant to choose the right commercial methodology, as it is

an expensive product. Apan from acquiring the product, there are also

additional costs of training developers and users in using the methodology

properly. Careful evaluation of each product as well as a thorough

comparison between products prove to be a wonhwhile and useful

exercise before buying a commercial methodology.

Correctly selected systems development life cycle, tools, techniques and

methodologies are essential components of the systems development

process. The most imponant component of systems development,

however, is the people who combine all these other components to

eventually produce a working and user-friendly computer-based system.

The skills needed by these people to accomplish this challenging task, are

discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT SKILLS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In the process of analysing, designing, implementing and supporting

computer systems, the systems analyst does not only work with

hardware and software, but also with people and managers at all levels,

manual procedures, data and information as well as business networks.

Systems analysis and design is therefore much more than tools,

techniques, methodologies and systems development life cycles. There is

a variety of general principles that underlie all systems development. A

person also requires a large variety of skills to really become a successful

systems analyst. These skills cannot be learnt, but are acquired through

exposure, experience and"exercise.

4.2 SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES

Many experienced systems analysts still fail in the process of developing

computer systems because they ignore the basic principles of systems

development. Whitten (1994:91' states the following eight principles as

the most important to consider when developing systems:

4.2.1 Get the user involved.

A systems builder should always remember that a system is built

for the user. The user is the person who pays for the system and
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has to use the system. It is always best to involve the user right

from the beginning of the systems,development project so that

problems such as misunderstandings can be minimised.

4.2.2 Use a problem-solving approach.

This principle is taken into consideration when developing systems

according to a systems development life cycle (SOLC).

4.2.3 Establish phases and tasks.

It is important to establish a program or process by which systems

can be developed. Most SOLC's consists of phases and the

phases are usually broken down into tasks.

4.2.4 Establish standards for consistent development and documentation.

If each user, analyst and programmer working for the same

business had to use their own SOLC, tools, techniques and

methodologies, systems development would be chaotic in that

business. The reason for this is that employees come and go.

Continuity would and could not prevail in such a business. This

makes supporting systems almost impossible.

4.2.5 Justify systems as capital investments.

Systems should become an asset to a business. They should be

regarded the same as a product that is supposed to be used for a
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number of years, such as a motor car, furniture, etc.

4.2.6 Don't be afraid to cancel or revise scope.

A significant of a phased approach to systems development is that

one can evaluate feasibility and viability and various stages of the

development. If at anyone of these checkpoints calculations show

that it is not feasible to proceed with the project, one should not

hesitate to cancel the project. It should also be accepted by users

and management to change the scope of the project, if required.

4.2.7 Divide and conquer.

The old saying 'if you want to learn anything, you must not try to

learn everything - at least not all at once' is the underlying

statement for this principle. It is impossible to learn everything

about one system at onc_e. By dividing a large problem into smaller

manageable units, the problem-solving can be simplified.

4.2.8 Design system for growth and change.

Businesses operate in a changing environment. This fact should

always be considered and catered for as far as possible, when

designing computer systems.
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4.3 SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT SKillS REQUIRED

Many experienced systems analysts and information technology

managers have different views on the importance-rating of skills required

by prospective systems analysts.

Whitten (1994: 19) lists the following skills as very important for

becoming a systems analyst:

4.3.1 Working knowledge of information systems and technology.

It is important for the systems analyst to keep abreast with the

latest technology so that the user can eventually reap the benefits

of having a more efficient environment. This is not a stagnant

process. The student has to develop a discipline and habit of

reading various periodicals on computers and information systems.

4.3.2 Computer programming experience and expertise.

The systems analyst is the link between the user and the

programmers. It is not necessary for the systems analyst to be an

expert, but he should be able to appreciate the problems of both

the user and the programmer when it comes to solving a business

problem by means of a computer program. The systems analyst

has to write program specifications in such a way that the

programmer can understand and interpret it correctly. It is
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therefore necessary for the systems analyst to have at least some

programming background. Today's systems analysts should be

familiar with at least one fourth generation programming language

(CLARION, DBASE, etc) and at least one third generation

programming language (CaBaL, C, Pascal, etc).

4.3.3 General business knowledge.

The systems analyst should be able to communicate with a variety

of business users. It is therefore imperative that prospective

systems analysts leam the basic principles of business subjects

such as Financial and Cost Accounting, Economics, Human

Resources, Inventory control and Management.

4.3.4 Problem-solving skills.

The systems analyst should break a problem down into

components, analyze each of these components, identify and

correct the problems in each component and eventually assemble

an improved system to solve the global problem. Systems analysts

should also be able to define various solutions to a problem.

4.3.5 Interpersonal communication skills.

The systems analyst has to convey complex information to various

levels of users as well as different types of technical specialists. A

misinterpreted message can be very costly to the enterprise. It is
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therefore important that the systems analyst is able to

communicate effectively, both orally and in writing.

4.3.6 Interpersonal relations skills.

Individual users have conflicting goals and needs. They have

personality clashes. The systems analyst has to mediate such

problems and achieve benefits for the business as a whole.

The analyst is also sometimes labelled as 'an agent of change'. As

most users are comfortable with the status quo of systems, they

feel threatened when approached by systems analysts for the

purpose of analysing and designing a new or changed system. The

analyst should be able to put them at ease and persuade them that

the exercise is for the benefit of the business.

4.3.7 Flexibility and adaptability.

There is no single approach to the development of systems. Due

to systems being different, the systems analyst should learn to be

flexible and adapt to special challenges or situations presented by

specific systems development projects.

4.3.8 Character and ethics.

Systems analysts are sometimes exposed to sensitive and

confidential information. They sometimes write programs that

contain algorithms unique to the business enterprise. It is therefore
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expected from the analyst to be reliable, a person of strong

character and a sense of ethics.

4.3.9 Systems analysis and design skills.

Systems analysis and design skills are factored into three subsets,

which are:

concepts and principles,

tools and

techniques.

Systems analysts can work with highly sophisticated technology,

such as costly CASE tools which can produce models, project

repositories, programs, etc at an alarming rate. However, all these

wonderful tools can fail, and it is then expected of the analyst to

be able to continue with the project. The analyst who remembers

the basic principles and concepts of systems work, which include

systems analysis and design techniques, will be able to continue.

It is sometimes expected from the analyst to draw process and

data models with only a pencil, paper and flowchart template.

It is therefore necessary that the prospective analyst must take

note of all three subsets.

Kendall (1992:27) states that an analyst should enjoy working with

people, as he or she serves as a translator and a buffer between technical

staff, such as programmers and nontechnical staff, or the managers and
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users. Furthermore, an analyst should be a good diplomat and a good

motivator. An analyst should also be able to work in a team and should

therefore leam to 'check their egos at the door'. As a team leader, the

analyst coordinates the efforts of programmers, estimators, testers and

other analysts, as well as resolves conflicts and monitors the result of

team effort. In order to do this, the analyst has to be a good manager.

According to Whitten (1994:7), the systems analyst also needs to train

end-users and managers to use new and unfamiliar computer-based

systems. Whitten (1994: 10) states further that a systems analyst should

estimate personnel requirements, budgets and schedules (planning skills),

document current system operations (administrative skills) and select

hardware and software purchases (negotiating skills).
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CHAPTER 5: EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The research done in this study can be divided into two distinct areas,

namely a literature study and an empirical research.

" Literature study:

The relevant literature is described in chapters 2 to 4 and also

includes the way in which some of the systems development

principles, tools and techniques are taught to the students at the

institution where the researcher lectures (hereafter called the

TechnikonJ.

Empirical research:

This research and analysis of the results are discussed in this

chapter.

5.2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

One of the purposes of this research was to establish which systems

development approaches, principles, tools and techniques should be

taught to students so as to equip them sufficiently for a career as a

systems analyst in the industry. It was therefore necessary to consult

businesses who will most probably employ qualified students from the Technikon.
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One of the major problems was to determine which companies to consult.

It was finally decided by the researcher, study leader and employer to

consult those companies who participate in the co-operative education

program of the Technikon, as well as those companies who have

indicated in the past that they are interested in joining this program. It

was also suggested that a number of ex-students from the Technikon,

who are permanently employed, be included in the study population.

5.2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF QUESTIONNAIRE

A questionnaire, consisting of eleven sections and a total of 80

questions, was developed. Some of the questions were divided in

a number of sub-sections which resulted in a total number of 160

variables to be analyzed. A summary of the sections and the

number of questions and variables per section, is shown in Table

5.1. A copy of the questionnaire is also included as Appendix B of

this thesis.
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SECTION PURPOSE OF SECTION NUMBER OF NUMBER OF
QUESTIONS VARIABLES

1 To obtain general information 5 5
about respondent and company

2 To justify training at tertiary 2 2
institution

3 To determine the types of 1 8
problems experienced in
industry

4 To determine how important the 11 11
industry rate the SDLC

5 To determine how important the 25 25
industry rate the use of tools
and techniques

6 To determine what skills are 12 12
required in the industry

7 To determine the popularity of 8 21
tools and techniques (how often
are they used)

8 To determine the popularity of 5 66
various programming languages,
methodologies, computer-aided
software tools, systems
development methodoltlgies and
prototyping tools

9 To determine the popularity of 4 3
the new Object-oriented
approach to systems
development

10 To determine in which areas of 3 6
Information Technology staff is
needed

11 To evaluate the textbook 4 1
currently used at the Technikon
and to determine in which area
the industry can support or
assist the Technikon in training

80 160

Table 5.1 Summary of questionnaire sections
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The questionnaire consisted of different sections containing

questions on the following topics:

GENERAL INFORMATION

This section consisted of five questions in which the respondent

had to give information such as job title, the sector of the industry

to which the institution belongs, the number of Information

Technology staff employed by the institution and the number of

analysts reporting to him.

TRAINING

Only two questions were asked in this section. The respondent

had to confirm if the employer trains programmers and/or analysts.

TYPE OF PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED IN INDUSTRY

This section consisted of only one question (but eight sub sections)

to which the respondent had to answer with a Yes or a No whether

the institution experiences a specific problem or not.
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IMPORTANCE OF THE SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE

For this section the respondent had to rate the importance of the

SDLC as well as the various phases of the SDLC on a 7 point

scale. This section contained eleven questions. The following

scale was used:

Irrelevant Not important Important Of Critical

Importance

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

For the purpose of this study a rating of 5, 6 or 7 was regarded as

very important.

IMPORTANCE OF TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES IN SYSTEMS

DEVELOPMENT

There were 25 questions in this section where the importance of

various tools and techniques also had to be rated on the same 7

point scale used in the previous section.
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SKILLS REQUIRED TO BECOME A SUCCESSFUL SYSTEMS

ANALYST

This section consisted of twelve questions also to be rated

according to the 7 point scale of importance. In this section the

importance of certain essential systems development skills was

determined.

+ POPULARITY AND USAGE OF SPECIFIC TOOLS AND

TECHNIQUES

This section contained eight questions. The purpose was to

determine the popularity of, or the rate at which the industry uses

specific tools and/or techniques. The respondent had to rate the

popularity according to the following 7 point scale:

Never Sometimes Mostly Always

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

For research purposes a rating of 5, 6 or 7 was regarded as very

popular.
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POPULARITY OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES, COMPUTER-

AIDED DEVELOPMENT TOOLS, SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

METHODOLOGIES AND PROTOTYPING TOOLS

This section consisted of five questions where the respondent had

to indicate whether the products listed were used in the company

or not.

NEW APPROACH TO SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

This section deaft with the new object-oriented approach to

systems development and consisted of only four questions. The

respondent had to answer with a Yes or a No to three of the

questions while the fourth question expected a product name as an

answer.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY STAFF NEEDED

For this section the respondent had to prioritize the need of the

various staff categories. The job titles of the first three indicated

by the respondent were included in the analysis of the results. The

respondent also had to indicate whether students from the

Technikon were employed by his institution, and if so, in which

capacity. This section contained three questions.
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EVALUATION OF TEXTBOOKS AND INDUSTRY SUPPORT

The respondent had to answer four open questions for this section.

The purpose of this section was to determine the popularity of

textbooks in the industry and also to investigate the possibility of,

and to what extent. industry support can be applied to Technikon

needs.

5.2.2 SAMPLING PROCEDURE

A questionnaire consisting of 80 questions that required

approximately 30 minutes to complete. was distributed to all the

companies in the Western Cape who participate in the Technikon's

co-operative education program. It was also distributed among 30

post-diploma students ~hich represented more than 20 companies.

Copies of the questionnaire were therefore distributed to more than

35 companies in the various sectors of the industry. Where

possible, an employee of the company (hereafter referred to as an

agent) was requested to distribute the questionnaire to the key

personnel in Information Technology or Information Systems

Services departments of the company. For the purpose of this

study information technology managers, systems development

project managers, systems analysts, analyst/programmers, systems

designers; programmers, database administrators, network
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administrators or any persons who are employed with the purpose

of developing systems, were regarded as key personnel.

It was not possible to keep a proper record that reflects the

distribution of questionnaires 100% correctly because -

..

..

..

..

..

agents were allowed to make photocopies of the

questionnaire if more copies were required,

some agents requested students to collect questionnaires

directly from the researcher,

some questionnaires were sent via e-mail to various

businesses and private persons,

the sectors in which the post-diploma students work is not

known to the researcher,

full-time under graduate students offered to request family

members and friends working in the information technology

industry to complete questionnaires and

most of the respondents insisted on, and were assured of

total confidentiality; therefore company names could not be

obtained.
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According to the records kept of questionnaires distributed by the

researcher the following sectors were asked to participate:

SECTOR %

Financial services 36.4

Commercial trading 22.7

Business services 17.2

Manufacturing 13.1

Public sector 10.6

Table 5.2: Sectors requested to participate

5.2.3 EVALUATION OF RESPONSES TO THE SURVEY

For the purpose of this research the response sample was analyzed

with the aid of BMOP Statistical Software IOickson, 1981) in order

to determine -

..

..

..

..

..
..

the problems that are mostly experienced by the industry,

the most important tools and techniques,

the most important phases of the SOLe,

the most wanted skills of an IT person in industry,

which tools, techniques and programming languages are

mostly used in the industry,

which textbooks are used by the industry and

to confirm the necessity for the Technikon to train
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prospective systems analysts.

RESPONSE RATE

A total of 250 copies of the questionnaire were distributed, of

which 112 were returned. Therefore, an overall response rate of

44% was obtained. In this response the various sectors of the

industry were represented as follows:

SECTOR %

Financial services 33.9

Other 19.6

Business services 16.1

Commercial trading 12.5

Public sector 10.7

Manufacturing 6.2

Construction - 0.9

Table 5.3: Response rate

From many personal and telephone conversations with some of the

respondents who were prepared to reveal their identity, the

researcher could deduct that the reason for the relatively high

percentage of 'other' sector is that a large portion of the

respondents regarded consultancies, systems development

contractors, computer distributors and publishing not as business

services or commercial trading. The intention of listing business
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services as a sector in the questionnaire was to include these type

of businesses. Unfortunately, the majority of respondents in this

sector indicated the sector as 'other'. As the respondents were

assured that their responses would be treated confidentially, it was

impossible to determine exactly how many of the four sectors

mentioned were recorded as 'other'.

DURATION OF SURVEY

The objective was to have all the questionnaires returned within a

period of 6 weeks. Questionnaires were sent out and distributed

during May 1996 and were expected to be returned by the end of

June 1996. The majority of the completed questionnaires were

received towards the end of July 1996.

5.3 ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

5.3.1 FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

The software application that was used to do the frequency analysis is

BMDP2D - Frequency Analysis (Dickson, 1981). Appendix C contains the

detailed results of this analysis.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Table 5.4 shows clearly that more than 50% of the respondents

were in the job categories that are really involved in systems

analysis and design phases more than systems implementation.

JOB TITLE %

Project manager 22.3

Analyst/programmer 18.8

IT Manager 14.3

Systems Analyst 14.3

Programmer 12.5

Other 7.1

Software Engineer 4.5

Database 3.6
Administrator

Systems Designer 1.8
-

Network 0.9
Administrator

Table 5.4: Job titles of respondents

It was also necessary to determine whether the respondent

supervised systems analysts and/or analyst programmers. Table

5.5 shows the answer to the question whether the respondent has

any systems analysts reporting to him. The majority indicated that

they did not have any systems .analysts reporting to them, but from

Table 5.4 it is clear that more than 30% of the respondents were
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actually systems analysts and/or analyst/programmers themselves.

The 'Yes' and the 'Sometimes' groups is Table 5.5 indicates that

almost 50% of the respondents manages systems analysts which

automatically involves them in the analysis and design phases as

well.

Answer to question %

No 52.7

Yes 34.8

Sometimes 12.5

Table 5.5: Supervision of systems analysts

The majority of the respondents worked in businesses with more

than 100 Information Technology employees. Table 5.6 shows the

distribution of the various sizes of the Information Technology

departments.

NUMBER OF IT STAFF %

101-200 29.5

201-500 17.9

1-20 16.1

21-50 13.4

51-100 12.5

> 500 10.7

Table 5.6: Number of IT staff
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TRAINING

The questions that were asked to give the results shown in Table

5.7 were:

- do you train programmers and

- do you train systems analysts.

According to Table 5.7 the majority of businesses is not prepared

to train programmers and, especially, systems analysts.

I QUESTION I % YES reply I
Train programmers? 45.5

Train analysts? 28.6

Table 5.7: Need for systems analyst training

" PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED BY INDUSTRY

It is clearly indicated by Table 5.8 that the types of problems that

are experienced by the majority of respondents, are, in order of

percentage positive responses to the question -

the increasing rate of need for systems

the lack of proper communication between user and

developer
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the lack of user understanding

the lack of understanding of systems development principles

PROBLEM %

Rate of increasing need for 72.3
systems

Lack of communication between 71.4
user and developer

Lack of user understanding 65.2

Lack of understanding systems 50.9
development principles ""
Lack of proper training 40.2

Too many approaches to 33
systems development

Too many skills required 23.2

Other 17

Table 5.8: Systems development problems

IMPORTANCE OF THE SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE·

The implementation phase is regarded by the majority of

respondents as the most important phase of the SDLC. It is clear,

as indicated by Table 5.9 that all the phases are actually very

important.
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I SDLC PHASE I % I
Implementation 89.3

Analysis 88.5

Planning 86.6

Design 83.4

Support 77.7

Table 5.9: Importance of the SDLC phases

IMPORTANCE OF TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES IN SYSTEMS

DEVELOPMENT

The importance of the various tools and techniques as rated by the

respondents is shown in Table 5.10. The majority of respondents

regarded most of the tOQls and techniques listed as very important.

Only three techniques were not rated as very important. These

techniques were:

- decision trees and tables.

- PERT diagram, and

- network modelling.
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ITOOLS AND TECHNIQUES I
I

Data Analysis 84.8

Entity-Event Analysis 81.3

Data Modelling 80.7

Walkthroughs 79.5

Process Modelling 78.6

Presentations 75.9

Output Design 75.8

Input Design 73.2

Project Management 71.4

Report Writing 70.5

-
Fact-Finding 69.9

Cross Reference 63.4

Cost Benefit Analysis 60.9

Decision Trees & Tables 43.8

PERT diagram 39.3

Network Modelling 36.1

Table 5.10: Importance of tools and techniques
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For the purpose of the table interviewing, observation,

questionnaires and joint-application-design (JAD) were grouped

together as fact-finding. The questionnaire, however, listed these

four techniques separately and it was therefore possible to obtain

the rating for each one of these techniques. It is very interesting

to note that interviewing scored the highest in the importance

rating of all the techniques. The ratings for these four fact-finding

techniques are individually shown in Table 5.11.

I FACT FINDING TECHNIQUE I % I
Interviewing 88.4

Observation 76.8

JAD 70.6

Questionnaire 43.8

Table 5.11: Fact finding techniques

SKILLS REQUIRED TO BECOME A SUCCESSFUL SYSTEMS

ANALYST

Table 5.12 gives the rating of the skills needed to become a

successful systems analyst as listed in the questionnaire by the
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respondents as very important. It is very interesting to note that,

although implementation is regarded as the most important phase

of the SDLC (refer Table 5.91, both programming skills in a third or

fourth generation language scored less than 70% very important

rating. Interpersonal communications, interpersonal relations and

general business knowledge are the three skills that are clearly

mostly required.

I SKILL REQUIRED I % I
Interpersonal communications 92.9

Interpersonal relations 92.9

General business knowledge 89.3

Basic understanding of 78.6
methodologies

Basic understanding of 74.1
prototyping

Working knowledg"e of 72.3
prototyping

Working knowledge of 69.6
methodologies

3GL programming skills 61.6

Basic understanding of CASE 58.0
tools

4GL programming skills 53.7

Working knowledge of CASE 53.4
tools

Table 5.12: Skills required
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POPULARITY AND USAGE OF SPECIFIC TOOLS AND

TECHNIQUES

According to the responses for this section reflected in Table 5.13,

program design is the technique that is used the most in the

industry. This technique is followed by data modelling, project

repository and prototyping for verification purposes. The rest of

the techniques are not so popular as they scored less than 50%. It

is interesting to note that the respondents rated the importance of

the use of these tools and techniques (refer Table 5.10) much

higher than the actual usage itself.

I TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES USED I % I
Program design 74.1

Entity Relationship. Diagram 55.3
/Logical Data Structure

Project repository 53.5

Prototyping for verification 52.7
purposes

Data Flow Diagrams 48.5

Prototyping for implementation 39.9

Structured English 33.1

CASE tools 28.8

Table 5.13: Popularity of tools and techniques
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POPULARITY OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES, COMPUTER-

AIDED DEVELOPMENT TOOLS, SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

METHODOLOGIES AND PROTOTYPING TOOLS

Table 5.14 reflects the popularity of the different programming

languages used in industry. Cobol is still rated as the most popular

third generation language. It is also noticeable that C++ is very

rapidly gaining popularity if taking into account that the majority of

the study population was in the financial, commercial and business

services sectors. These sectors usually make use of business

oriented programming languages, whereas C++ is accepted in

both the business and the scientific disciplines. The group'other'

was listed in the questionnaire mainly to collect information about

the usage of fourth generation languages. The reason for not

listing fourth generation languages by name was that there were

too many different products on the market in this category and it

was therefore up to the respondent to supply the name of the

product used (if used) in his business. As expected, 28 different

products were supplied of which the following seven (representing

65% of all the fourth generation languages used in this survey) are

the most popular:

- Visual Basic (14%)

- Clipper (10%)
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- Oracle (9%)

- Intormix (8%)

- Delphi (8%)

- Natural (8%)

- Sal Windows (8%)

I PROGRAM LANGUAGE I % I
Other 73.2

Cobol 57.1

C++ 33.9

C 33

Assembler 17

Pascal 9.8

Basic 9.8

Fortran 5.4
-

RPGII 1.8

ADA 0.9

ALGOL 0

MAGIC 0

Table 5.14: Popularity ot programming languages
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Some other very interesting statistics about the usage of

programming languages, are the following:

55% of the respondents use at least one 3rd generation

programming language and at least one 4th generation

language,

19% of the respondents use only a 4th generation language,

and

26% of the respondents do not use 4th generation

languages at all.

Although the majority of the respondents felt that a basic

understanding, as well as a working knowledge, of CASE tools is

an important skill, it is not used a great deal in the industry.

According to Table 5.15, more than 50% of the respondents

indicated that their business do not use any CASE tool at all. Due

to the fact that there are so many specific CASE tool products

being used by various businesses in the industry, it was impossible

to list all the possibilities; therefore the category'other' had to be

used. Fourteen different products were supplied of which the

following four (representing 69% of all the other CASE tool

products used in this survey) are the most popular:
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Oracle (38%)

LBMS System Engineer (19%)

Erwin (6%)

Construct (6%)

CASE TOOL %

Do not use CASE 52.7

Other 30.4

Systems Architect 11.6

Cabal CICS 5.4

Bachman 4.5

ADW 3.6

PowerBuilder 3.6

lE 2.7

Table 5.15: Popularity of CASE tools

Table 5.16 indicates that SSADM scored the highest popularity

rating amongst commercial systems development methodology

products for this survey. Here again (as was the case for CASE

tools), it was just impossible to list all the various products being

used in the industry; therefore the category 'other'. Nine different

products were supplied of which the following four (representing

75% of all the other methodology products used in this survey) are

the most popular:
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Rambach OMT (25%)

Tetrach (20%)

Prince (20%)

Booch (10%)

I METHODOLOGY I % I
SSADM 31.3

Other 25

Infomet 10.7

lE 4.5

JSD 2.7

STRADIS 1.8

ISAC 1.8

SSM 1.8

ETHICS 0.9

Multiview 0.9

Table 5.16: Popularity of systems development methodology

The larger portion of the industry uses prototyping (refer Table

5.17) for either developing and implementing systems or verifying

the user's requirements. This result is more or less in line with the

requirement (indicated in Table 5.12) that a good understanding

and a working knowledge of prototyping are requirements for

becoming a successful systems analyst. Here again, due to the
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large variety of products on the market. the questionnaire had to

include a group "other" which obtained the highest rating.

Thirteen different products were supplied of which the following

five (representing 75 % of all the other prototyping products used in

this survey) are the most popular:

Oracle (22%)

SQl Windows (19%)

Delphi (16%)

Informix (9%)

SE (9%)

PROTOTYPING TOOL % I1

Other 28.6

Do not use prototyping 28.6

Visual Basic - 26.8

Clipper 13.4

Natural 9.8

Clarion 7.1

PowerBuilder 6.2

SAS 4.5

ADS/ON-LINE 4.5

Progress 4.5

Paradox 1.8

IDEAL 1.8

dBASE IV 1.8

Table 5.17: Popularity of prototyping tools
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* NEW APPROACH TO SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Object orientation is a relatively new approach to systems

development that has not yet been used by many information

technologists. Table 5.18 clearly confirms this statement although

the interest in this approach is definitely growing. Almost half of

the respondents indicated that they are interested in this approach,

however, only 33% has successfully developed systems using this

new approach. It is interesting to note that there is a close

relationship between the percentage respondents that has

developed object-orientated systems successfully and the use of

C++ as a programming language (refer Table 5.14). It can be

deducted from this relationship that most people developing object-

orientated systems use e + + as the programming language.

QUESTION % YES reply

Do you use object oriented 46.4
approach for systems development

Have you developed any systems 33
using Object Oriented approach

Do you use an Object oriented 17
methodology

Table 5.18: PopularitY of Object Orientation
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY STAFF NEEDED

Respondents had to prioritize the need for information technology

staff and according to Table 5.19 the industry needs programmers,

analyst/programmers and systems analyst the most. A large

portion of the respondents (78.6%) have unfortunately only

indicated the priority 1 need. Despite this, it can still be deducted

from the results that the industry needs qualified programmers and

systems analysts.

TYPE OF PERSON REQUIRED %

Priority 1

Programmer 34.8

Analyst/programmer 19.6

Systems analyst 10.7

Priority 2

Analyst/programmer 26.8

Systems analyst 14.3

Database Administrator 8.9

Priority 3

Analyst/programmer 8.9

Systems analyst 8.9

Project Manager 8.9

Table 5.19: Information technology staff needs
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Table 5.20 suggests that a Technikon student who has qualified as

an information technologist from the Technikon has a better

chance of getting a permanent job than being employed on a

temporary basis. It is, however, a hopeful sign that the training at

the Technikon can be regarded as helpful to the industry.

I EMPLOYMENT TYPE I % I
As part of the co-operative 56.2
program

On a temporary basis 54.5

On a permanent basis 60.7

Table 5.20: Employment: Technikon students

EVALUATION OF TEXTBOOKS AND INDUSTRY SUPPORT

Textbooks are not very !Topular in the industry. This was clearly

illustrated by the fact that only 32.1 % of the respondents used

textbooks. Furthermore, the majority of these respondents actually

used manufacturer's or supplier's manuals which cannot be

regarded as textbooks. It was therefore not possible to evaluate

the applicability of the textbooks prescribed to students.
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5.3.2 REGRESSION ANALYSIS

In the further analysis of the data, a component of a restricted linear

regression model method was used (Bruwer, 1991 l. By means of all

possible subset multiple linear regression analysis, a subset of the data of

three population groups were analyzed to determine the most important

aspects contributing to the respondents' view of the importance of the

SDLC. The three population groups were:

the full population

systems development project and information technology managers

systems analysts and analyst/programmers

In the regression analysis the importance of the SDLC indicated by X(16)

was used as the dependent variable while variables X(17) to X(35), X(37)

to X(50) and X(52) to X(62) were used as independence variables.

* FULL POPULATION

With the regression analysis of the data for the full population,

seven variables were found in the 'best' subset of independent

variables that declared 52% of the variation of the dependent

variable. The results of this regression are given in Table 5.21.
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VARIABLE REGRESSION STANDARD T-STAT CONTRIBUTION
COEFFICIENT ERROR TO R'

X(171 0.357 0.09 3.96 0.065

X(231 0.314 0.098 3.19 0.042

X(19l 0.241 0.087 2.78 0.032

X131} 0.172 0.083 2.08 0.018

X(401 0.151 0.073 2.08 0.018

X(28l -0.142 0.074 -1.91 0.015

XI33l -0.131 0.072 -1.81 0.013

R2a = 0,52

The regression equation being the following:

X(16) = 0.154 + 0.357 X(17) + 0.314 X(23) +
0.241 X(19) + 0.172 X(31) + 0.151 X(40)
- 0.142 X(28) - 0.131 X(33)

Table 5.21: Results of regression analysis: Full population

If the contribution of the variables to the multiple regression

coefficient is used as criteria for variable-importance, then Table

5.22 contains this variable-importance in priority-order.

PRIORITY VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

1 X(17) Planning phase

2 X(23) Implementation phase

3 X(19l Analysis phase

4 X131} Balancing of data and process models

5 X/40) Decision tables

6 X/281 Data modelling

7 X(33l Observation for fact finding

Table 5.22: Variable importance in priority order
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SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT AND INFORMATION

TECHNOLOGY MANAGERS

With the regression analysis of the data for the IT and project

manager population nine variables were found in the 'best' subset

of independent variables that declared 74% of the variation of the

dependent variable. The results of this regression are given in

Table 5.23.

VARIABLE REGRESSION STANDARD T·STAT CONTRIBUTION
COEFFICIENT ERROR TO R'

X(211 0.335 0.093 3.61 0.OB3

X(431 -0.948 0.263 ·3.6 0.083

X{421 0.889 0.258 3.44 0.076

X(381 -0.222 0.069 ·3.21 0.066

X(171 0.303 0.096 3.17 0.064

X{201 0.291 0.095 3.06 0.06

X(22) 0.297 0.112 2.65 0.045

X(241 -0.193 0.088 -2.18 0.03

X{401 0.113 0.06 1.B8 0.022

The regression equation being the following:

X(16) = 0.523 + 0.335 X(21) - 0.948 X(43) +
0.889 X(42} - 0.222 X(38} + 0.303 X(17)
+ 0.291 X(20} + 0.297 X(22} - 0.193 X(24} +
0.113 X(40)

Table 5.23: Results of regression analysis: IT and project managers
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Again if the contribution of the variables to the multiple regression

coefficient is used as criteria for variable-importance, then Table

5.24 contains this variable-importance in priority-order.

PRIORITY VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

1 X(21) Systems Design phase

2 X(43) Output design

3 X(42) Input design

4 X(38) Location connectivity diagrams

5 X(17) Planning phase

6 X120) Systems Analyst key facilitates
Systems Analysis

7 X(22) Systems Analyst key facilitates
Systems Design

8 X(24) Systems Analyst key facilitates
Systems Implementation

9 X(40) Decision tables

Table 5.24: Variable importance in priority order

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS AND ANALYST/PROGRAMMERS

With the regression analysis of the data for the systems analysts

and analyst/programmers, nine variables were found in the 'best'

subset of independent variables that declared 87% of the variation

of the dependent variable. The results of this regression are given

in Table 5.25.
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in Table 5.25.

VARIABLE REGRESSION STANDARD T-STAT CONTRIBUTION
COEFFICIENT ERROR TO R2

X[19) 0.467 0.087 5.35 0.1

X[38) -0.523 0.103 5.1 0.09

X[49) -0.438 0.092 -4.77 0.079

X(17) 0.402 0.095 4.23 0.062

X[57) 0.694 0.17 4.09 0.058

X(29) 0.244 0.077 3.15 0.034
-

Xl 55) -0.299 0.097 -3.08 0.033

X(58) -0.459 0.163 -2.8 0.027

X(531 0.251 0.132 1.9 0.012

X(16) - -1.534 + 0.467 X(19) - 0.523 X(38) 
0.438 X(49) + 0.402 X(17) + 0.694 X(57)
+ 0.244 Xi29) - 0.299 X(55) - 0.459 X(58) + 0.251
X(53)

Table 5.25: Results of regression analysis: Systems analysts and
analyst/programmers

For this regression analysis Table 5.26 contains this variable-

importance in priority-order.
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PRIORITY VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

1 X(19) Systems Analysis phase

2 X(38) Location connectivity diagrams

3 X(49) Presentations

4 X(17) Planning phase

5 X(57) CASE tool working knowledge

6 X\291 Data Flow Diagrams

7 X(55) Programming in high-level language

8 X(58) CASE tool understanding

9 X(53) Interpersonal relations

Table 5.26: Variable importance in priority order

5.4 CONCLUSION

The responses to the questionnaire were analyzed according to frequency

and regression. It is, however, important to draw some conclusions from

these analyses so that the essential elements for efficient training of

systems analysts can be identified and described. This is exactly what

the purpose of this research is. The conclusion, identification and

description of these elements are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6: INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the results of the research are discussed with a view to

including the essential elements of a systems development course that can

be offered to prospective systems analysts, so as to equip them for a career

in Information Technology.

In this research the importance of various systems development approaches,

principles, programming languages, methodologies, tools and techniques as

regarded by industry were determined. The popularity of some of the

elements were also determined.

The main purpose of this research was to determine which approaches,

principles, skills, tools and techmques should be taught to students. To this

end, the frequency and regression analyses need to be discussed.

6.2 FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

For the discussion of this section. only the elements scoring more than a

50% importance rating are considered. The assumption is made that more

than 50% of the industry rate the element as so important that the
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prospective systems analyst should have at least a sound basic knowledge

of it.

6.2.1 SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE

The SDLC is-

" a systematic approach to systems development

" a process whereby systems can be developed

" a project management tool to plan. execute and

control systems development

The SDLC contains many different phases and these phases were

rated as shown in Rgure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Importance of the SDLC phases

From the bar chart in Figure 6.1, it can clearly be deducted that all

the phases of the SDLC are so important that a systems analysis and

design course cannot be successful unless these phases are included

in the course.
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6.2.2 TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

For the purpose of this research a technique is asystematic procedure

whereby a certain objective can be achieved. A tool is merely the

automation of the technique.

The results of the importance rating (in percentage) of the tools and

techniques are depicted in the bar chart in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Importance of tools and techniques
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The bar chart in Figure 6.2 indicates that any systems analysis and

design course should include the following tools and techniques that

scored an importance rating of more than 50%:

Data Analysis (84.8%1

This is a procedure that is used to prepare a data model for

implementation as a nonredundant, flexible and adaptable

database.

The success of a computer system is very much dependent on

the way its data structure is organized. It should be organized

in such a way so that information can be stored and retrieved

in the minimum time at the minimum cost by the right people

at the right time. It is therefore necessary to consider all the

requirements that can have an influence on each piece of data

used by the system.

Object orientation approach is already used by almost 50% of

the respondents in this survey. This fact emphasizes the

importance of data analysis. If it is necessary to convert to

object orientation and data analysis was done properly, the

conversion should be easier for both user and developer. Why?

Each and every piece of information requirement was

considered carefully before organized and documented
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properly.

Entity-Event Analysis (81.3%)

This is also called the event analysis and refers to the study of

the entities of a fully normalized data model with the purpose

of identifying those business events and conditions that can

possibly cause data to be created, deleted or modified.

An event can cause the attributes of an entity to be changed.

It is therefore imperative to cater for these changes. For

example, when a new record is created for a student enroling

for the first time, the database (the implemented version of the

data model) should be able to store information about this new

student in a separate record. This record should be linked to

a specific course and to a specific school or faculty. Event

analysis seeks to eliminate (if possible) or at least minimise the

system failures caused by events not catered for.

Data Modelling (80.7%1

This is a technique used to organise and document a system's

data.

User and developer should have the same understanding of a

system's data structure. Any piece of related data grouped
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together is called an entity, and each occurrence of the entity

has certain characteristics that makes it different from the

other occurrences of the same type of entity. Furthermore,

one entity can be associated with another entity or even with

more than one other entity. It is very difficult to describe these

entities, their attributes and especially relationships with other

entities in words only. The only method that minimises

misinterpretation by user and developer is by means of a

picture or diagram. This diagram is called the data model.

Walkthroughs (79.5%)

This is a peer group review to verify the validity and

correctness of a particular systems development project's

documentation. Although the ideal situation would be that the

members participating in this review are all on the same level,

it is acceptable that higher and/or lower level employees take

part, but each and every member should then be treated as a

peer for the purpose of the review.

The systems development process should be controlled; it is

therefore necessary to have milestones or events where the

accuracy of the exit documentation of the various phases or

stages of the total systems development process is reviewed.

The formal review (usually by supervisors and management) is
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called an inspection, but the informal review with peers is

referred to as a walkthrough. The benefit of this technique is

that it can save systems analysts and programmers

considerable embarrassment.

Process Modelling (78.6%)

This is a technique used to organise and document a system's

processes, inputs, outputs and data stores in such a way that

everybody involved (user and developer) has the same

understanding of the sys'tem.

As for data modelling, the user and developer should have the

same understanding of a system's processes, inputs, outputs

and data stores. There are many processes that have an

influence on the system, but only some of them might be of

importance to thespecific user for whom the system has been

developed. This means that the systems analyst needs to

determine the project scope (which processes should be

included and which should be excluded for the purpose of a

specific project). Again, it is very difficult to describe this type

of situation in words only. The only method that minimises

misinterpretation by user and developer is by means of a

picture or diagram. In this case the diagram is called the

process model.
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Presentations (75.9%)

A presentation is actually a meeting, but with the sole purpose

of selling new ideas (such as a new computer system) and

gaining approval for it. A presentation is usually arranged after

a systems developer has presented a report about the design

or implementation of a new system to management and users,

and if some queries need to be resolved.

Time is of the essence when computer systems are developed.

Users usually have questions to ask if a system needs to be

developed or, more specifically, a new system be implemented.

Developers cannot explain the design and/or implementation of

a system to each user individually at different times - it will

waste too much time. It is much quicker and more efficient to

put the users and developers together in one meeting where

the users can put all their questions to the developer and the

developer can explain to all at the same time what the design

or implementation is all about.

Output Design {75.8%1

This is a technique used to invent, describe, depict and

document methods to present the information produced by a

computer system to the users of that system.
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The output of any computer system is 'the system itself' to

users. If the output is user friendly, the system is good, else,

the system has not achieved what it was intended for. Output

design, with the total involvement of the users, is thus of vital

importance.

Input Design (73.2%)

Whereas output design refers to the output produced by the

system, input design invent, describe, depict and document

methods to capture data and convert the captured data into a

format suitable for the system to perform the necessary

processes on it.

Captured data that is not acceptable to a computer system has

no value. No processes can be performed on it and therefore

no information can be derived from it.

It is also necessary to make the data capturing process as user

friendly as possible. Data capture starts long before it needs

to be physically entered into a computer system. Users need

input forms and input screens to enable them to get the data

captured. They also need user friendly procedures to capture

data. All these forms, screens and procedures should be

designed with the user's requirements and computer literacy
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level in mind.

Project Management (71.4%)

This management skill and systems development technique is

a process of planning, directing, controlling and organizing the

development of an acceptable system at the minimum cost

within a specified period.

Managing a complex project can be very difficult. The best

approach is to break the project down into a series of smaller

tasks that can be easier planned and controlled. However,

such subdivision may cause the whole project to collapse. It

is therefore necessary that a systems analyst (who usually

becomes the project leader or project manager of a systems

development project) is to apply project management

-
technique/s to secure the successful completion of a computer

system project.

Report Writing (70.5%)

This technique or skill is used to communicate information

about the system and the development of it to various levels

of users and developers in writing. The readers of these

reports include managers at all levels, ordinary users, technical

programmers and professional staff.
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This is one of the most common and standard methods of

conveying information within an organization. Writing a report

is supposed to force the author of the report to explain each

and every fact clearly and to verify the correctness of the

facts. The reader, on the other hand, can read the report in his

own time without affecting other people, and also formulate

any queries or uncertainties about the report. A report can also

be retained for further reference. Reports, such as feasibility

reports, requirements statements and acquisition of hardware

motivations are an integral part of a system's documentation.

Fact-Finding {69.9%l

Fact-finding is the systematic approach and procedure to

collect relevant information about systems, requirements,

problems and preferences.

Fact-finding includes specific techniques such as

questionnaires, interviews, observations and joint-application

designs. These techniques are used to collect valuable

information from the user about the system so as to ensure the

correctness of the requirements and new computer system

design specifications. It is important for a systems analyst to

apply these techniques not only correctly, but also at the right

time and under the right circumstances. Many systems
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analysts rely too much on interviews without realizing that

interviews could be regarded as, although very efficient, still

the most expensive fact-finding technique. Interviews are

often not even planned well enough to justify the cost incurred

by them. Project budgets are sometimes overspent due to this

type of ruthless use of good techniques. A prospective

systems analyst should always be made aware of this problem.

Cross Reference (63.4%)

This technique is used to balance the individual items stored in

the data store elements of a process model and the attributes

catered for in the data structure of the data model for the same

system.

It can be disastrous if a database cannot accommodate the

input data required by a process, or cannot store the output

data from a process. On the other hand, if a process which

should store data in the database is not reflected on the

process model, it can be equally disastrous. The data and

process model should therefore be balanced by making use of

this cross-referencing technique.

Cost Benefit Analysis (60.9%)

This technique is used to measure the cost-effectiveness of a
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project or a solution to a systems problem.

The bottom line when determining the feasibility of a project.

is money. If not enough funds are available for the

development, implementation and day-to-day running of a

computer system, the system can simply not be developed.

Although many information technologists regard this analysis

as part of an accountant's duty, the systems analyst should be

able to evaluate systems development and operational costs

against the benefits that can be derived from the system. The

systems analyst should be able to justify costs and benefits.

He should therefore have a good general business knowledge

(one of the required skills) as well as sufficient technical

knowledge about software and hardware to be used in the

system.
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6.2.3 SKILLS

Skills refer to a person's ability to do something specifically, for

example, communicating, reading and speaking.
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Figure 6.3 reveals the results of the importance rating of skills by the

respondents.

Interpersonal communications (92.9%l

This skill refers to the ability to communicate effectively, both

orally and in writing.

*

*

+

Interpersonal relations (92.9%l

For the systems analyst it is important to be able to work with

people, to settle conflicting ideas, goals and needs from users

and to convince people to change procedures and methods to

make the organization more effective.

General business knowledge (89.3%l

Systems analysts should be able to communicate with business

experts to gain knowledge of business problems and needs.

Basic understanding of methodologies (78.6%l

This skill refers to the ability to understand the philosophy

behind commercial systems development methodologies which

are step-by-step procedures, individual and group roles, tools,

deliverables and quality standards for completing the systems

development life cycle.
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Basic understanding of prototyping (74.1 %)

Prototyping is the process of building small-scale. working

models of a user's requirements for the purpose of discovering

or verifying the user's requirements. It can also be used to

build complete systems. The systems analyst should

understand when and why to use prototyping, what benefits

can be derived from it and how to apply it effectively.

Working knowledge of prototyping (74.1 %)

The working knowledge of prototyping refers to the real using

of any specific prototyping tool. It is therefore necessary for

the systems analyst to acquire enough knowledge of the

prototyping tool so that he can develop small-scale, working

models of the system and even implement a complete system

with this prototyping tool. It is obvious that the systems

analyst should know how to apply this prototyping tool within

the constraints of the SOLe.

Working knowledge of methodologies (69.6%)

Whereas the basic understanding of methodologies refers to

the understanding of the philosophy behind methodologies, the

working knowledge of methodologies requires from the

system's analyst to be able to develop and implement

computer systems using the procedures, tools, documentation,
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deliverable standards and quality standards of a specific

methodology. This, of course, depends on the availability of

the methodology product.

3Gl programming skills (61.6%)

The third generation programming languages include languages

such as COBOl, FORTRAN, C, C+ + and ALGOL. A systems

analyst with a background of at least one 3Gl programming

language usually has an appreciation of the problems that can

occur when implementing systems. This systems analyst is

able to manage these tasks with more control.

Basic understanding of CASE tools (58.0%)

This skill refers to the ability to understand the philosophy

behind CASE tools which is the application of computer

technology to systems development activities, techniques and

methodologies. The systems analyst should be able to justify

the use of CASE tools taking into account costs, benefits,

technical skills and user computer literacy.

4Gl programming skills (53.7%)

If programs need to be developed quicker than usual, 4Gl

programs can be ideal to cater for this requirement, provided

that it can generate correct and maintainable object codes.
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The systems analyst should be able to identifysituations where

4GL programming should be applied.

Working knowledge of CASE tools (53.4%)

Whereas the basic understanding of CASE tools refers to the

understanding of the philosophy behind CASE tools. the

working knowledge of CASE tools requires from the systems

analyst to be able to develop and implement computer systems

using the CASE tool. This, of course, depends on the

availability of the CASE tool product. It is obvious that the

systems analyst should know how to apply CASE tools within

the constraints of the SOLC.

From the bar chart it is clear that all the skills included scored a

importance rating of more than 50%. It is therefore obvious that

. these skills should be taught to prospective systems analysts.

6.3 REGRESSION ANALYSIS

The regression analysis was based on the importance of the SOLC. Being

the systematic approach to systems development, a process whereby

computer systems can be developed as well as a project management tool

to plan, execute and control systems development, the SOLC should be
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labelled as the most important aspect of systems development. It is

therefore assumed that the SOLe is so important that all other aspects of

systems development are dependent on it.

6.3.1 FULL POPULATION

The regression analysis for the full population resulted in the following

six aspects being the most important to be considered for systems

development:

" Planning phase

The planning phase deals with the ongoing study of the whole

business to identify possible problem and enhancement areas.

The ultimate aim of this phase is to provide long-term benefits

for the business.

" Implementation phase

During this phase, the detailed specifications (usually the

technical specifications) are drawn up and the computer

programs are constructed. All the systems development

planning, analysis and design work done prior to this phase

culminate in this - the building of the final product. Each and

every piece of information or fact related to the system should

be taken into account during this phase. The end-product of

this phase, the computer-based system, is what the user will

use and would therefore only then be in a position to really
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evaluate the system.

Analysis phase

The systems analyst has to study the current system to

identify and define the real problems that triggered off the

systems development project. It is of vital importance that the

systems analyst familiarises himself with the system's user

concerns, problems and requirements. Based on this

information collected, the systems analyst can, with the

involvement of the user, define the requirements in such a way

that an acceptable technical specification can be drawn up

from this requirements statement (the end-product of the

Analysis phase). The Analysis phase is therefore regarded by

many as the most important phase of the SOLC.

Balancing of data and process models

This process is done using the Cross-Reference technique

described in a previous section. Based on the fact that data

and processes are two of the most important building blocks

of any computer-based system, the balancing between the two

models representing these building blocks should be regarded

as very important.
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Decision tables

This technique can be used as a vehicle to specify a set of

conditions in such a way that it can form part of a very

technical document such as a programming specification. On

the other hand, managers can also use it to help with decision

making in respect of non-technical, business-related matters.

It is therefore not surprising that respondents from all positions

regard this technique as important.

Data modelling

This technique is described in a previous section.

6.3.2 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND PROJECT MANAGER POPULATION

In the regression analysis on the responses of information technology

and project managers, the following six aspects were listed as the

most important for systems development:

• Design phase

The design phase is the evaluation of alternative solutions to

a problem and the business specification of the selected

solution. For information technology and systems development

managers, this phase is important because this is really the

first time that the new product can be 'sold' to the user. This

is for the user the first real step towards solving his problem.
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His requirements are to be transformed into something tangible

- a computer-based system.

Output design

This technique is described in a previous section.

Input design

This technique, which is closely related to output design, is

also explained in the previous section..

Location connectivity diagrams

The definition attached to the questionnaire for this technique,

was as follows:

A network modelling tool that depicts the 'shape' of a

business or information system in terms of its user, data

and processing locations.

It is possible that respondents could have interpreted this as a

modelling tool that depicts the organization structure with

additional facilities that show not only the job title, but also the

processes done by the person in that job as well as the data

kept at that location. If it were the correct interpretation, one

can accept that this could be a very important technique for

managers and analysts.
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Planning phase

The Planning phase is described in the previous section. This

phase is indeed important for managers as well.

Systems analyst as the key facilitator of Analysis

As mentioned in the previous section, the development of a

successful system is highly dependent on the proper

completion of the Analysis phase. For the manager, the key

person to Analysis is the systems analyst. The manager is

totally dependent on this person to ensure the validity of the

requirements statement (the end-product of this phase).

6.3.3 SYSTEMS ANALYSTS AND ANALYST/PROGRAMMER POPULATION

A regression analysis was also done on the responses from systems

analysts and analyst/programmers, and this analysis revealed the

following six aspects to be the most important for systems

. development:

" Analysis phase

This phase is described in a previous section. For the systems

analyst, this is the most important aspect of systems analysis

and design.
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Location connectivity diagrams

The possible misinterpretation is referred to in the previous

section.

* Presentations

During the entire systems development process, the systems

analyst has to present his findings, recommendation or new

ideas to the users from time to time. It is therefore important

to be able to present these aspects in such a way that users,

managers, programmers and other technical staff understand

what it entails.

*

*

Planning phase

Although this phase is also listed as important for the full

population, the systems analyst is dependent on the products

of this phase. These products usually determine which area of

the business needs in-depth investigation which, in turn,

affects the systems analyst's plan and schedule directly.

CASE tool working knowledge

Although the survey shows that the industry does not really

use CASE tools very often, many systems analysts feel that a

CASE tool can assist them effectively in dealing with volumes

of repetitive work (such as project repository entries, drawing
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of data and process models).

Data Flow Diagrams

This technique is used by the majority of businesses developing

their own computer-based systems. The reason for this is that

it depicts the flow of data to, from and within a system as well

as the processing done on that data.
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6.4 MODEL FOR EFFICIENT SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN TRAINING

Figure 6.4 depicts a model that highlights the most important systems

development phases. skills. tools and techniques that should be included in

a systems analysis and design course. It is a combination of the frequency

analysis and the regression analyses on the full population (indicated by FP).

the information technology and systems development mangers (indicated by

MP) and the systems analysts and analyst/programmers (indicated by AP).

The aspects. each indicated by a variable (Xnn). are elucidated in Tables 6.1

(tools and techniques). 6.2 (SOLe phases) and 6.3 (skills).
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Figure 6.4: Model for efficient systems analysis and design training
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VARIABLE VARIABLE PERCENTAGE
NUMBER DESCRIPTION IMPORTANCE RATING

X(41 } Data Analysis 84.4-

X(44) Entity-Event Analysis 81.3

X(28} Data Modelling 80.7

X(45) Walkthroughs 79.5

X(29) Process Modelling 78.6

X(49) Presentations 75.9

X(43} Output Design 75.8

X(42} Input Design 73.2

X(50) Project Management 71.4

X(48} Report Writing 70.5

X(33) Fact-Finding 69.9

X(31} Cross Reference 63.4

X(47} Cost Benefit Analysis 60.9

Table 6.1: Tools and Techniques

VARIABLE VARIABLE PERCENTAGE
NUMBER DESCRIPTION IMPORTANCE RATING

X(23} Implementation 89.3

X(19} Analysis 88.5

X(17} Planning 86.6

X(21} Design 83.4

X(25} Support 77.7

Table 6.2: SDLC Phases
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VARIABLE VARIABLE PERCENTAGE
NUMBER DESCRIPTION IMPORTANCE RATING

X(52) Interpersonal 92.9
communications

X(53) Interpersonal relations 92.9

X(54) General business 89.3
knowledge

X(60) Basic understanding of 78.6
methodologies

X(62) Basic understanding of 74.1
proto!yping

X(61) Working knowledge of 72.3
protO!yping

X(59) Working knowledge of 69.6
methodologies

X(55) 3GL programming skills 61.6

X(58) Basic understanding of 58.0
CASE tools

X(56) 4GL programming skills 53.7

X(57) Working knowledge of 53.4
CASE tools

Table 6.3: Skills

The model shown in Figure 6.4 contains all the essential topics for systems

analysis and design training taken separately from both the frequency and

regression analysis. If only the aspects identified by both analyses as

important are included in a model, the result will be as depicted in Figure

6.5.
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L-portant tools and techniques:
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6.5 ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Some additional aspects that need to be considered when compiling a

course for systems analysis and design, are as follows:

Principles of systems development

Students should be made aware that systems are not merely

developed without considering certain good systems development

principles. When systems are developed. the following principles

(among other) should always be considered:

" Involve the user always

" Approach the problem-solving systematically

" Design the system for growth and change

" Break the whole project up into phases and tasks

" Schedule checkpoints throughout the process

" .Systems development problems

There are many problems' that can be related to systems

development. According to this survey. industry listed the following

systems development problems as the most severely experienced:

" Rate of increasing need for systems

" Lack of communication between user and developer

" Lack of user understanding

" Lack of understanding systems development principles
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Prospective systems analysts should be made aware that these

problems can have a negative effect on their work environment and

should therefore endeavour to find acceptable solutions to it.

Textbooks

The survey done for this research, clearly emphasized the fact that

the industry does not really use textbooks for reference or even in

house training. The product manuals from suppliers of various

hardware and software usually replace textbooks. The systems

analysis and design training offici.al or lecturer should consider the

following when prescribing a textbook:

" Does it contain all or most of the required topics

" Is it readily available

" Can it be used as a complete guide to systems analysis and design.

Industry support

.According to the majority of the respondents industry is prepared to

support the Technikon in so far as participating in the co-operative

education program. Both parties (industry and the Technikon) benefit

from it. A small group indicated that industry is also prepared to

grant bursaries to students, make donations for specific purposes

(such as acquisition of computer equipment) and allow an employee

to give one or two lectures on specific topics to students, but

industry cannot commit itself on a permanent basis. It is the lecturer
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who has to identify opportunities to get industry involved.

CONCLUSIONS

The course in Systems Analysis and Design offered at the Cape

Technikon at present, does include most of the required aspects

highlighted by this research. Table 6.4 contains the current as well

as the proposed course content.

The sequence in which the various topics are offered should be

changed to the order as indicated in Table 6.4 under the heading

Proposed Course content. The appropriate principles, tools and

techniques should form part of the SOLC-phase content. or should at

least be the very next topic to be covered after the phase.
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Level Current course Proposed course

content contenf

I Introduction to the SDLC Introduction to the SDLC

11 Functions of a systems analyst Functions of a systems analyst

Information Systems building Information Systems bUilding

blocks blocks

Introduction to Systems Analysis

Project Management

PERT diagram Process Analysis (including

process modelling)

Cost-benefit analysis Data Analysis (including data

modelling)

Systems Analysis IT Communications (including

fact-finding and report-writing)

Process Analysis Feasibility analysis (including

cost-benefit analysis)

III Data Analysis - Project Management (including

project management tools and

techniques)

Balancing data and process Systems Design

models

IT Communications Input-output design

Project management CASE philosophy

Methodologies

Table 6.4: Current and proposed course content
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It is also necessary to pay more attention to the following topics

currently excluded from the course, or not covered in enough detail,

be included or covered in much more detail than before:

"

"

"

"

Data modelling

This technique should be taught to students as early as

possible in the second year of Systems Analysis and Design,

so as to lay a good and solid foundation for Database

Management Studies in the later part of the second year.

Presentations

Presentations is covered currently, but not in enough detail.

This technique should be included in a separate module called

Communications for Information Technologists.

Input and Output design

These two techniques are excluded from the course at the

moment. These should be included in the section where

Systems Design is done.

Interpersonal relations

This topic should also be included in the Communications
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module.

CASE tools

The principles of CASE tools should be covered during Analysis

or Design. It is, however, a problem to get students to work

physically on CASE tools due to the cost of the CASE tools

themselves. This could be an area where the industry can play

a major role in making their equipment, time and locations

available to the students. It will unfortunately not be easy to

accommodate 150 to 200 students simultaneously.
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APPENDIX A

CASE STUDY: TEXTBOOK INVENTORY SYSTEM

(adapted from Whitten, 1994:397)

The purpose of the Textbook inventory system at a campus bookstore is to

supply textbooks to students for classes at a local technikon. The technikon's

academic departments submit initial data about courses, instructors, textbooks

and projected enrolments to the bookstore on a textbook master list. This list is

examined and validated by the order clerk and stored in a filing cabinet.

From the textbook master list, the order clerk then generates purchase orders

which are sent to suppliers. Copies of the orders are filed in the Order file.

Book orders arrive at the bookstore accompanied by packing slips, which are

checked and verified with the copies of the orders by the receiving clerk. If the

ordered number of books agrees with the number of books received, the

packing slips are filed with the copies of the orders.

Students fill out a book request that includes course information and hand it

over to the sales clerk. The sales clerk checks if the books are in stock and

writes out an invoice which ;s given to the student together with the books.

Copies of the invoices are filed in the Invoice file.
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When students pay for their books, the students are given a sales receipt and

the Invoice file is updated with the payment by the accounts clerk.

This system excludes processes performed by students, suppliers and the

academic departments.
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Data Flow Diag~am

For the Gan_Sar-son and the 0. Marco-Yourdon ..Usod. the following steps are

requlrect:

t. Lis~ the processes with their respective processors:

1. O~.r clerk: Exa.ine and validate textbook aaster list

2. Order clerk: Generate purchase order

3. ReceiVing clerk: Ch.ek and verify packing slips and book orders

4. Sales clerk: o..dt stock and writ. out Invoice

S. Accounts clerk: Racord p.~nt

2. List the data stores:

1. Filing cabinet

2. Order File

3. Invoice Ft I.

3. List the external entities:

1. StU:dent

2. Acad..lc d.par~nt

3. Supplier

.... Dr_ lb. Dat.a Flow DI.9..... (CFtJ)

Ref.r the next two pa~s

s. List the data flows (raferncad by the allot.d .....r on tJlie DfO)

1• Tutbook .-sur 11 st

2. Valldat.ed textbook ~t.r list

3. Pur-c:bas. order

4. Copy of pun:h.ase order

S. Book onter and p.cklJ19 slip

6. Copy of purchase onter pia packing slip

.,. Book request

a. Books and IDY'O Ic.

9. Copy of Inyolce

la. ",,_t

t 1. Sales receipt

12. Pa.,..,.t noUflcatlon
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Data Flow Diagram: Gane and Sarson symbol set

I 2
2

Of"der clerk:
I

Oreter clerk:
Ac.ade-ic= 1 J

Ex.-I n. aAcI.
~ IIFI"ng cabinet

Gene rat. Suppll.r
dept ya' 'date

textbook purebase
.-aster list

or-der

•
I~ord.r FJle

J ••Racelvlng clerk: Sales clen.: 7
5

Suppl hr CI.et. and "erl fy Ch.ck st.ock Student
padting slips 6 and a

and write out
book. orders 9 Invoice

3 Invoice FII.

5

student
11

Accounts clerk:

Record

pa,...nt.

12
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Data Flow Diagram: De Marco/Yourdon symbol set

dept
2

2

Filing cabinet

Order File

3
1---+1 Supp I I er

3
ReceiVing 4

S clerk:
Suppl ier Cheek and I

verify
paalng j 6
slips

9

Invoice FII.

7

Student
a

Student

I1

11

12
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Data Flow Diagram: SSADM method..

Ust the key do~ts with their r-espectlv8 sourcas and recipients

Ho of Source of Do~nt Recipient of
doc....nt dOCWMnt doa.ent

I Aead_1 c: dept Textbook .a$ter list Order clerk.

2 Order clerk Purchase order Supplier

3 SupP. iar Packing si ip Reeelvin9 clerk.

4 Student Book request Sales clerk

S Sales clerk Invoice Student

6 Student Pa,..nl .Accounts clerk

7 Accounts clerk Sales rtIceipt Student.

Draw the phySical daa-ent flow dlagr_. and dete".lne the bouncariu: of
the syst..

3

I
I.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
r
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
f

r-----------------,
I I
I I
r r

t I I Z

STE' 3,

Dr.. context (level ... ) dla~

2

6

7

r--l..--...t.....t., s
'---~ 1---'

Textbook.
Iv-entory

Sys-t..
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STEP 4, ..
Draw the level-t Data Flow Dlagra.

TE XTBOO K SYSTEM

r,
(

AcadHliC

dept

'--

1 lorder c: I erk

Exalaine and

validate

textbook

..star list

1:..F_I_I_I_n_g_Ca_b_ln_o_t_~
Generate

pur~s.

order

1__-+_3-+1Q
'-

and

aa.ck stock

9 I---+-:_C:,)
I

writ. out

Involc.

'----I
.....--__..1...-

6

·12
Record

Chec:kand

book order

verl~y

packing slip

and

\ 5

J
Supplier

I Accounts
S clerk

/,,-I~e~_...r....L..._----:"'-j
Student. )

11
'- ./J+--_-+--I-

DATA FlD'llS'

STEP 5,

Record the cont.n~ of each dat. store

FlllngCablnot(D09Uo, Do9t_. Do.tAdd. Do.Ho(, ISBMNo. BookTltlo.
Author. QtyR.q~d. SubjactCada. Subj.ct.... )

OrdarFlla(Ordllo. OrdData. SuppJlo. Suppx.... SuppAddr. ISHNNo. 8ooJl.TfU ••
Author. QtyOnlerad. DeptNo. Oept__• DeptQt.y)

InvolcaFlla(InvNo. InvDate. StudMa. Stud..... StudAdd. ISBNMa. BootTltle.
QtyBought. Unltprlce. InvA.-t. RecelptJta. ReceiptDate.
Recelpt.Mt)

I.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.

1.
S.
9.
le.
11.
12.

Textbook llasur list
Val hated. Te.xt.book Master List
Purcbasa Order
Copy of Purctlase Order
Book order and Packing Slip
Copy of Book Order and
Packing Slip
Book Request
Books and Invo I ce
CQ9y of Invo I ce
Pa.....t
Salas Receipt
P.~nt Notification



Entity Relationship."
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Diagram
STEP 1,

Identity .ntl~l.s and their Identifiers

D.pa~t.en~'D.ptXo)

StudentCStudNo)

Order{OrdMo)

Suppl ier($uppJ(o)

BookCISSHJto)

Invoic:e(InvMo)

Pa~ntCR.cejptAo)

STEP 2,

Deter-Ine relationships

D S 0 S 8 I P
a t r u 0 n a
p u d p 0 v y
a d a p k 0 •r a r I I a
t Il I c n
• t a a t
a r
n
t

Departaent la 2.a 3a

Student lb 4a Sa ~

Order 2b Ta Ba

S<lppllar Tb

Boolc 3b * lib

Invoice Sb 9a
" 9bPa_t 6b

1. t ••chu 'Zero or .ere
It be. 0ft9S ~o ane and on Iy OM:

2.a causes 'Zero or .,re
b Is generated 'or one or .ore

3,. ,rescrlb.s zero or aore
It Is prescribed by zero or -ore

4a ".quests zero or -ore
b Is r ...csted by zero or 80....

Sa receives 'Zero or ~r.
It Is issued t.o one and only ..

6a sw.lts 'Zero or .cr.
b Is sut.Jtte4 by one and only DIM:

1. Is sent too on. and on I y ana
b r-e.l yeS zero or 8Or.

b conb I ftS 0fMI or .are
It appears Oft %.1'"0 or ~r.

9. r.sul ts In :zero or act,..
b is for on. or .are



STEP 3,

Draw Entity-Relationship diagr..

."

9

g,. 0 I,. Id
Order DepartJHnt

I:ID 11 ,. I:.

7 0 0 I

Id .:. I"~· .:.

g,. 0 I,. hI
Supplier Book Student -

Id

<>
-

6_.

e:. .:.

0h. .:.
In"flllce "".....t



Logical Data Structure
.-

STEP 1,

Identify entities and tbelr Identifiers

Depart.ent(CeptMo)

Student(StlldNo)

Order(OrdMa )

Suppl ier(Su,ppNo)

Book(ISSHMo)

Invoic:e(InvNo)

Pa~nt(Ree.iptMo)

STEP 2,

D S 0 s B I P
• t r u • n a
p u d p • y y
a d • p ~ • •r • r I I •t n I c n
• t • • t
• r
n
t

D.pal"t.ent. .... .... .... ... ... ...
Stud.nt I .... .... .... .... ....
Order 2 .... .... .... ....
Supplier 7 .... .... ....
BooI< 3 4 a .... ...
Invoice 5 ...
h,..nt .- 6 9

la Each d.pan-nt My ha... ':a studenU
b Each student .ut bel Qft9 to 1:1 ttepartaen:t

b Each departaent _y causa I;. orders
b Each order .ut b. for 1:. depa~t

la Each depan-nt ..y prescribe .:. books
b Each boot -ut be praseI"' Ibed by 1:. depan..nU

.. Each student .ay onter e:. bocJts
b Each book ..y be anlered by I:. s~...ts

Sa Eadt student _y rec:hve .:. 'nvolces
b Each invol" -.st b_ for l:a suadents

q Eacb st.uclent. _y suM't .:. p.,..."ts
b Eac:b p.,.ent .at b. -.d. by 1:. students

7. Eadl order~ b. s.at t4 f:' supplier
b £acta supplier .ay realYe .:. orders

aa £adt (Jrd.r .,.t, eocrbl" 1:. boolts
b Each book _y b_ an 11_ on .:. orders

9. facia Inyolce aay trJw-r 0'" e;. pa,..nts
bEach pa,..nt -.1St. b_ in respect 0" 1:. Invoices

10
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."

STEP J,

Draw D~aft LDS (Logfcal Dab Struc-t.ure)

I
ITb
J
I

ab

J
I
la..,

2a
-----._------_._------------------~

3a
~---_._------------,

J
J
J
J
J
I
I
I

i 3_b..~./

I
Ila
I
J
J

lb

9b
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Logi~al Data Structure.-
STEP 4:

R.-ove .any-tO'""1Ufty relationships fr.. tb. draft LDS

,
17b
I
I

2a
--------------i~~\

2Il

ab

3b

~-------------

Ib

,
'la,,,
I
I
I,

,
ISa 6aI L _

Student
pa,..nt

,,
,9a
I
I

9b
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.-

STEP s:
Record all the k.y .ttrlbu~.s of ..ch entIty

Depart-entCDeptMo)

Studont(Studllo)

Order(OrdMo)

Suppllec(SuppNo)

Boo!< (IsbnNo)

InvolcaUnvMo)

~~nt(R.c.lptAo)

DeptOrderCDeptMo+OrdNo)

D.ptSookCDeptHo+lsbnKa)

StudentBookCStudMo+IsbnMo)

Studentlnvolce(StudNo+InvNo)

Stud.ntPa~nt(Stud~.c.iptao)

BookOrder(IsbnNo+OrdNo)
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Cross reference listing
.'

STEP I: List all the indlvid\A1 Itaas at infonation stand in the daustor-as of the DFD.

Fi lln~ cabl"et:

DeptMo. Dept...... DeptPhaneNo. BOokAuthorls. BookTltle. IsbnHo. BookOty

OrderFlle:

OrclerHo. Onl.reate. SupplierMo. SuppllerH__ • Su.ppllerAddress. Book-Qty.

BookAuthorls. IsbnHo. Bookr~tl•• OrderPrle.

InvoieeFlle:

InvolceNa. InyolceDate. S~d.ntAeeountHo. Stud.nt~. S1udentAddress. BookOty.

BookAuthor. lsbnMo. BookTitle. BookPrlee. AccountBalanee. Reeelptl.o. RaeeiptDah.

Racel ptAllount..

STEP 2: List all lb. attributes of the entities on the LDS.

Dtpar~nt(D.ptMQ. D.~t~. OeptPhoneHo

Student,CStudNo. StudXa.e. StudA4dress

OrderCOrdNo. OrdOale.

Supplier(SuppMo. SuppNa.e. SuppAddress. SuppPhoneNo

BookCIsbnNo. BookTltt •• BookAuthorls. BookPubllsher

Invo(ce(InvMo. tnvDa~.

P.,....tCRec.lptJIo. RacalptDate. RecelpU-Ount

DaptOrder(DaptMo. OrdNo.

DeptBookCDept»o. IsbnMo. D.~tOty

SludentBook(SwcUlo. l=nllo.

Sludantlnvolce(StudMo. InYNa. SludlnvA.ount

Studantp.,.."tCSttldNo. Rec.'ptJlo. $.1udPayA.ount

BookOrder(Isbnllo. OrdJlo. ONlQty

STEP 3: For ...cb utast.ora. Ils't all the data entities (on the LDS) conufnlng ft.-s

stored In this datastora.

Filing' cabinet:

Departllant. Book

OrderFlla:

Order. Supplier. Book

InvolcaFffa:

Inyolca. Student. Book. P.~l

STEP 4: Ora. crQss-r.ferenca list (rafer nexl pagel.

STEP S: Notify the following on the CR1.. I' encountered:

I. Any ebu entl ty (LOS) n4t. I1 sted Oft tM. CR1.
2. Any additional dau It~ re1fU,Jrad an dau entities
J. Any sup."nuous Dt..a It-.s DIt dau *l\UUas antUor in 4alasloras.
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!
Icross
I-----r-------r-......;.~·----------.,......-----------

:ntry nUlllber Data Flow Dlagr..

data stor.$

Logical Data St~cture

data entities

Notes/

,Adjust-ents

~)
I
I
I
I 3.

L

2.

Add attribute QtyR_q-d to entity

OeptBooi;.

SubjeetCQde and SubjectKaae not

required for the purpose of this
syst__

3b

2

Sook

--

""III a.
Book

2b Order I

'- I
I
I
I
I

"'\ 8( Dep~ )
Ordar

--
2a -------0V

1. Add attribute QtyOrdered to entity

BookOrder

2. Add attribute O_ptOty to entity

DeptOrder
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.
:ntry n..-ber Dat.a Flaw Dlagr_ Logical Data Structure Hotesl

data stores data entl ties Adjus'taents

-
(~)( In'f'olcl!l: 1. Add .ttrlbule OtyBought to

3 3 Invoice File , ./ entity StudentBook

;- I I 2. Add -attribute UnitPrice to
I

/"\
I I

I I I entity Book
901 Sb SaJ 14a

I
;( Stud.nt

I I

JC·-, / ,
( lnvo'c. I Student I
,="nt Book

'-
I
I 9b 14b
I I
I

/,,,
I

i

8Pa,..nt

'-



APPENDIX B: QUESTIONNAIRE

School of Business Informatics

CAPE TECHNIKON

P 0 Box 652

CAPE TOWN

8000

1.2 April 1.996

Sir/Madam

RESEARCH: SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT SKILLS

Please complete this questionnaire as objectively as possible,

and retu= it within 1.4 days to Mr R Terblanche at the School

of Business Informatics. The information is required to
evaluate the current syllabus for the subject Information
Systems which forms part of the National Diplomas for

Information Technology and Financial Information Systems.

Please refer to annexure A containing definitions,

interpretations and explanations of the terminology used in
this questionnaire.

Thank you very much for yo= co-operation.

Dr P J S Bruwer



1.

.
1. Mining 2 Business services

3 Manufacturing 4 Hotels and Off-sales

5 Construction 6 Commercial trading

7 Financial services 8 Import and Export

9 Public sector 1.0 Other

Please complete the following questions by making a (X) in the
appropriate block, or circling the correct answer.

1.) To which sector of the industry does your institution
belong? X (1.)

If Other indicated, please specify

2) Does your institution usually develop its own software?
X(2)

2.1. Yes
2.2 No
2.3 Develop and purchase software packages
2.4 Contracting software development

3. Which of the following is the nearest to the description
of your j ob title? X (3)

1. Systems analyst 2 Analyst/programmer
.

3 Systems development 4 Information
project manager Technology manager

5 Systems designer 6 Software engineer

7 Database 8 Network
Administrator - Administrator

9 Programmer 10 Other

If Other indicated, please specify
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4. Do you have systems analysts reporting directly to you?
X (4)

4.1 Yes
4.2 No
4.3 Sometimes

5. How many Information Technology staff members are
employed by your institution? X (5)

1. 1 - 20 2 21. - 50

3 51 - 100 4 1.01. - 200

5 201. - 500 6 More than 500



6.

7.

2

Do you employ people with no systems development
experience and/or qualifications, and then train
them to become programmers? (Y/N)

Do you employ people with no systems development
experience and/or qualifications, and then train
them to become systems analysts? (Y/N)

x (6)

x (7)

8. What problems do you experience in systems development?

8.1 Lack of user understanding (Y/N) x (B)

8.2 Lack of understanding of systems development
principles, procedures, techniques and tools (Y/N)

X (9)

8.3 Lack of proper communication between user and
developer (Y/N)· X(lO)

B.4 Rate of increasing need for systems (Y/N) X(ll)

8.5 Too many different approaches to systems
development (Y/N) X(12)

8.6 Too many different skills required to become a
systems analyst (Y/N) X(13)

8.7 Very difficult to train prospective systems
analysts (Y/N) X(14)

8.B Other (please specify) (Y/N) X(15)
................................. ~ ..
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Please rate the following on a scale 1 to 7 by drawing a
circle (0) around the number of your choice.

Irrelevant

1 2

Not important

3 4

Important

5 6

Of Critical
Importance

7

How important is:

l. The development of computer-based systems
according to the Systems Development Life
Cycle (SDLC).

2. Systems Planning as part of the SDLC.

3. The systems analyst as key facilitator
of Systems Planning.

4. Systems Analysis as part of the SDLC.

5. The systems analyst as key facilitator
of Systems Analysis.

6. Systems Design as part of the SDLC.

7. The systems analyst as key facilitator
of Systems Design.

8. Systems Implementation as part of the
SDLC.

9. The systems analyst as key facilitator
of Systems Implementation.

123 4 567
X(16)

1 2 3 4 567
X(17)

1 2 3 4 567
X (18)

1 2 3 4 567
X(H)

1 2 3 4 567
X(20)

1 2 3 4 567
X (21.)

1. 2 3 4 567
X(22)

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7
X(23)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X(24)

10. Systems Support must form part of the SDLC. 1 :2 3 4 567
X(25)

1.1. The systems analyst as key facilitator
of Systems Support. 123 4 567

X(26)
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piease rate the following on a scale 1 to 7 by drawing a
circle (0) around the number of your choice.

Irrelevant

1 2

Not important

:3 4

Important:

5

Of Cri t:ical
Importance

7

Row important is it that the systems analyst must
be able to apply the following techniquejs in
Systems Development:

12. Data Flow Diagrams (process modelling)
in Systems Analysis.

13. Entity Relationship Diagrams (data
modelling) in Systems Analysis.

14. Data Flow Diagrams in Systems Design.

15. Entity Relationship Diagrams in Systems
Design.

16. The balancing of data and process models
using cross-referencing.

17. Interviewing for fact-finding purposes.

18. Observation for fact-fin~ing purposes.

19. Questionnaires for fact-finding purposes.

123 4 567
X(27)

123 4 567
X(28)

123 4 567
X (29)

123 4 567
X(30)

123 4 567
X(31)

123 4 567
X(32)

1 2 3 4 567
X(33)

123 4 567
X(34)
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Please rate the following on a scale ~ to 7 by drawing a
circle (0) around the number of your choice.

Irrelevant

~ 2

Not important

3 4

Important

5 6

Of Critical
Importance

7

Row important is it that the systems analyst must
be able to apply the following technique/s in
Systems Development:

20. Joint Application Design for fact-finding
purposes.

2~. Other fact-finding techniques
(please specify) :

..............................................

..............................................

.............................................

..............................................

22. Network modelling.

~ 2 3 4 567
X (35)

X(36)

~ 2 3 4 5 6 7
~ 2 3 4 5 6 7
~ 2 3 4 5 6 7
~ 2 3 4 5 6 7
1. 2 3 4 5 6 7

~ 2 3 4 567
X(37)

23.

24.

Location connectivity diagrams for network
modelling purposes.

Decision trees for the purpose of
documenting conditions and related actions.

1. 2 345 6 7
X (38)

~ 2 345 6 7
X (39)

25. Decision tables for the purpose of
documenting conditions, rules and related
actions.

26. Data analysis such as normalization.

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7
X(40)

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7
X(41.)
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Please rate the following on a scale 1 to 7 by drawing a
circle (0) around the number of your choice.

Irrelevant Not important Important Of Critical
Importance

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Row important is it that the systems analyst must
be able to apply the following technique/s in
Systems Development:

27. Input design. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X(42)

28. OUtput design. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X(43)

29. Process Analysis (Entity-event analysis) . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X(44)

30. Walkthroughs. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X (45)

32. PERT charts. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X (46)

33. Cost-benefit analysis. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X (47)

36. Report-writing. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X (48)

38. Presentations. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X(49)

39. Project management. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X(SO)

40. Other technique/so
(please specify) X(51)
.......................................... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
.......................................... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
.......................................... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
.......................................... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Please rate the following on a scale 1 to 7 by drawing a
circle (0) around the number of your choice.

Irrelevant

~ 2

Not important

3 4

Important

5 6

Of Critical
Importance

7

How important are the following skills to became
a successful systems analyst

41. Interpersonal communication.

42. Interpersonal relations.

43. General business knowledge.

44. Computer Programming in a high-level
programming language.

45. Computer programming in applications
generators or fourth generation language.

46. Working knowledge of CASE tools.

47. Understanding of the basic principles
of CASE tools.

48. Working knowledge of commercial
methodologies.

49. Understanding of the basic principles of
methodologies.

50. Working knowledge of prototyping.

1 2 3 4 567
X (52)

1 2 3 4 567
X (53)

1 2 3 4 567
X (54)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X (55)

1 2 3 4 567
X (56)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X (57)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X (58)

1. 2 3 4 567
X(59)

1. 2 3 4 567
X (60)

1. 2 3 4 567
X (61.)
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Please rate the following on a scale 1 to 7 by drawing a
circle (0) around the number of your choice.

Irrelevant

1 2

Not important

3 4

Important

5 6

Of Critical
Importance

7

How important are the following skills to became
a successful systems analyst

51. Understanding of the basic principles of
prototyping. 1234567

X(62)

52. Other skill/s:
(please specify) X(63)

.......................................... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

. .. .. .. .. .. .. .............................. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ................................ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

........................................... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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please rate the following on a scale 1 to 7 by drawing a
circle (0) around the number of your choice.

Never

1 2

Sometimes

3 4

Mostly

5 6

Always

7

To what extent do you:

53. Document systems requirements in a
project repository?

54. Use Structured English in the project
repository?

55. Use CASE tools in:
55.1 Systems Analysis

55.2 Systems Design

55.3 Systems Implementation

56. Use Data Flow Diagrams in:
56.1. Systems Analysis

56.2 Systems Design

56.3 Systems Implementation

57. Use Entity Relationship Diagrams in:
57.1 Systems Analysis

57.2 Systems Design

57.3 Systems Implementation

58. Use prototyping in:
58.1 Systems Analysis

58.2 Systems Design

58.3 Systems Implementation

59. Use prototyping for the purpose of
discovering or verifying user
requirements?

1234567
X (64)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X (65)

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7
X (66)

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7
X (67)

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7
X (68)

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7
X (69)

1234567
X (70)

1 2 345 6 7
X(71)

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7
X(72)

1. 2 345 6 7
X(73)

1. 2 345 6 7
X(74)

1 2 345 6 7
X(75)

12 3 4 5 67
X(76)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X(77)

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7
X (78)
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Please rate the following on a scale ~ to 7 by drawing a
circle (0) around the number of your choice.

Never

1 2

Sometimes

3 4

Mostly

5 6

Always

7

To what extent do YOU:

60. Use the following diagramming
techniques for program design:

60.~ Jackson hierarchical diagrams

60.2 Yourdon

60.3 Warnier-O=

60.4 Flowcharts

60.5 Nassi-Schneidermann

60.6 Other (please specify)

........................................

~ 2 3 4 567
X(79)

~ 2 3 4 567
X (80)

~ 2 3 4 567
X(8~)

~ 2 3 4 567
X(82)

~ 2 3 4 567
X (83)

X(84)

~ 2 3 4 5 6 7

~ 2 3 4 5 6 7

~ 2 3 4 5 6 7

~ 2 3 4 5 6 7
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61. Which of the following programming languages do you use
in systems development:

1 COBOL X(S5) 2 RPGII X (S6)

3 ASSEMBLER X(S7) 4 FORTRAN X (8S)

5 ADA X(S9) 6 c X (90)

7 C++ X(91) S PASCAL X (92)

9 BASIC X(93) 10 ALGOL X (94)

11 MAGIC X (95) 12 OTHER X (96)

If OTHER indicated, please specify:



Plan
Anal
Dsgn
xmpl
Supp

1.2

Please note that the following abbreviations
phases of the Systems Development Life Cycle
questions 62 to 64:

Systems Planning:
Systems Analysis:
Systems Design:
Systems xmplementation:
Systems Support:

for the various
are used in

62. Which of the following methodologies do you use in the
various phases of the systems development life cycle:

Methodology Plan Anal Dsgn Impl Supp

1 STRADIS X (97)

2 SSADM X (98)

3 ISAC X (99)

4 SSM X(1.00)

5 Infornet X(1.01.)

6 lE X(1.02)

7 JSD X(103)

8 ETHICS X(1.04)

9 Multiview X(1.05)

1.0 Other X(1.06)

If Other indicated, please specify:

Methodology Plan Anal Dsgn Impl Supp

1.

2

3

4



1.3

-
CASE tool Plan Anal Dsgn Impl Sup

1. ADW X(107)

2 Systems Architect X(1.08)

3 lE X(1.09)

4 Visible Analyst X(1.10)

5 DevelopMate X(1.11.)

6 PC/Prism X(1.12)

7 APS X(1.13)

8 CSP X(1.14)

9 EASEL X(1.15)

1.0 ObjectView X(1.16)

1.1 PowerBuilder X (1.17)

1.2 Bachman X (1.18)

1.3 Excelerator X(1.19)

1.4 Synon X(1.20)

1.5 Telon X(1.21.) .

1.6 COBOL (CICS) X(1.22)

1.7 Flashpoint X(1.23)

1.8 firstCASE X (1.24)
..

1.9 HyperAnalyst X(1.25)

20 ProjectBridge X(1.26)

21. Other X(1.27)

22 Do not use CASE X(1.28)

63. Which of the following CASE tools do you use in the
various phases of the systems develonment life cycle·

If Other indicated please specify·, .

CASE tool Plan Anal Dsgn Impl Supp

1.

2

3

4
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.

prototyping tool Plan Anal Dsgn Impl Sup

1 ADS/ON-LINE X(129)

2 dBASE IV X(130)

3 IDEAL X(131)

4 INTELLECT X(132)

5 NOMAD2 X(133)

6 POWERBUILDER X(134)

7 SAS X(135)

8 TELON X(136)

9 CLARION X(137)

10 Paradox X(138)

11 CLIPPER X(139)

12 FOCUS X(HO)

13 NATIJRAL X(141)

14 MANTIS X(142)

15 ObjectView X(143)

1.6 RAMIS X(H4)

1.7 VISUAL BASIC X(1.45)

1.8 Progress X(1."46)

1.9 R:BASE X(H7)

20 Other X(1.48)

21. Do not use prototyping
X(1.49)

64. Which of the following prototyping languages and/or tools
do you use in the various phases of the systems
development life cycle'

If Other indicated please specify', .
Prototyping tool Plan Anal Dsgn Impl Supp

1.

2

3

4



~5

65. Do you use a microcomputer for prototyping?
X(~50)

Always
Almost always
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

66. Do you use an object-oriented approach to systems
development? (Y/N) X(~5~)

67. Have you already developed and implemented any
information systems using an object-oriented design
approach successfully? (Y/N) X(~52)

68. If your answer to question 67 is Y. have you used
an object-oriented methodology? (Y/N) X(~53)

69. If your answer to question 68 is Y. which
methodology/methodologies have you used?
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70. Have you employed students from the Technikon before

70.1 As part of the co-operative education program (Y/N)

70.2 On a temporary basis (Y/N)

70.3 On a permanent basis (Y/N)

X(154)

X (155)

X (156)

71. If your answer to anyone of the categories in question 70
is Y, please indicate the post in which the students were
employed:

72 . In which of the following
need for staff? Indicate
urgency.

areas do you have the biggest
at most three in order of

X(l57)
X (l58)
X (159)

Application programmers l Network specialists 2

Software programmers 3 Database Administrators 4

Analyst/programmers 5 Computer operators 6

Systems analysts 7 Project managers 8

Network support assistants 9 Other 10

If other indicated, please specify:

........................................................................

[If respondent has not indicate any need, enter 1.l1

73 . Do you use textbooks in Systems Analysis and Design for
reference purposes? (Y/N) X(l60)
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74. If your answer in question 73 is Y, please list the books
you use in order of popularity and relevancy.

Author/s
Title
Publisher

Author/s
Title
Publisher

Author/s
Title
Publisher

Author/s
Title
Publisher

............................................................................................

............................................................................................

............................................................................................

75. In which of the following areas is it possible for you to
assist the Technikon in training prospective information
technologists:

Equipment .
Expertise .
Finance .
Real life projects .
Other (please specify)

76. If you can assist the Technikon in one of the above
areas, please indicate the contact person and telephone
number .

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
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Applications generator (also called fourth generation
language)

An applications generator automatically generates one or
more programs from analysis and design specifications.
Example of applications generators are FOcus, Ideal,
Mantis, Natural, Clarion, Magic, Objectview,
Powerbuilder, RAMIS, SAS, Powerhouse, CSP, etc.

CASE (computer-aided systems engineering)
The application of computer technology to systems
development activities, techniques and methodologies.
CASE tools are programs (software) that automate or
support one or more phases of the systems development
life cycle.

Commercial methodology
"Off-the-shelf", purchased methodologies (step-by-step
procedures, individual and group roles, tools,
deliverables and quality standards for completing the
systems development life cycle.

Cost-benefit analysis
A measure of the cost-effectiveness of a project or
solution. Also referred to as the economic feasibility.

Data analysis
A procedure that prepares a data model for implementation
as a nonredundant, flexible and adaptable database.

Data Flow Diagram
A process modelling tool that depicts the flow of data
to, within and from a system, as well as the processing
performed on that data by"the system.

Data Modelling
A technique for organizing and documenting a system's
data.

Decision table
A tabular form of presentation that specifies a set of
conditions and their corresponding actions.

Decision tree
A decision tree is a graphic representation of a problem
with its associated decisions, events, consequences
associated with the problem, various probabilities and
the expected values of the related outcomes.

Event Analysis
A teChnique that studies the entities of a fully
normalized data model to identify business events and
conditions that cause data to be created, deleted or
modified.
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Entity Relationship Diagram
A popular data modelling tool that depicts the
associations among different categories of data within a
business or information system.

Fact-finding techniques
A systematic procedure to collect information about
systems, requirements and preferences.

Feasibility analysis
A process by which it is measured how beneficial or
practical the development of an information system will
be to an organization.

File design
The implementation of a data model defined during systems
analysis into computer files, records and fields.

High-level programming language
A set of instructions to the computer in an English-like
language (not abbreviations), and where a single
instruction can be written to correspond to many
operations at machine level. Examples of high-level
programming languages are COBOL, FO&TRAN, C, C++, BASIC,
ADA, Pascal, etc.

Input design
The invention, description and depiction of methods to
capture data and get that data into a format suitable for
the computer.

Interpersonal communication skills
The ability to communicate effectively, both orally and
in writing.

Interpersonal relations
The ability to work with people, to settle conflicting
goals and needs from different system users, and to
convince people to change procedures and methods to make
the organization more effective.

Interviewing
A fact-finding technique whereby systems analysts collect
information from individuals face to face.

Joint Application Design (development)
A process whereby highly structured group meetings of all
system users, systems owners and analysts occur in a
single room for an extended period of time.

Location connectivity diagram
A network modelling tool that depicts the "shape" of a
business or information system in terms of its user, data
and processing locations. (Refer network modelling).
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Methodology
A comprehensive and detailed version of an entire systems
development life cycle that incorporates (1) step-by-step
tasks for each phase, (2) individual and group roles to
be played in each task, (3) deliverables and quality
standards for each task, (4) development techniques to be
used for each task. Examples include STRADIS, PRIDE,
SDM, Method/I, Navigator, SSADM.

Network modelling
A diagrammatic technique used to document the "shape" of
a business or information system in terms of its user,
data and processing locations. (Refer location
connectivity diagram) .

Normalization
A data analysis method (refer data analysis).

Observation
A fact-finding technique whereby the systems analyst
either participates in or watches a person perform
activities to learn about the system.

Output design
The invention, description and depiction of methods to
present information produced by a computer system to
users.

PERT (Program/Project Evaluation Review Technique) charts
A graphical model that depicts a project as a series of
events and milestones that are dependent on one another.

Presentations
Special meetings used to sell new ideas and gain approval
for new systems.

Process Analysis and Design
An analytical technique for transforming essential data
stores and processes into implementation locations,
processes and data stores.

Process Modelling
A software engineering technique for organizing and
documenting a system's processes, inputs, outputs and
data stores.

Project management
The process of planning, directing and controlling the
development of an acceptable system at a minimum cost in
a specified time frame.
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prototyping
A technique of building a small-scale, working model of
the user's requirements for purposes of discovering or
verifying the user's requirements. It is also presented
as a technique for systems design and implementation.
The inclusion of systems implementation is based on the
possibility that a prototype can evolve into a production
system.

Questionnaire
Special-purpose documents that allow the analyst to
collect information and opinions from respondents.

Report-writing
A technique or skill to communicate information about the
systems development project to management, users and
technical and/or professional staff in writing.

Structured English
A procedure specification tool adhering to the following
rules:
* Use clear unambiguous English words
* Use strong imperative verbs
* Avoid compound sentences
* Avoid undefined adjectives and adverbs

Systems Analysis
The study of the problem environment and the subsequent
definition and prioritization of the requirements for
solving the problem.

Systems analyst
A person that studies the problems and needs of the
business to determine how people, data, processes,
communications (networks)··and technology can best
accomplish improvements for the business.

Systems Design
The evaluation of alternative problem solutions and the
detailed specification of the final solution.

Systems Development Life Cycle
In the first place, it is a systematic and orderly
approach to solving business problems, and developing and
supporting resulting information systems. Secondly, it
is a process by which systems analysts, software
engineers, programmers and end-users build information
systems and computer applications. Finally, it is a
project management tool to plan, execute and control
systems development projects.

Systems documentation study
It is a fact-finding technique whereby the systems
analyst studies existing documentation, forms and files
in order to collect information about a system.
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Systems Implementation
The construction or assembly of the problem solution
culminating in a new environment based on the solution.

Systems Planning
The ongoing study of the problem environment to identify
problem-solving possibilities. Ideally, the projects
that are selected provide the greatest long-term benefit
to the business.

Systems Support
The ongoing maintenance and enhancement of the solution
during its lifetime.

User
Any person, section and/or entity that uses or benefits
from a computer system.

User-interface design
The invention, description and depiction of methods by
which users of a computer system can communicate directly
with a system by means of computer terminals. It is a
specification of a conversation between system user and
computer.

Walkthroughs
It is a peer group review to verify the validity and
correctness of a particular systems development project's
documentation.



APPENDIX C: RESULTS OF FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

X(l) • Sector of the industry to which the institution belongs
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. 18 1.6 .1 16.1 7. 38 33.9 69.6
3. 7 6.2 22.3 9. 12 10.7 80.4
5. 1 0.9 23.2 10. 22 19.6 100.0
6. 14 12.5 35.7

X(2) • Institution develops own software
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 45 40.2 40.2 3. 59 52.7 98.2
2. 6 5.4 45.5 4. 2 1.8 100.0

X(3) '* Job title of respondent
PERCE;."ITS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 16 14.3 14.3 6 . 5 4.5 75.9
2. 21 18.8 33.0 7. 4 3.6 79.5
3. 25 22.3 55.4 8 . 1 0.9 80.4
4. 16 14.3 69.6 9. 14 12.5 92.9
5. 2 1.8 71.4 10. 8 7.1 100.0

X(4) '* Respondent has systems analysts reporting to him/her
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 39 34.8 34.8 3. 14 12.5 100.0
2. 59 52.7 87.5

x (5) * The number of IT staff in the institution
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 18 16.1 16.1 4. 33 29.5 71.4
2. 15 13.4 29.5 5. 20 17.9 89.3
3. 14. 12.5 42.0 6. 12 10.7 100.0

X (6) '* The institution train programmers
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT C"'...LL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 51 45.5 45.5 2. 61 54.5 100.0

X(7) '* The institution train systems analysts
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 32 28.6 28.6 2. 80 71.4 100.0

X{S) '* Lack of user understanding a problem
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT
1. 73 65.2 65.2 2. 39

PERCENTS
CELL CUM
34.8 100.0

X(9) '* Lack of understanding of
PERCE."ITS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 57 50.9 50.9

systems development principles
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. 55 49.1 100.0

X(lO) '* Lack of proper communication between user
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT
1. 80 71.4 71.4 2. 32

and developer
PERCENTS

CELL CUM
28.6 100.0

X(ll) '* Rate of increasing need
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 81 72.3 72.3

for systems a problem
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. 31 27.7100.0
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X(~2) * Too many different approaches to systems
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT
1. 37 33.0 33.0 2. 75

development
PERCENTS

CELL CUM
67.0 100.0

X(13) • Too many skills required
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 26 23.2 23.2

to become a systems analyst
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. 86 76.8 100.0

X(14) • Very difficult to train systems analysts
PERCENTS PERCE..'lTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 45 40.2 40.2 2. 67 59.8 100.0

X(15) • Any other problems in systems development
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 19 17.0 17.0 2. 93 83.0 100.0

X(16) • How important is the SDLC
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 1 0.9 0.9 5. 26 23.2 44.6
2. 2 1.8 2.7 6. 39 34.8 79.5
3. 9 8.0 10.7 7. 23 20.5 100.0
4. 12 10.7 21.4

• X(17) • How important is Systems Planning
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 1 0.9 0.9 5. 25 22.3 35.7
2. 1 0.9 1.8 6. 33 29.5 65.2
3. 5 4.5 6.2 7. 39 34.8 100.0
4. 8 7.1 13.4

X(18) * How important is the systems analyst role in Planning
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 1 0.9 0.9 5. 42 37.5 64.3
2. 4 3.6 4.5 6. 28 25.0 89.3
3. 6 5.4 9.8 7. 12 10.7 100.0
4. 19 17.0 26.8

X(19) • How important is Analysis
PERCENTS PERCE..'lTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 2 1.8 1.8 5. 29 25.9 37.5
2. 1 0.9 2.7 6. 35 31.3 68.7
3. 3 2.7 504 7. 35 31.3 100.0
4. 7 6.2 11.6

X(20) • How important is the systems analyst role in Analysis
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 1 0: 9 0.9 5. 24 21.4 41.1
2. 3 2.7 3.6 6. 47 42.0 83.0
3. 6 5.4 8.9 7. 19 17.0 100.0
4. 12 10.7 19.6

X(21) • How important is Design
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 1 0.9 0.9 5. 21 18.8 30.4
3. 2 1.8 2.7 6. 39 34.8 65.2
4. 10 8.9 11.6 7. 39 34.8 100.0
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X(22) '*" How important is the syst.ems analyst role in Design
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 3 2.7 2.7 5. 35 31.3 59.8
2. 1 0.9 3.6 6. 32 28.6 88.4
3. 9 8.0 11.6 7. 13 11.6 100.0
4. 19 17.0 28.6

X(23) • How important is Implementation
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
3. 1 0.9 0.9 6. 43 38.4 67.0
4. 11 9.8 10.7 7. 37 33.0 100.0
5. 20 17.9 28.6

X(24) • How important is the systems analyst role in Implementation
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 2 1.8 1.8 5. 24 21.4 67.9
2. 4 3.6 5.4 6. 29 25.9 93.7
3. :1.4 12.5 17.9 7. 7 6.2 100.0
4. 32 28.6 46.4

X(25) ... How important is Systems Support
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 2 1.8 1.8 5. 29 25.9 48.2
2. 4 3.6 5.4 -6. 29 25.9 74.1
3. 5 4.5 9.8 7. 29 25.9 100.0
4. 1.4 12.5 22.3

X (26) ... How important is the systems analyst role in Systems Support
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 8 7.1 7.1 5. 19 17.0 76.8
2. 12 10.7 17.9 6. 17 15.2 92 .0
3. 20 17.9 35.7 7. 9 8.0 100.0
4. 27 24.1 59.8

X(27) ... How important is Process modelling in Analysis
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 6 5.4 5.4 5. 18 16.1 38.4
2. 3 2.7 8.0 6. 39 34.8 73.2
3. 7 6.2 14.3 7. 30 26.8 100.0
4. 9 8.0 22.3

X (28) ... How important is Data modelling in Analysis
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 5 4.5 4.5 5. 23 20.5 35.7
2. 2 1.8 6.2 6. 37 33.0 68.7
3. 3 2.7 8.9 7. 35 31.3 100.0
4. 7 6.2 15.2

X(29) • How important is Process modelling in Design
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 6 5.4 5.4 5. 23 20.5 41.1
2. 2 1.8 7.1 6. 38 33.9 75.0
3. 5 4.5 11.6 7. 28 25.0 100.0
4. 10 8.9 20.5

X(30) • How important is Data modelling in Design
PERCENTS PERCE."ITS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 2 1.8 1.8 5. 27 24.1 37.5
2. 3 2.7 4 .5 6 . 38 33.9 71.4
3 . 3 2.7 7.1 7. 32 28.6 100.0
4. 7 6.2 13 .4
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X(31) • How important is cross referencing between data and process
models

PERCENTS PERCENTS
VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM

1. 7 6.2 6.2 5. 26 23.2 59.8
2. 6 5.4 11.6 6. 27 24.1 83.9
3. 6 5.4 17.0 7. 18 16.1 100.0
4. 22 19.6 36.6

X(32) • How important is interviewing for fact-finding
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 1 0.9 0.9 5. 18 16.1 27.7
2. 1 0.9 1.8 6. 32 28.6 56.2
3. 5 4.5 6.2 7. 49 43.7 100.0
4. 6 5.4 11.6

X(33) • How importa.."1t is observation for fact-finding
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 2 1.8 1.8 5 . 24 21.4 44.6
2. 2 1.8 3.6 6. 35 31.3 75.9
3 . 4 3.6 7.1 7. 27 24.1 100.0
4. 18 16.1 23.2

X(34) '* How important is questionnaires for face-finding

VALUE COUNT
1. 7
2. 10
3. 19
4. 27

PERCENTS
CELL CUM
6.2 6.2
8.9 15.2

17.0 32.1
24.1 56.2

VALUE COUNT
5. 21
6. 16
7. 12

PERCENTS
CELL CUM
18.8 75.0
14.3 89.3
10.7 100.0

COUNT
28
32
19

5.
6.
7.

VALUE

fact-finding purposes
PERCENTS

CELL CUM
25.0 54.5
28.6 83.0
17.0 100.0

X(35) '* How important is JAD for
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 4 3.6 3.6
2. 3 2.7 6.2
3. 8 7.1 13.4
4. 18 16.1 29.5

X(36) • Any other fact-finding tec~~iques?

PERCENTS PERCENTS
VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM

1. 22 19.6 19.6 2. 90 80.4 100.0

X(37) '* How important is network modelling
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 12 10.7 10.7 5. 24 21.4 84.8
2. 6 5.4 16.1 6. 11 9.8 94.6
3. 13 11.6 27.7 7. 6 5.4 100.0
4. 40 35.7 63.4

connectivity

COUNT
27

8
5

X(38} '* How important is Location
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 11 9.8 9.8
2. 4 3.6 13.4
3. 21 18.8 32.1
4. 36 32.1 64.3

VALUE
5.
6.
7.

diagrams
PERCENTS

CELL CUM
24.1 88.4
7.1 95.5
4.5 100.0

X(39) '* How important is decision trees
PERC"..NTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE
1. 8 7.1 7.1 5.
2. 11 9.8 17.0 6.
3. 14 12.5 29.5 7.
4. 31 27.7 57.1

COUNT
30
11

7

PERCENTS
CELL CUM
26.8 83.9

9.8 93.7
6.2 100.0
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X(4·0) • How important is decision tables
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
L 9 8.0 8.0 5. 32 28.6 83.9
2. 7 6.2 14.3 6. 13 1L6 95.5
3. 16 14.3 28.6 7. 5 4.5 100.0
4. 30 26.8 55.4

X(41) • How important is data analysis
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. 3 2.7 2.7 5. 22 19.6 34.8
3. 4 3.6 6.2 6. 42 37.5 72.3
4. 10 8.9 15.2 7. 31 27.7 100.0

X(42) • How important is input design
PERCENTS PERC&.'ITS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
L 2 L8 L8 5. 28 25.0 5L8
2. 4 3.6 5.4 6. 36 32.1. 83.9
3. 4 3.6 8.9 7. 18 1.6.1 100.0
4. 20 1.7.9 26.8

X(43) '* How important is output design
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
L 2 L8 L8 5. 26 23.2 47.3
2. 2 1.8 3.6 6. 37 33.0 80.4
3. 4 3.6 7.1 7. 22 19.6 100.0
4. 19 17.0 24.1

X(44) ... How important is entity-event analysis
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
L 2 1.8 1.8 5. 32 28.6 47.3
2. 3 2.7 4.5 6. 30 26.8 74.1
3. 1 0.9 5.4 7. 29 25.9 100.0
4. 15 13.4 18.8

X(45) '* How important is walkthroughs
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 2 1.8 1.8 5. 34 30.4 50.9
2. 3 2.7 4.5 6. 33 29.5 80.4
3. 5 4.5 8.9 7. 22 19.6 100.0
4. 13 11.6 20.5

X(46) *. How important is PERT charts
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
L 13 11.6 11.6 5. 23 20.5 8L2
2. 4 3.6 15.2 6. 11 9.8 91.1
3. 20 17.9 33.0 7. 10 8.9 100.0
4. 31 27.7 60.7

X (47) .. How important is cost-benefit analysis
PERCENTS PERC"...NTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 10 8.9 8.9 5 . 28 25.0 66.1
2. 5 4.5 13.4 6. 25 22.3 88.4
3 . 10 8.9 22.3 7. 13 1L6 100.0
4. 21 18.8 41.1

X(48) '* How important is report-writing
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 2 L8 1.8 5. 37 33.0 62.5
2. 1. 0.9 2.7 6. 27 24.1 86.6
3. 6 5.4 8.0 7. 15 13.4 100.0
4. 24 2L4 29.5
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X(49) • How important is presentations
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 2 1.8 1.8 5. 3~ 27.7 51.8
2. ~ 0.9 2.7 6. 35 31.3 83.0
3. 7 6.2 8.9 7. ~9 ~7.0 ~OO.O

4. ~7 ~5.2 24.~

X (50) • How important is project-management
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 2 1.8 1.8 5. 22 ~9.6 48.2
2. 3 2.7 4.5 6. 35 31.3 79.5
3. 5 4.5 8.9 7. 23 20.5 ~OO.O

4. 22 ~9.6 28.6

X(5~) • Any other techniques
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 7 6.2 6.2 2. ~05 93.7 ~OO.O

X(52) '*' How important is interpersonal commu..'rlication
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
4. 8 7.~ 7.~ 6. 42 37.5 62.5
5. 20 ~7.9 25.0 7. 42 37.5 ~OO.O

X (53) • How important is interpersonal relat.ions
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
3. 1 0.9 0.9 6. 40 35.7 70.5
4. 7 6.2 7.~ 7. 33 29.5 ~oo.o

5. 3~ 27.7 34.8

COUNT
40
31.

6.
7.

VALUE

business knowledge
PERCENTS

CELL CUM
35.7 72.3
27.7 ~OO.O

X(S4) ~ How important is general
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
4. ~2 ~0.7 10.7
5. 29 25.9 36.6

X(55) • How important is programming in 3GL
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 3 2.7 2.7 5. 34 30.4 68.7
2. 1 0.9 3.6 6. 2~ 1.8.8 87.5
3. 9 8.0 11.6 7. 14 ~2.5 100.0
4. 30 26.8 38.4

X(56) .. How important is programming in 4GL
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 5 4.5 4.5 5. 32 28.6 75.0
2. 1 0.9 5.4 6. 18 16 .~ 91.~

3. 1.~ 9.8 ~5.2 7. ~O 8.9 ~OO.O

4. 35 31.3 46.4

COUNT
9
7

~2

22

COUNT
32
~9

~~

5.
6.
7.

knowledge of CASE tools
PERCENTS

CELL CUM
28.6 73.2
~7.0 90.2
9.8 ~OO.O

VALUE

important is a working
PERCENTS

CELL CUM
8.0 8.0
6.2 ~4.3

~0.7 25.0
~9.6 44.6

1.
2.
3.
4.

... How

VALUE

X(57)
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X(58) '* How important is knowledge of the basic principles of CASE
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 9 8.0 8.0 5. 25 22.3 64.3
2. 5 4.5 12.5 6. 25 22.3 86.6
3. 9 8.0 20.5 7. 15 13.4 100.0
4. 24 21.4 42.0

X(59) '* How important is the
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 2 1.8 1.8
2. 6 5.4 7.1
3. 4 3.6 10.7
4. 22 19.6 30.4

working knowledge of

VALUE COUNT
5. 32
6. 27
7. 19

methodologies
PERCENTS

CELL CUM
28.6 58.9
24.1 83.0
17.0 100.0

COUNT
:35
27
26

5.
6.
7.

methodology principles
PERCENTS

CELL CUM
31.3 52.7
24.1 76.8
23.2 100.0

'* How important is understanding
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE
1. 1 0.9 0.9
2. 2 1.8 2.7
3. 2 1.8 4.5
4. 19 17.0 21.4

X(60)

COUNT
:38
28
15

X(61) '* How important is working knowledge
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE
1. 3 2.7 2.7 5.
3. 4 :3.6 6.2 6.
4. 24 21.4 27.7 7.

of proto typing
PERCENTS

CELL CUM
33.9 61.6
25.0 86.6
13.4 100.0

COUNT
40
32
11

5.
6.
7.

proto typing principles
PERCENTS

CELL CUM
35.7 61.6
28.6 90.2

9.8 100.0

'* How important is understanding
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE
1. 2 1.8 1.8
2. 3 2.7 4.5
3. 5 4.5 8.9
4. 19 17.0 25.9

X(62)

X(63) • Any other skills?
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 4 3.6 3.6

VALUE COUNT
2. 108

PERCENTS
CELL CUM
96.4 100.0

X(64) • How much do you document requirements in a project repository
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 8 7.1 7.1 5. 25 22.3 68.7
2. 8 7.~ 14.3 6. 22 19.6 88.4
3. 20 17.9 32.1 7. 13 11.6 100.0
4. 16 14.3 46.4

X(65) • How much do you use structured English

PERCENTS PERCENTS
VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM

1. 15 13.4 13.4 5. 18 16.1 83.0
2. :1.1 9.8 23.2 6. 16 14 .3 97.3
3. 22 19.6 42.9 7. 3 2.7 100.0
4. 27 24.1 67.0

X(66) '* How much do you use CASE tools in Analysis
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 41 36.6 36.6 5. 9 8.0 75.0
2. 10 8.9 45.5 6. 18 16.1 91.1
3. u. 9.8 55.4 7. 10 8.9 100.0
4. 13 ll.6 67.0
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X(67) * Haw much do you use CASE tools in Design
PERCENTS PERC&'ITS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 39 34.8 34.8 5. 13 11.6 76.8
2. 8 7.1 42.0 6. 17 15.2 92.0
3. 12 10.7 52.7 7. 9 8.0 100.0
4. 14 12.5 65.2

X(68) * How much do you use CASE tools in Implementation
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1- 43 38.4 38.4 5. 8 7.1 88.4
2. 11 9.8 48.2 6. 8 7.1 95.5
3. 18 16.1 64.3 7. 5 4.5 100.0
4. 19 17.0 81-2

X(69) • How much do you use DFD in Analysis
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1- 18 16.1 16.1 5. 21 18.8 60.7
2. 4 3.6 19.6 6. 23 20.5 81-2
3. 13 11.6 31-3 7. 21 18.8 100.0
4. 12 10.7 42.0

X(70) * HoW' much do you use OFD in Design
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE. COUNT CELL CUM
1- 19 17.0 17.0 5. 23 20.5 63.4
2. 4 3.6 20.5 6. 25 22.3 85.7
3. 15 13.4 33.9 7. 16 14.3 100.0
4. 10 8.9 42.9

X(71) * HoW' much do you use DFD in Implementation
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1- 29 25.9 25.9 5. 14 12.5 82.1
2. 10 8.9 34.8 6. 9 8.0 90.2
3. 19 17.0 51-8 7. 11 9.8 100.0
4. 20 17.9 69.6

X(72) * HoW' much do you use ERD in Analysis
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1- 10 8.9 8.9 5. 24 21-4 54.5
2. 8 7.1 16.1 6. 26 23.2 77.7
3. 7 6.2 22.3 7. 25 22.3 100.0
4. 12 10.7 33.0

X(73) * How much do you use ERn in Design
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1- 10 8.9 8.9 5. 24 21.4 55.4
2. 6 5.4 14.3 6. 25 22.3 77.7
3. 7 6.2 20.5 7. 25 22.3 100.0
4. 15 13.4 33.9

X(74) * How much do you use ERD in Implementation
PERCENTS PERCR.'ITS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM

1- 26 23.2 23.2 5. 14 12.5 79.5
2. 11 9.8 33.0 6. 11 9.8 89.3
3. 13 11.6 44.6 7. 12 10.7 100.0
4. 25 22.3 67.0
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X(75) ... How much do you use prototyping in Analysis
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. ~5 ~3.4 ~3.4 5. ~7 15.2 73.2
2. ~2 10.7 24.1 6. 18 16.~ 89.3
3. ~9 17.0 41.1 7. 12 10.7 ~OO.O

4. ~9 17.0 58.0

X(76) ... How much do you use prototyping in Design
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 10 8.9 8.9 5. ~6 14.3 69.6
2. ~o 8.9 17.9 6. 20 17.9 87.5
3. 21 ~8.8 36.6 7. 14 12.5 100.0
4. 2~ 18.8 55.4

X(77) :Ir How much do you use prototyping in Implementation
PERCENTS PERCE.."ITS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 24 21.4 21.4 5. ~5 13.4 80.4
2. ~O 8.9 30.4 6. ~1 9.8 90.2
3. ~9 17.0 47.3 7. 11 9.8 ~OO.O

4. 22 19.6 67.0

X(78) • How much do you use prototyping for verifying requirements
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. ~O 8.9 8.9 5. 10 8.9 56.2
2. 7 6.2 ~5.2 6. 30 26.8 83.0
3. 13 ~1.6 26.8 7. 19 17.0 ~OO.O

4. 23 20.5 47.3

X(79) ... How much do you use Jackson hierarchical diagrams
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 60 53.6 53.6 5. 12 10.7 89.3
2. 5 4.5 58.0 6. 8 7.1 96.4
3. ~o 8.9 67.0 7. 4 3.6 ~OO.O

4. 13 11.6 78.6

X(80) ... How much do you use Yourdon
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 83 74 .~ 74.~ 5. 4 3.6 97.3
2. 9 8.0 82.1 6. 2 1.8 99.~

3. 7 6.2 88.4 7. ~ 0.9 ~OO.O

4. 6 5.4 93.7

X(8~) ... How much do you use Warnier-Orr
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 97 86.6 86.6 4. 4 3.6 98.2
2. 6 5.4 92.0 5. 2 1.8 100.0
3. 3 2.7 94.6

X(82) .. How much do you use Flowcharts
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
~. 33 29.5 29.5 5. 23 20.5 75.9
2. 4 3.6 33.0 6. 16 14.3 90.2
3. ~1 9.8 42.9 7. 11 9.8 100.0
4. H 12.5 55.4

X(83) ... How much do you use Nassi-Schneidermar~

PERCENTS PERCENTS
VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM

1. 73 65.2 65.2 5. 6 5.4 93.7
2. 7 6.2 71.4 6. 4 3.6 97.3
3. 11 9.8 81.2 7. 3 2.7 100.0
4. 8 7.1 88.4
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X(84) • Do you use other program design techniques
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 12 10.7 10.7 2. 100 89.3 100.0

X (85) • Do you use Cabol
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 64 57.1 57.1 2. 48 42.9 100.0

X(86) • Do you use RPGII
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 2 1.8 1.8 2. 110 98.2 100.0

X(87) • Do you use Assembler
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 19 17.0 17.0 2. 93 83.0 100.0

X(88) • Do you use Fortran
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 6 5.4 5.4 2. 106 94.6 100.0

X(89) • Do you use AnA
PERCENTS PERCE..'lTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 1 0.9 0.9 2. 111 99.1 100.0

X(90) • Do you use C
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 37 33.0 33.0 2. 75 67.0 100.0

X(91) • Do you use C++
• PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
l. 38 33.9 33.9 2. 74 66.1 100.0

X(92) • Do you use Pascal
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 11 9.8 9.8 2. 101 90.2 100.0

X(93) • Do you use Basic
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
l. 11 9.8 9.8 2. 101 90.2 100.0

X(94) • Do you use ALGOL
PERC"...NrS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. 112 100.0 100.0

X(95) • Do you use MAGIC
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. 112 100.0 100.0

X(96) • Do you use other languages
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 82 73.2 73.2 2. 30 26.8 100.0

X(97) • Do you use STRADIS methodology
PERCENTS PERC&~S

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COmIT CELL CUM
l. 2 1.8 1.8 2. 110 98.2 100.0
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X(98) * Do you use SSADM methodology
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 35 31.3 31.3 2. 77 68.7 100.0

X(99) * Do you use ISAC methodology
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 2 1.8 1.8 2. 110 98.2 100.0

X(100) * Do you use SSM methodology
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 2 1.8 1.8 2. 110 98.2 100.0

X(lOl) * Do you use Infornet methodology
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 12 10.7 10.7 2. 100 89.3 100.0

X(102) * Do you use IE methodology
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 5 4.5 4.5 2. 107 95.5 100.0

X(103) * Do you use JSD methodology
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 3 2.7 2.7 2. 109 97.3 100.0

X(104) * Do you use ETHICS methodology
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 1 0.9 0.9 2. 111 99.1 100.0

X(105) * Do you use Multiview methodology
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 1 0.9 0.9 2. 111 99.1 100.0

X(106) * Do you use other methodologies
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM '(ALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 28 25.0 25.0 2. 84 75.0 100.0

X(107) * Do you use ADW CASE
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
l. 4 3.6 3.6 2. 108 96.4 100.0

X(108) * Do you use Systems Architect CASE
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 13 11.6 11.6 2. 99 88.4 100.0

X(109) * Do you use IE CASE
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 3 2.7 2.7 2. 109 97.3 100.0

X(110) * Do you use Visible Analyst CASE
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. 112 100.0 100.0

VALUE
2.

X(111) • Do you use DevelopMate
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM
112 100.0 100.0

CASE



VALUE

VALUE

VALUE

VALUE

X(1"12)

X(113)

X(114)

X(115)

• Do

2.

• Do

2.

• Do

2.

• Do

2.

12

you use PC/Prism CASE
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM
112 100.0 100.0

you use APS CASE
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM
112 100.0 100.0

you use CSP CASE
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM
112 100.0 100.0

you use EASEL CASE
PERC&'/TS

COUNT CELL CUM
112 100.0 100.0

VALUE

X(116) • Do

2.

you use abjectView
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM
112 100.0 100.0

CASE

VALUE

x (117) • Do you use PowerBuilder
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM
4 3.6 3.6

CASE

VALUE
2.

COUNT
108

PERCENTS
CELL CUM
96.4 100.0

VALUE COUNT
1. 5

X(118) * Do you use Bachman CASE
PERCENTS

CELL CUM
4.5 4.5

VALUE
2.

COUNT
107

PERCENTS
CELL CUM
95.5 100.0

X{1~9) * Do you use Excelerator CASE
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. 112 100.0 100.0

VALUE

VALUE

VALUE

X(120)

X(121)

X(122)

• Do

2.

• Do

2.

• Do

you use Synon CASE
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM
112 100.0 100.0

you use Telon CASE
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM
112 100.0 100.0

you use COBOL (CICS)
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM
6 5.4 5.4

CASE

VALUE
2.

COUNT
106

PERCENTS
CELL CUM
94.6 100.0

X(123) • Do you use Flashpoint CASE
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. 112 100.0 100.0

VALUE

2.
VALUE

X(124)

X(125)

• Do

2.

• Do

you use firstCASE
PERC&.WS

COUNT CELL CUM
112 100.0 100.0

you use HyperAnalyst
PERCENTS

COL~ CELL CUM
112 100.0 100.0

CASE
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X (l:26) * Do you use ProjectBridge CASE
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. ~~2 ~OO.O ~OO.O

X(~27) * Do you use other CASE
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 34 30.4 30.4 2. 78 69.6 ~OO.O

X(~28) * Do you not use CASE at all
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 59 52.7 52.7 2. 53 47.3 ~OO.O

X(129) ·00 you use ADS/ON-LINE protot'yping
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 5 4.5 4.5 2. 107 95.5 100.0

X (13 0) * Do you use dBASE IV prototyping
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 2 1.8 1.8 2. ~10 98.2 100.0

X(131) * Do you use IDEAL proto typing
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 2 ~.8 1.8 2. ~10 98.2 100.0

X(132) * Do you use INTELLECT prototyping
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. 1~2 ~OO.O 100.0

X(133) * Do you use NOMAD2 proto typing
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. ~~2 ~OO.O 100.0

X(134) * Do you use POWERBUILDER proto typing
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 7 6.2 6.2 2. 105 93.7 100.0

X(135) * Do you use SAS prototyping
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
l. 5 4.5 4.5 2. 107 95.5 100.0

X(136) * Do you use Telon proto typing
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. 112 ~OO.O 100.0

X (137) * Do you use CLARION prototyping
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 8 7.1 7.~ 2. 104 92.9 100.0

X(138) * Do you use Paradox prototyping
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
l. 2 1.8 1.8 2. 110 98.2 100.0

X (13 9) * Do you use CLIPPER prototyping
PERC"JITS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 15 13 .4 13.4 2. 97 86.6 100.0



VALUE

VALUE

x (14 0)

X(141)

• Do

2.

• Do

1.4

you use FOCUS prototyping
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM
112 100.0 100.0

you use NATURAL prototyping
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM VALUE
11 9.8 9.8 2.

COUNT
101

PERCENTS
CELL CUM
90.2 100.0

X(142) • Do you use MANTIS prototyping
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. 112 100.0 100.0

VALUE

VALUE
2.

VALUE

X(143)

X(144)

X(145)

• Do

2.

• Do

• Do

1.

you use ObjectView prototyping
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM
112 100.0 100.0

you use RAMIS prototyping
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM
112 100.0 100.0

you use VISUAL BASIC prototyping
PERC"...NTS

COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT
30 26.8 26.8 2. 82

PERCENTS
CELL CUM
73.2 100.0

VALUE

X(146) • Do you use Progress prototyping
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM VALUE
5 4.5 4.5 2.

COUNT
107

PERCENTS
CELL CUM
95.5 100.0

X(147) • Do you use R:BASE prototyping
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. 112 100.0 100.0

x (148) • Do you use other prototyping
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 32 28.6 28.6 2. 80 71.4 100.0

X(149) • Do you not use proeotyping at all
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 32 28.6 28.6 2. 80 71.4 100.0

X(150) • Do you use a microcomputer for prototyping
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 34 30.4 30.4 4. 9 8.0 61.6
2. 18 16.1 46.4 5. 5 4.5 66.1
3. 8 7.1 53.6 6. 38 33.9 100.0

VALUE COUNT
1. 52

X(151) * Do you use object-oriented approach
PERCENTS

CELL CUM VALUE
46.4 46.4 2.

to systems development
PERC&'lTS

COUNT CELL CUM
60 53.6 100.0

VALUE COUNT
1. 37

X(152) * Have you developed an
PERCENTS

CELL CUM
33.0 33.0

object-oriented system yet
PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
2. 75 67.0 100.0
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VALUE
1.

X(153) • Do you use an Object
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM
19 17.0 17.0

Oriented methodology

VALUE COUNT
2. 93

PERCENTS
CELL CUM
83.0 100.0

students as part of co-operative

PERCENTS
CELL CUM
43.7 100.0

CmJNT
492.

VALUE

Have you employed Technikon
education

PERCENTS
COUNT CELL CUM

63 56.2 56.21.
VALUE

x (154) •

X(155) '* Have you employed Technikon graduates temporarily
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 61 54.5 54.5 2. 51 45.5 100.0

X(156) • Have you employed Technikon graduates permanently
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 68 60.7 60.7 2. 44 39.3 100.0

X(157) • In which area of IT do you need staff (priority 1)
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 39 34.8 34.8 6. 1 0.9 74.1
2. 8 7.1 42.0 7. 12 10.7 84.8
3. 10 8.9 50.9 8. 6 5.4 90.2
4. 3 2.7 53.6 10. 3 2.7 92.9
5. 22 19.6 73.2 11. 8 7.1 100.0

X(158) • In which area of IT do you need staff (priority 2)
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 4 3.6 3.6 7. 16 14.3 67.9
2. 8 7.1 10.7 8. 1 0.9 68.7
3. 8 7.1 17.9 9. 4 3.6 72 .3
4. 10 8.9 26.8 11. 31 27.7 100.0
5. 30 26.8 53.6

X(159) • In which area of IT do you need staff (priority 3)
PERCENTS PERCENTS

VALUE COUNT CELL CUM VALUE COUNT CELL CUM
1. 6 5.4 5.4 7. 10 8.9 35.7
2. 3 2.7 8.0 8. 10 8.9 44.6
3. 5 4.5 12.5 9. 4 3.6 48.2
4. 6 5.4 17.9 10. 1 0.9 49.1
5. 10 8.9 26.8 11. 57 50.9 100.0

'* Do you usex (160)

VALUE COUNT
1. 36

textbooks
PERCENTS

CELL CUM
32.1 32.1

in Systems

VALUE

Development.
PERCENTS

COUNT CELL CUM
2. 76 67.9 100.0



SUMMARY

Systems Analysis and Design (also known as Systems Development) is the

systematic process of problem identification, problem definition, analysis of the

causes of the problem, the design of alternative solutions to the problem, and

the eventual implementation of the selected solution as a computer system (if

possible).

During this systems development process there are a quite a large number of

principles and approaches that need to be considered. It is also required from

the systems analyst to have certain skills and to know how to apply a number

of tools and techniques.

The purpose of this research is to determine which approaches, principles,

skills, tools and techniques are required by the industry for the development of

commercial computer systems so that_prospective systems analysts can be

properly trained in those aspects. This means that the course content of

training institutions should be updated accordingly.

The aspects that form part of the course offered by the training institution

where the researcher works, are discussed and identified out of the literature.

The course content is compared with what is required by the industry by means

of an empirical research consisting of a questionnaire and frequency and

regression analysis.



The results from the research indicate that the following aspects of systems

development must be emphasized:

1. Phases of systems development

" Implementation

" Analysis

" Planning

" Design

2. Important tools and techniques

" Data modelling

" Process modelling

" Presentations

" Input and output design

" Observation (for fact-finding)

" Cross Reference between the data and process model

3. Skills

" Interpersonal relations

" Third generation programming languages

" . Basic understanding of CASE

" Working knowledge of CASE



OPSOMMING

Stelselontleding en-ontwerp (ook stelselontwikkeling genoem) is die sistematiese

proses van probleem-identifisering, probleemdefinisie, ontleding van die oorsake

van die probleem, die ontwerp van alternatiewe oplossings vir die probleem, en

die uiteindelike implementering van die geselekteerde oplossing as 'n

rekenaarstelsel (indien moontlik).

Gedurende hierdie stelselontwikkelingsproses is daar 'n hele aantal beginsels en

benaderings wat oorweeg moet word. Dit word ook van die stelselontleder

vereis om sekere vaardighede te beskik en te weet hoe om 'n aantal tegnieke en

hulpmiddele te gebruik.

Die doel van hierdie navorsing is om vas te stel watter benaderings, beginsels,

vaardighede, tegnieke en hulpmiddels deur die industrie benodig word vir die

ontwikkeling van kommersiele rekenaarstelsels sodat voornemende

stelselontleders in daardie aspekte behoorlik opgelei kan word. Dit beteken dus

dat die kursusinhoud van opleidingsinstansies dienooreenkomstig aangepas

behoort te word.

Die aspekte wat tans deur die opleidingsinstansie waar die navorser werk, as

deel van die kursus Inligtingstelsels aangebied word, word bespreek en uit die

uit die literatuur ge"identifiseer.

Die kursusinhoud word vergelyk met dit wat deur die industrie benodig word



deur middel van 'n empiriese navorsing bestaande uit 'n vraelys en frekwensie

en regressieontledings.

Die resultaat van die navorsing toon dat klem gele moet word op die volgende

aspekte van stelselontwikkeling:

1. Fases van stelselontwikkeling

* Implementering

* Ontleding

* Beplanning

* Ontwerp

2. Belangrike tegnieke en hulpmiddele

* Data modellering

* Prosesmodellering

* Aanbiedings

* Toevoer- en afvoerontwerp

;0 Waarneming (vir feite-versameling)

;0 Kruisverwysing tussen die data en prosesmodel

3. Vaardighede

;0 Interpersoonlike verhoudinge

;0 Derde-generasie programmeringstale

;0 Basiese begrip van CASE

;0 Werkskennis van CASE
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